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Hospital board
Faculty gives thumbs up to Bates to appeal AG's
meeting decision
4 ivi wres tient search

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
If 84 members of the Murray
State University faculty have their
way. Dr. Donald Bates will
become the university's 10th president.
Of the 97 faculty members
who turned out for an all-faculty
forum held in the Freed Curd
Auditorium of the MSU Industry
Building
and
Technology
Thursday afternoon, the majority
expressed their approval of Bates,
who is currently serving as dean
of the school of business and public administration at California
State University in Dominguez
Hills, as a presidential candidate.
Bates visited the MSU campus
Thursday. Two other presidential
candidates, Dr. G. Daniel
Howard, vice president of university advancement and administration at the University of North
Alabama, and Dr. F. King
Alexander, director/coordinator of
the higher education program at
the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, visited the
and
Tuesday
university
Wednesday.
Thursday's forum was sponsored by the executive committee
of the MSU Faculty Senate. The
not formally
was
forum
announced until Tuesday.
Bill Call, president of the faculty senate, said attendance at the
forum was impressive, considering the short notice given.
"To have 97 people show up on
short notice on a rainy day shows
how concerned the faculty is
about this situation," Call said.
Ninety of those in attendance
labeled King Alexander, son of
retired MSU President Dr. Kern
Alexander, as an unacceptable
candidate, while only four cast
votes in approval of his candidacy. Most of the faculty who
expressed opinions about King
Alexander during the meeting
were less concerned with his lineage than with his list of qualifications for the job.
Particularly of concern to the
faculty has been the fact that he
still retains the rank of associate
professor and has not been awarded tenure at his present university.
They have also said that
Alexander's age (he will turn 37

II See Page 2A

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Murray/Calloway County
Hospital Board isn't satisfied with a
recent decision by Kentucky's
Attorney General.
On Aug. 24, the hospital board
was found in violation of the Open
Meetings Law because of a meeting
held in March, Attorney General
Ben Chandler ruled.
The board disagrees and has
decided to appeal that decision in
circuit court.
"The hospital is in substantial
compliance," Hospital attorney
Steve Sanders said.
County Attorney Randy
Hutchens earlier filed a complaint
stating that the hospital board was
guilty of not giving proper notice of
the meeting in question, taking a

Hazardous wastes
added to 'Make A
Difference'listing

Mit
Kentucky Lottery
EVENING
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
9-9-4
0-0-0
Pick 4:
Pick 4:
8-0-7-0
Ky. Cash Ball:
9-12-19-33 Cash Ball 30
iGAT YOUR LOTTO TICKETS AT;
Jr. Food Mart #4
1302 Main St. • Murray

Manager with LWD.
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Rita Burton, Solid Waste
Writer
Staff
The Solid Waste Commission has Management Coordinator here, said
finally figured out what to do with that she has been approached by
all the leftover paint cans lying many people about this program and
around people's homes — recycle one of their main focuses is proper
disposal.
them.
On Oct. 27, the Solid Waste • "A lot of people have a bunch of
Commission is inviting everyone in old paints and stuff they can't get rid
Calloway County to celebrate of," Burton said.
Bill Wells with the Calloway
national Make a Difference Day.
They ask people with recyclables to County Human Resource Center
join them at the Roy Stewart said this isn't the first time LWD has
Stadium Parking lot to unload their come to Calloway County for waste
aluminum cans, motor oil and old disposal. In 1996. LWD hauled
away 55 gallon barrels full of mateeyeglasses free of charge.
Now they have something else to rial and this year he expects much,
add to their list of recyclables: haz- much more.
"With the way Mr. Wells is talkardous waste.
Representatives from LWD in ing, we are expecting 15.000 pounds
Calvert City will be collecting of material.- Riley said. "Material
household paints, weed killers, that will eventually or potentially
insecticides, cleaners, adhesives and end up in an illegal dump."
Riley said disposal of that much
solvents to be recycled at their hazmaterial would normally cost
ardous waste incinerator.
"This is just part of the commu- around $25,000. But the goal of the
nity service we offer the community," Ken Riley, Compliance •See Page 2A

Casting
Their Votes
EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger &
Times photos

FACULTY VOTING ... Members
of Murray State University's
faculty held a forum to discuss the three presidential
candidates at MSU, then voted
on each one (above photo).
After the votes were tabulated
(at right), Dr. Donald Bates
received the overwhelming
majority vote from the faculty
members with 84 of 97 casting
their approval. The MSU Board
of Regents was to meet today
(Friday) and may vote on the
new president.

Public service next
week for 'Voice of
the Wildcats'
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
public memorial service for
Cawood Ledford, the longtime radio
voice of the Kentucky Wildcats, has
been planned for Sept. 13 at Rupp
Arena, school officials said
Thursday.
Ledford died early Wednesday
after a prolonged battle with cancer.
He was 75.
The memorial service will begin
at 5 p.m. EDT and will be open to
the public.
The Ledford family encourages
those who would like to pay their
condolences to attend the service at
Rupp Arena:

secret ballot vote for board members
and taking improper minutes.
Last month, Chandler stated that
the board was in violation of the law.
for the same reasons.
Sanders argues that proper notice
was given for the meeting because it
was announced at two different public meetings where the media was.
present. He also said there was writ-:
ten notice sent to six community'
representatives, including Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins and Fiscal Court representative Marcia Brandon.
Elkins was not present at the
meeting in question.
Sanders said the votes at the
meeting were taken just as they are
at every meeting.
Hutchens said he had not been
notified of any action taken by the
hospital board

On the Net:
UK Athletics official site:
http://www.ukathletics.com
Visitation is scheduled for
Sunday from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. at
Mount Pleasant Funeral Home in
Harlan. Ledford will be buried in a
private ceremony at 2 p.m.
Fans and acquaintances also have
the chance to post their condolences
on the official University of
Kentucky Athletics Web site.
The condolences will be compiled and forwarded to the family
following next Thursday's memorial service.

Strong
Storms
ERIC WALKER'Ledger & Times photo

STORM DAMAGE ... This tree
blocked Robertson Road yesterday afternoon until crew,
cut the tree up and cleared the
roadway. The cause was a
strong storm system that
passed through Murray and
Calloway County Thursday
afternoon. The system caused
power outages around the
Lynn Grove community and
left downed trees across several county roads. A chance of
storms and rain exists in
and
(Friday's)
today's
Saturday's forecasts.
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Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A medical testing company that was overpaid by Medicaid has agreed to refund $1.5 million, Attorney General
.Ben Chandler said Wednesday.
Laboratory Cormation of America — LabCorp — billed Medicaid
separately for tests that were part of a standardized battery. Chandler
said in a statement. By "unbundling" the tests, LabCorp got significantly
higher Medicaid payments, the statement said.
LabCorp said some overpayments were due to a computer problem
at Unisys, the state's Medicaid claims contractor. As a result, Medicaid
was routinely billed for 10 tests instead of one.
The attorney general's office confirmed the problem, which has been
fixed, the statement said.
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — An 82-year-old great-grandmother pleaded
guilty'to bootlegging alcohol from her Paducah home and was sentenced
to 120 days of home incarceration.
Lucille Edwards. of Paducah, also was fined $500 by McCracken
District Judge Bard Brian.
Ray McGee, her attorney, said Edwards was pleased with the sentence. which was part of a plea agreement. "She never leaves the house
anyway.- McGee said.

In
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP) — Despite budget cuts. Gov. Don Sundquist and
an entourage of state and business officials will make an economic development trip to Japan and China Sept. 30.
The trip is expected to cost about $30,000, the same as the governor's
trisit last December to Japan and Taiwan, The Knoxville- News-Sentinel
reported today.
Sundquist has been announcing almost daily budget cuts to state government departments to comply with reductions required by the no-newtaxes budget adopted by the Legislature. Sundquist has announced nine in
a series of spending reductions that so far total $43 million. The latest,
announced Thursday. was $2.9 million cut from the state Agriculture
Department.
The governor and key economic development staffers make an annual
!•::.) to Japan. which is the largest foreign business investor in Tennessee.
After visiting with Japanese officials. Sundquist will travel to Shanghai at the
request of Memphis-based Federal Express.
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) — A $2.9 million budget cut for the state
Agriculture Department was announced Thursday by Gov. Don Sundquist,
the ninth in a series of state spending reductions that so tar total $43 million.
-unfortunately the Legislature has forced us to make cuts that could harm
(ine of our state's largest industries,- Sundquist said in a written statement.
The S19 6 billion budget lawmakers passed Aug. 7 over Sundquist's veto
'es tne administration to find $100 million in cuts to appropriated expeni,,-es Departments also will have to absorb about $10 million in increased
aria mileage costs_
.oe Atrcuiture Department will reduce operational costs -by S1.9 million,
rurchases by $727,000, and grants to local soil conservation disano agricultural fairs by $273.000.
The. ilebartment also will start paying grants on a quarterly basis for boll
r.--actication agricultural youth groups. agricultural fairs and per diem
to no conservation districts Some 25 percent of the total among of the
grants ij be withheld in the final quarter, subject to possible legislative
action
Department spokesman Tom Womack said the inclusion of the boll weeeradication program is not aimed at Lt. Gov. John Wilder, a West
Tennessee cotton farmer who has fought for the funding for years. Sundquist
blames Wilder, who is the Senate speaker, for the Legislature's failure to
reform the state's tax system

JOHNNY W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Ophfhalmologist
[ye Physician & Surgeon
606 N. 12th Street • Next to Office Depot, Murray, KY

1-800-272-9477
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Patton's office size doubles during term
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov.
Paul Patton has doubled the payroll
of the governor's office since 1996,
his first full year in office.
Patton and his
top aides say the
increase largely
reflects the governor's
hands-on
management style.
He has added 47
people to the
office — increasing its size to
about 110 — to
Patton
oversee high-priority issues, from agricultural policy
to domestic violence.
"The amount of work we're
doing out of the governor's office
has doubled." Patton said in an
interview with The Courier-Journal
of Louisville.
But Republican legislative leaders said the governor may be taking

Sunday & Monday Closed • Tuesday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday-Friday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.• Saturday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
DINE IN OR CARRY OUT!

A Special Imitation -To Come To An Opening
COIMIN TUUNIC SUCW

and those programs do not duplicate salary of $103,018 is fourth-highest
work done in existing cabinets. He in the office. And Lt. Gov. Steve
said initiatives such as combating Henry, whose base salary is
domestic violence and promoting $87,579. is paid less than 16
early childhood development need- employees of the office:
ed special offices to coordinate the
Some Republican legislators
work of existing agencies that deal question the concentration of
with only parts of those issues.
responsibility in the governor's
Top administration officials say office and say it would seem more
the growth of the staff reflects efficient to place such programs
Patton's management style and his within the traditional cabinets and
belief that the best way to address constitutional offices of state govserious issues is with a highly quali- ernment.
fied staff reporting directly to the
"I agree that on occasion it's nee,
governor."The core governor's staff essary to set up a temporary situahas not grown," said Crit Luallen, tion to launch some initiative or pull
secretary of the executive cabinet.
different functions together to
Another reason for the payroll accomplish some high-priority
increase is that the officials who task," said Senate President David
head the new programs are paid Williams, a Republican from
high salaries. There are now 23 Burkesville. "But I believe that creemployees within the governor's ating a new office for every issue du
office paid $80,000 a year or more, jour gets unwieldy after a while.... I
compared with four who were paid just don't consider it to he best practhat much in 1996. Patton's base tice.-

CMT to visit
• Listing .•
Murray
From Front
tomorrow
program is to make sure that doesn't
•

The CMT: Country Music
Television promotional truck crew
will greet music fans at the Ice
Cream Festival at the MurrayCalloway Co. Park in Murray. The
CMT truck will he open from II
a.m.-3 p.m. on Saturday.
CMT's promotional vehicle, a
53-foot filth wheel mobile unit, will
he on-site showing great country'
music videos on .the truck's bank of
monitors. A CMT crew will conduct
several games and everyone will
have a chance to participate in drawings for hats. T-shirts and other
prizes, and the spin the CMT prize
wheel where everyone is a winner.
The trucks have a new look and
features including bold new graphics and an upgraded video wall with
Iwo private viewing stations where
fans can watch their favorite CMT
programs. The video wall and viewing stations now feature state-of-theart DVD audio and video.
CMT. telecast on Channel 70 on
Charter Communications Cable in
Murray, is a 24-hour country music
channel with a library with more
than 4.000 ideos.

CORRECTION
The yard sale at
2016 Carol Drive
was listed in error for this
weekend. The sale will be
Sept. 13th & 14th.
The Classified Dept.
regrets any inconvenience
that this may have caused.

happen.
"The challenge is to make sure it
stays out of the landfill and out of
the environment." he said.
The program will be held
between 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
The Solid Waste Commission
asks that all chemicals be in original
containers with legible labels listing
contents. They also ask for no commercial, industrial or agriculture
chemical containers and the program be limited to Calloway
County residents only.

Correction
A photographic eutline in
Thursday's Ledger & Times contained incorrect information about
one of the subjects.
The photograph with Kentuck
Commissioner of Agriculture Billy
Ray Smith showed Abby Kelley, not
Rachel Talent as was published.
The Ledger regrets the error.

All the news
you need is
in each
Ledger &
Times
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direct control of functions that
would be better managed by existing agencies. and that lawmakers
should closely scrutinize the budget
of the governor's office during next
year's session.
"The legislature has a duty and
obligation to take a close look at this
next year," said House Republican
Leader Jeff Hoover, of Jamestown.
The governor's office payroll has
grown from about $3 million per
year in April 1996 to about $6 million today.
The biggest reason for the
increase is that Patton has added 10
special functions to his office —
primarily to oversee issues he considers important, such as agricultural policy, early childhood development, domestic violence, and two
programs aimed at enhancing development in Appalachia.
The new programs account for
the additional workers. Patton said.

NO Cost To You!
For more information call
Diabetic Supply Program
Toll

Free 1-888-466-2678
No HMO .atients. 'lease
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EDWARD SHERIDAN
• N. i riles photo
DISCUSSING ... Dr. Donald Bates (left), a presidential candidate
at Murray State University, talks to a member of the MSU faculty during a meeting yesterday.

•Isfacu'Ity •••
From Front
in October) and length or time since &ihiaunii us MI). I I 990 I hurt him a',
a candidate.
"Really, it's unfair to him.- said history proles,q Hill Mut
"I think
its not fair to the university or to him.
"I don't hold it against him who his dad is. but ii lust it it the right per'
'.on at the right time for this university."
"He should not he compared to his father.- s;ild .1, ‘hit('roitk associate
professor of physics and engineering. "It he w a. Nought in s a finalist
because of his father, that's wrong. We shouldn't ,IkN ell n that because we
don't have any evidence that says that's true
"I think he's. probably a good teacher." said Bob litum miii. associate prolessor of computer science and information systems. "I ‘‘ s'ukhm i mind seeing him on campus teaching or in some kind ol fund-raising position. I Just
can't see any aspect where he would be qualified to he president of a UniVersity."

Reactions to Howard as a candidate were ini‘ed. oh 24 ot those attendance in favor of him and 68 finding him unacceptable
"1 feel like Howard has qualifications." Pilgrim said. "I feel like his
weakness was in his ability to relate to people. He seemed a little distant."
"Clearly. he has a lot of concerns,- said Michael Waag, pi k ilessor of modern languages. "Here is a man who plays ball with the pow ers that be. What
we have-to ask ourselves is, are we the powers that he'.'
Call-said that in faculty evaluations of administraiur' from 1'NA, Howard
had the highest disapproval rating 165 percent) of an, of the university's
vice presidents.
Only' eight of those in attendance rated Bates as an unacceptable candidate.
"He was a breath of fresh air." said Ann Lan&.m. associate professor of
journalism. "I think he has the leadership sty le (and) the ev-ienise to take us
where we need to be as a university."
"I think one thing we need to consider here i, how each ot these candidates would deal with the board of regents.- said Winfield Rose, political
science professor. "It seems to me that Dr. Bates won that one hands down."
Seven years ago, the faculty senate's executi‘e committee recommended
that the board not consider Kern Alexander as a presidential candidate. Call
said the forum was designed to give the faculty more of a voice through its
faculty regent, Terry Stricter, than it had last time.
The board of regents was scheduled to meet today
and could
choose to hire a new president. Stricter said after Thursday's forum that he
would vote along the lines of the facult 's sote.
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Grand jury to review claims against Condit
MODESTO, Calif. (AP) -- A
grand jury was scheduled Thursday
to review allegations that Rep. Gary
Condit obstructed
justice when he
asked flight attendant Anne Marie
Smith to sign an
stating
affidavit
they didn't have an
affair.
Condit
The Stanislaus
County Grand Jury was expected to
meet at 4 p.m. in a hearing to take up
unusual allegations made last week

by Smith, said Marnie Ardis, the
county employee who oversees the
grand jury.
The civil grand jury proceedings
are normally secret but Ardis said
she was willing to confirm the agenda in this case because Smith went
public when her lawyer, James
Robinson, held a news conference
on the county courthouse steps after
filing the complaint.
The I9-member panel will
decide whether to investigate
Smith's claims, or reject her citizen's complaint. The decision won't
be released to the public, but if the

complaint is rejected. Smith and her
lawyer would be notified by letter,
Ardis said.
Citizen requests for criminal
charges are usually made to police
or prosecutors, who rakpresent evidence to criminal grand jUities.
"The whole purpose of this is to
go around the DA because we don't
trust the DA," Robinson said
Thursday.
Still, it would be up to prosecutors to decide whether to pursue a
criminal case, and District Attorney
Jim BrazeIton has said he isn't likely to take any action based only on

Robinson's legal maneuvers.
Smith, who said she and Condit
had a sexual relationship for 10
months,claims the congressman and
his intermediaries tried to get her to
sign a false affidavit denying they
had an affair.
Condit has denied asking anybody lo lie, and his attorney, Abbe
Lowell, said Smith and the congressman apparently have different
definitions of the word "relationship."
Smith's ties to Condit became
public after the congressman was
linked to Chandra Levy.

2001
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"Science and the Bible"
Using colorful slides, visual aids, and a
touch of magic, Bro. Jeff, an engineer, a man of science and a
student of the Bible, will tackle the supposed gulf between
science and the Bible. This sometimes humorous, but always
enlightening series will answer such questions as
"How do dinosaurs fit in the Bible?"
.
1 "Why is the creation/evolution issue important'''.
1 And more Plus a special guest appearance by Lyle the
Crocodile for the Children's Message.

Series Starts This Sunday, Sept. 9, at 11 am

Locust Grove Baptist Church
1899 Locust Grove Rd, 753-9550

House going forward on farm
bill despite concerns with costs
BY PHILIP BRASHER
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - - The House will start overhauling federal farm and food programs despite concerns that the shrinking budget surplus means little
money for the legislation, GOP leaders decided
Thursday.
Debate on the measure could start as early as next
week.
"We don't see anything that would stop us," House
Majority Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas, said after a
strategy session with the chairmen of the House agriculture and budget committees.
The farm bill would cost nearly $170 billion over the
next 10 years, including $74 billion of the surplus that
was expected in the congressional budget agreement
reached in the spring. Much of the money would go
toward extending subsidies for grain and cotton farmers
through the next decade. Under new budget forecasts issued last month, nearly all that remains of the projected surpluses over the
next few years is the portion expected to come from
Social Security taxes.
The smaller surplus likely forces agricultural pro-

Judge halts
discount
drug card
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A Bush
administration plan to promote private prescription drug discount cards
under Medicare has been temporarily halted by a federal judge.
The injunction, filed Thursday by
U.S. District Court Judge Paul
Friedman, will prevent the program
from starting for several months.
Drugstore chains filed a lawsuit in
July, arguing the plan was "clandestine and unlawful' because federal
Officials don't plan to pay for the
discounts.
They also argue the plan doesn't
clearly outline who must subsidize
the lower prices.
The ruling suggests that the judge
rejected Bush administration arguments that it did not need congressional approval to begin the plan.
President Bust* wants to encourage all older Americans to use the
cards, now commonly sold by private companies, by giving some of
the cards what amounts to a government seal of approval.
The cards can lead to discounts of
up to 10 percent on some drugs.
company officials say.

grams to compete with other spending priorities of
Congress and the White House,including education and
defense.
It has an impact," said House Agriculture Chairman
Larry Combest, R-Texas. "We can't say we're going
forward without considering it."
The House bill woutd replace farm and nutrition programs that expire next year.
The chairman of the Senate Agriculture Committee,
Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, said he hoped to have his
chamber's version of a farm bill completed by the end
of the year.
However, he said, "All that money has evaporated.
Exactly how -we're going to deal with that, nobody
knows," Harkin said.
The House bill would retain existing price supports
for corn, wheat, rice, soybeans and cotton and create a
new "countercyclical" program to provide additional
payments when prices drop below certain levels.
The new program is designed to replace the emergency payments Congress has voted each of the last
four years to supplement the subsidies farmers receive
under the 1996 farm law, which expires in 2002.

September 8 is your last
day to play Lotto Kentucky.
But wait'll you see
what's coming next.
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Agree Or Not
By TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist

There was a
time ...

k
The. cycle.
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Reno's campaign causing some to cringe
By KEN THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI (AP) — Janet Reno crisscrosses
Florida in a red pickup. Those who have something to say to her can just call her up — she's in
the book. And when she announced for gOvernor,
she didn't call a news conference: she invited
'reporters over to her rustic house for one-on-one
interviews.
In an age of slick, blowdried politicians,
camReno's
paign to he the
next governor of
Florida promises
to be unlike any
seen in years.
But to some
Party
Democratic
officials, her unorthodox ways and her close
association with the
controversies of the
Clinton years make her
candidacy a nightmare at
worst, a giant leap of faith
at best.
"She's quality. hut! don't
want to see this election turn
into a Bill Clinton agenda and
a Janet Reno agenda from the
years,"
said
Clinton
Hillsborough County chairman
Mike Scionti. "It's crazy. It's the
worst thing the Democratic Party could do."
Adam Goodman, a Florida-based GOP strategist, said: "As far as Republicans are concerned.
a Reno candidacy is a good thing."
Democratic leaders are aiming to deny Gov.
Jeb Bush a second term. They consider the race a
golden opportunity for retribution for the overtime 2000 election and a chance to weaken
President Bush before the 2004 White House
campaign.
But afraid that Republicans will paint her as
too liberal, many Democrats are unconvinced that
Reno is the answer. Some party leaders tried to
persuade Reno to stay on the sidelines, pointing
to polls that show her easily winning the
Democratic nomination but failing to muster
enough swing voters to defeat Bush

"When you get people telling you that you're
wonderful and telling you _TB .support you.' it's
hard not to think you'd %% in."said Tallahassee
lawyer Dexter Douglass. "I'd imagine
it's like serving in combat: A
lot of dead people
never

thought
they'd get shot."
This is the first statewide campaign for Reno, who served five terms as
prosecutor in Dade County before becoming
President Clinton's attorney general in 1993.
Her journey for governor has been anything
but typical. She usually travels alone to campaign
stops — sometimes several hours -away — in a
Ford Ranger she bought when she left
Washington. She acts as her own press secretary
and scheduler, though she recently' opened a small
office where one employee works. At town meetings, she speaks so softly that people have to
crane their necks to hear her.
Shunning a swank hotel to announce her candidacy Tuesday, Reno gave five-minute interviews to reporters in the back yard of her home,
which is cooled by a single rusty window air conditioner. She still lives in the unpainted cypress
wood and adobe house her mother built a halfcentury ago when the family moved to what was
then the w ild western edge of Miami.

Attention Washington!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whiffield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

"I can't recall a time when I haVe seen a candidate do the legwork before an announcement
that she has done," said Susan MacManus, a
University of South Florida political scientist.
"The 'avv-shucks' approach. 'Just WI ol' me tackling the world' to try to soften her image. It has
been extremely creative and very strategic."
Many compare her to Democratic former Gov.
Lawton Chiles, the folksy, self-described "hecoon" — the wiliest raccoon in the forest — who
walked the state to build support when he first ran
for Senate in 1970.
"She's a lot .like Lawton. From her standpoint there's nothing unconventional about it.
It's how she approaches life," said former Lt.
Gov. Buddy MacKay. who served with
Chiles. "There's something about her that
leads ordinary people to believe that this is
someone you can trust. What you see is
what you get."
Reno likes to tell people of the days
when she navigated Florida's lakes and
rivers with her mother in a motorboat.
"You had two stringy-haired ladies and
we had cutoff dungarees." she recalled
in a speech in June.
Reno is an avid kayaker and submits it as
evidence she has the vigor to deal with
Parkinson's disease, first diagnosed in 1995.
She likes to remind people "sometimes it's
good to laugh at yourself," recounting her appearance on "Saturday Night Live" when she parodied herself and proclaimed: "It's Reno time!"
Reno, 63, enters the Democratic fray with
nearly universal name recognition. She has said
she proved her ability to make hard decisions
when she authorized the raid at Waco and the
seizure of Elian Gonzalez — decisions for which
she has been vilified and that are certain to
become campaign issues.
While 30 percent of registered Democrats live
in South Florida's Miami-Dade, Broward and
Palm Beach counties, party members consider the
general election to hinge on central Florida's
Interstate 4 corridor, which is rich with independent voters.
"I haven't spoken to any Democrat who says,
'That's wonderful news." Polk County
Democratic chairwoman Sharon Becker said of
Reno's candidacy. "Everybody says to a man,
'Oh. I wish she wouldn't.'"

From

Mouths

By The Associated Press

"Laura and I welcome you to the United States and to the
"Cr BItinca."
— President Bush in a toast to Mexican President
Vicente Fox, using the Spanish words for 'White House.'

,1 ..... "

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D C. 20510
web:wwwjim bunning@bunning.senate gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

"Asfar as I'm concerned, if Reno's the nominee,leb Bush can
sleep soundly."
— Florida Democratic activist Jack Curtiss, one of a
number of state Democrats who aren't convinced the
former attorney general, who is running for governor,
can beat incumbent Republican Gov. Bush.

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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"Win this thing."
— Andre Agassi in a whispered comment to Pete
Sampras after Sampt'as eliminated Agassi in a hardfought quarterfinal match at the U.S. Open.-Sampras has
won more major tennis titles than anyone in history, but
he has been slumping and hasn't won a title in more
than a year.

FRANKFORT, Ky. --- In only
four months, the General Assembly
will convene on the third floor of the
Capitol for its regular 60-day session that may or may not deal with
redrawing legislative and congressional district lines under 2000
Census figures, probably won't
accomplish any meaningful reform
"Kentucky's mish-ma.sh-of a tax
system and, perhaps, maybe, sort-of
deal with collecting garbage in
every county and make progress in
cleaning up illegal dumps.
There was a time when the only
sure prediction for a regular legislative session was that it would pass a
budget that was reasonably close to
what the governor proposed and that
it would be balanced for no other
reason than the constitution requires
it. Whether it stayed balanced was
something else entirely, given the
wild fluctuations in the state economy over the years from boom to bust
and places in between.
But with the House and Senate
split between the two political parties. it isn't safe any longer to predict even what kind of budget will
pass or, for that matter, whether one
will pass at all. Our neighbors to the
south in Tennessee have watched in
fast mated horror as special legislative session succeeded special legislative session in Nashville on a
final budget that everyone agrees is
pretty-. much a disaster and spends
every penny of Tennessee's tobacco
settlement money to keep government barely in business.
There have been some less-thansubtle hints in recent weeks about
one or two issues that the 2002
Kentucky General Assembly will
have to contend Vt, ith that may pro:
vide interesting entertainment come
next year. •
Clearly, the state's thoroughbred
breeding and horse racing industries
are preparing to be a major player at
the Capitol during the next session.
We've read about members of the
Kentucky Racing Commission
soliciting political contributions
from the breeders and owners they
regulate.
Of course, if members of the
Service
Public
Kentucky
Commission began soliciting contributions for political purposes from
the utilities they regulate, there
would be trundles on Capitol
Avenue full of commission members headed fOr oblivion and driven

From
Dear Editoi.
Change the name of OUR- hOspital to a name that does not tell you
where the hospital is located'?
The hospital is clearing more
than a million dollars a year.
don't fix it.
If it ain't broke
Robert 0. Miller
Murray. Ky.
Dear Editor,
Some months ago, we were told
that the city of Murray could not
progress unless liquor by the drink
was voted in. I noticed in last
week's paper that we indeed have
been making progress. We now
have a delivery truck to take home
drunken customers.
I'm wondering if the rest of the
establishments that serve alcohol
will also be providing delivery
trucks. And since we, in the (runty.
didn't get to vote on this issue, will
these trucks be making runs out to
the county as well'?
I suppose we will be able to note
the progress that Murray is making
by the number of delivery trucks on

there by homeowners who watched
their heating bills triple last winter.
But for reasons known only to
Frankfort ethicists, the • Public
Service Commission can't solicit
from those it regulates. The Racing
Commission, on the other strange
hand, is permitted to do just that.
The breeders and owners, of
course, are going to want some level
of legislative relief from the spring
breeding season disaster that had
mares aborting and delivering stillborn foals all over the state.
And the racing industry is going
to be right up there with the breeders
seeking relief in the form of tax cuts,
economic development funds or a
combination of both. We are hearing
that Turfway Park in Northern
Kentucky is practically on the ropes.
Churchill Downs is said to be so
dowdy that people may be staying
away from the venerable track
because they're ashamed to be seen
under the paint-peeling twin spires
and are instead motoring over to the
Glory of Rome and bedding down at
the nev.• $60 million Caesar's Palace
pleasure dome of a hotel.
Thoroughbred owners are deserting Kentucky for tracks in other
states where purses are higher
because the state itself contributes
funds to keep those purses generous
The General
and -- attractive
Assembly undoubtedly will be
asked to help in that area as well.
And really. who can blame them
for turning to the state for help'?
Thoroughbred breeding and racing
are $3 billion-plus a year industries
in Kentucky. Louisville and state
leaders have been falling all over
themselves to attract a professional
basketball teath, offering bales of
cash, tax incentives and the like. so
why shouldn't Churchill Downs get
equal cinisideration?
If. as a study financed by
Churchill Downs alleges, the Derby
generates more than $200 million in
a three-day span every year, some
state-financed renovations would be
very,'much in order. Even if the true
figure is half the study estimate, the
public investment would be justified-. •
But with scarce new state tax revenues, legislators may look elsewhere to help the tracks and indirectly the breeders without resorting
to state funds. Slot machines anyone'?

Readers
the sticc:
Jean Schweigert
Murray. Ky.
Dear Editor,
ThreF. cheers for Ricky Lamkin
for telling it the way it should be.
Jud and Fay Fonenbery
Murray, Ky.
Dear Editor.
Why do we need to change the
name of our hospital?
Why does the hospital board
meet behind closed doors?
Why does the hospital board
care for the approval of our city and'
county officials?
Why does the hospital board get
hospital employees to take their
polls'?
Somethng is wrong. Thank
goodness for our county judge and
county attorney. Wake up hospital
hoard, you work for the people of
Calloway County.
Gene'Johnson
Murray. Ky.

We want to print your letters..,

but you must follow these guidelines:
must be signed with the writer's name, address
and telephone number so we may contact you if there are
questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 200-250 words.
All letters are subject to editing.
• The Ledger & Times reserves the right to reject any letter.
Letters may besubmitted byfax at 270-753-1927, by email to
mit
rayledyer,coin or by mail to 1(X)1 Whitnell Ave.,
Mu y, KY 42071.
• Letters
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Deaths
Jess McLeister
Jess McLeister, 82, Azel, Texas, a former longtime resident of New Concord and father of Mrs. Sue A. Dixon of
Murray,died Wednesday. Sept. 5, 2001 at 5 a.m. at a nursing home in Azel. His death followed an extended illness.
He retired from Industrial General in Memphis, Tenn.,
and made his home in Calloway County in the early 1960s.
He was a veteran of World War 11.
Mr. McLeister was married'to the former Frances
Headrick Demers who died in 2000.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Sue A. Dixon,
McLeister North
16th Street, Murray, and Mrs. Linda Woodall and
husband, Coy, Poolville, Texas: one son, Wayne McLeister
and wife, Mary Ann, Princeton, Texas; nine grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.
Graveside services are today (Friday) at 11 a.m. at New Hope Cemetery.
Reno, Texas.
Gallbreaith-Pickard Funeral Home, Weatherford, Texas, is in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a favorite charity.

Woodrow C. Litchfield

The funeral for Woodrow C. Litchfield will be Saturday at I p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Glen Cope and the Rev.
Chris Moore will officiate. Burial will follow in Hamlet Cemetery, Benton:
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart
Association, 333 Guthrie St., Suite 207, Louisville, KY 40202.
Mr. Litchfield, 85, U.S. Highway 68 East, Benton, died Tuesday, Sept. 4,
2001; at 5 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nonnie Joiner Litchfield, to whom he
was married for 62 years; two daughters, Mrs. Frieda Litchfield Dukes and
husband, Gary. Benton, and Mrs. Janice Ruth Washburn and husband, Joe
Thomas. Wichita, Kan.; one son, Woodrow Litchfield Jr. and wife, Brenda.
Clarkson; three grandchildren, Cheryl Hall. Shepherdsville, Amanda
Litchfield, Clarkson, and Trent Litchfield, Benton; six great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs. Nila Bush. Novi, Mich., and Mrs.
Marie Higgins, Murray; one brother, Arthur Litchfield, West Paducah; two
half sisters, Mrs. Clara Taylor and Mrs. Barbara Worley, both of Paducah:
two half brothers, Clyde H. Litchfield, Nashville, Tenn., and Jerry Elwood
Litchfield, Murray.

Brent A. Burkeen

Joe Henry Allbritten Sr.
Joe Henry Allbritten Sr., 79, North Sixth Street, Murray, died Friday.
Sept. 7, at 6:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He formerly owned and operated Rudy's Restaurant in Murray and was
an Army veteran of World War II.
Born Dec. 31, 1921, in Calloway County. he was the son of the late Rudy
Allbritten and Eula Shroat Allbritten.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Gloria Love Allbritten, to whom he was
married Oct. 24, 1946; one daughter, Mrs. Ramona Lee Gotti and husband,
Gene, Ocean City, N.J.; two sons. Joe Henry Allbritten Jr. and wife,
Marlene, and George Rudy Allbritten and wife, Emily, all of Carson City.
Nev.; two grandchildren. Justin and Benjamin Allbritten; one stepgranddaughter, Ann McKnight; one stepgreat-granddaughter. Bridgett McKnight;
two brothers, Eugene Allbritten and wife, Bobbie Sue, Plano, Texas, and
George Robert Allbritten and wife, Amy Modesta, Calif.; a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Neva Grey Allbritten, one niece, Mrs. Lynda Houck. and one nephew.
Timothy Allbritten, all of Murray; several cousins.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Daniel A.(D.J.) Berg Jr.

Daniel A.(D.J.) Berg hit 23. Riviera Courts, Murray, died Wednesday.
Sept. 3, 2001, at 7:21 p.m. in a work related accident at Shoemaker
Enterprises-Grain Division, Murray.
He was employed at Shoemaker Enterprises Inc. Grain Division and had
attended Calloway County High School. He was born May 26, 1978, in
West Chicago, Ill.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Rae Lynn Boyd, Richmond; his
father, Daniel Allen Berg Sr., and half sister, Teresa Berg, both of Spokane.
Wash.; two brothers, Arron J. (A.J.) Young. Murray. and Nick Driver,
Richmond; his grandmothers. Mrs. Audrey Berg. Spokane, Wash., and Mrs.
Barbara Snodie. Waukegan, Ill.
The funeral will be Sunday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Fr. Ray Goetz will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday.

Two men charged
in death of S.C. man
GREENSBORO.Ga.(AP)-- A
Donna Tiller, 45. of Mond:
Kentucky man and a South Corner was charged by Berke]...
Carolina woman have been arrest- County (S.C.) authorities Thursday
ed in the death of a man found in with accessory to murder after the
rural east Georgia in July.
fact, GB! agent Homer Keadle
Darren Driggers, 38, of Moncks said.
Corner, S.C., was found July 5 in
Investigators would not comGreene County. two miles north of ment Thursday about a motive or
Union Point. His body was identi- details of Driggers' death but said
fied Aug. 22 through fingerprints Driggers and Pendygraft met each
by the Georgia Bureau of other through Tiller, a mutual
Investigation.
acquaintance.
Raymond Anthony Pendygraft,
Keadle said murder charges
42, of Danville, Ky., was held against Pendygraft would probably
without bail Thursday in the be filed in South Carolina. but
Greene County Jail after being "that's not 100 percent sure." He
arrested in Kentucky on Monday said authorities in Berkeley
on a local warrant for probation County had been working at the
violation. GBI agent Jerry W'hidby suspected crime. scene thoughout
said.
the day.

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
wrilmr.7

Mrs. Oleter Tharpe Cravens
Mrs. Dieter Tharpe Cravens, 82, Fifth Street, Hazel. died Tuesday, Sept.
4, 2001, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She had a teachers'aide for the Henry County,Tenn., School System; and
was a member of Quinn Chapel A.M.E. Church and of Chapter No. 109 of
the Order of the Eastern Star.
Her husband, Boyce Cravens, died in 1989. Also preceding her in death
were four brothers, Dort Roy and Nayon'Tharpe and Terry Harden. Born
Nov. 2, 1918, in Puryear, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Richard
Tharpe and Mamie Mitchum Tharpe.
Survivors include two nieces, Mrs. Rubener Teague, Puryear, Tenn., and
Mrs. Evelyn Yates, Indianapolis, Ind.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Marie
Tharpe, Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Helen Tharpe. East St. Louis. Mo.; close
relative, Mrs. Rose Jackson and husband, Rev. Ed. Decatur, Ill.
The funeral will be Monday at I p.m. at Quinn Chapel A.M.E. Church,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Otto W. Duncan will officiate. Burial will follow in
Hazel City Cemetery.
Visitation will be Sunday from 6 to 7 p.m. at Trinity Funeral Home,Paris.
Tenn.

s14.95*
(*On most cars & trucks)

Brent A. Burkeen, IS. Mayfield, died Wednesday. Sept. 5. 2001. at 3:15
p.m. from injuries sustained in an automobile accident on Central Road,
Mayfield.
A 2001 graduate of Graves County High School, he was a member of
First Assembly of God. Mayfield. His grandfather, Leon Cope. preceded
him in death.
Survivors include his parents, Steve A. and Sue Cope Burkeen, grandparents, Aubrey and Willie Mae Burkeen and Mrs. Ethleen Cope, and his
fiancee. Heather loon, all of Mayfield; several aunts, uncles and cousins.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Ffome, Mayfield. The Rev. Phillip Reed will officiate. Burial will follow in
HighlandPark Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Friday).

Winston Wilson
Winston Wilson, 80, Faxon Road, Murray, died today, Friday. Sept. 7.
2001, at 2:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Sports Injury Clinic

For area middle & high school students injured
in the current week of sports activity

35%

Center for Rehab & Sports Medicine
Saturdays throughout
September & October
8:30 - 10:30 a.m.

THIRTY-FIVE PERCENT

• Physician fellowship trained in Sports Medicine on-hand
• Physical Therapy services provided
• X-ray services available

State Farm has discounts
available on car insurance.
See me to find out how you may qualify.

WO.

Don Henry, Agent
Sponsored by
Todd Bohannon, M.D.
Sports Medicine Specialist
and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Rehabilitation Services

302 Last Main Street
Murray. KY
270-753-9935

Center for Rehab & Sports Medicine
at the Center for Health & Wellness
716 Poplar Street • Murray, KY 42071

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.'
statefarm.com"
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company (Not on NJ)
State Farm Indemnity Company (NJ)• Home Offices Bloommgton Illinois

Call 762-1854 for more information

CAMPBELL

REALTY

1300 itIlinstm Blvd. • Murray
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HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

Affordable + Squa 'ootage tool
Approx 1650 sq. tt 3 large boa
rooms 2 baths Just $69,900

Home owners dream (ImrnaoukJte) 3 bedroom. 2 bath beauty.
Great Locution - Walk to Murray
High. $149.000.

;hounds from the hard
floors to the beautiful picture
windows. Approx 2200 sq. ft. 4
IDCIt 1 1 /2 ba $71,900

Why rent when you con
bedroom adorable home Gtea•
investment, close to ,_:ompuS
S66,000

SPoc,Jus Deou'i. This beoutifu; .onascoped
home has 9 ceilings and an open toot pion
Featuring cherry cabinets throughout and
whirlpool tub n rnoster suite features not normally found in a house at this prce $139 COO

Walk to Me lake! This property
almost 1 1/2 ac looks brand new'
3 bdr 2 ba $69900 Don't miss

- view of Lake Barkley Private
Wok 3 level deck.3 bedroom.3
bath. S169.900.

Great investment opportunity' Triplex with current income of
51,050 00 monthly Extra lot in bock
large enough for additional apartments $10000

Home sweet home' This three bedroom
two both home has such o great floor
pion you feel at home as soon as you
woik in Why wait, walk in today Cot for
appointment $137 KC

Fabulous inside and out - you deserve the
best this is iti Six bedrooms and four baths
*cis will love the 43x12 recreation room
upstairs Mom & Dori will love the peace
and quite downstairs] $239 000

Lowest price in Canterbury. 3
Bedrooms, 2 Bath make it your
ownl Only S145.000

This 20D3 Fleetwood mobile home Es a spacious
beauty Featunng a beautiful kitchen a island 3
bedrooms 2 baths oil new oppkances Located
on 1 19 acres iri cruet neighborhood Everything
you heed at a great price $69 900
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LOTS FOR SALE

Open flOOt pron -great three bedroom

two
bath home On corner lot with nice shaded
• Dockyard Three boy workshop next door
con be purchased with or without house
$88 500
• •-

Your home
could be
featured here.
Call us today!

SPOCIOuS 3 bedroom 2 1 /2
both jocoteci ,at minutes from private com
munrty dock Many updates Kick bock on the
front swing or watch the deer from your own
private 9ettng Vocation every day $87900
lOke Pts)Per
.
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Neale Rd 5 ac
Outland School Rd 15 ac
Johnny Robertson Rd 26 at
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$19.900
S49.900
$17.000
$39,900
$29900
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Jo's Datebook

EventReminders

By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor

The following are reminders
of weddings for the coming week
that have been published previously in The Murray Ledger &
Times:
Angela Lynn Colson, daughter of Thomas Wayne and Doreen
Lynn Colson of Murray, and Justin
Brent Kimbro, son of Jackie Gene
and Brenda Sue Kimbro of Murray, will be married Saturday, Sept.
8, 2001, at 11 a.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House. All relatives
and friends are invited.

John Ed Scott, local official government weather observer in Murray, said 3.38 inches of rain
were recorded at his rain gauge at his home in
Murray.
Rain measurements were .28 inch Aug. 3, .24
Aug. 4„02 Aug. 7, .22 Aug. 8, .03 Aug. 9, .96
Aug. 10, .06 Aug. 13, 1.23 Aug. 19, .06 Aug. 27,
and .28 Aug. 30. Thunder was recorded Aug. 3,
9, 10, 19, 26 and 30. Fog was recorded Aug. 9 and 10.
High temperature for the month was 95 on Aug. 22 and the
low was 61 on Aug. 20. Average temperatures for the month were
a high of 88 and a low of 70.

Dana Michelle (Miklci) Taylor,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Sheffer of Grove Center and Ray
Taylor of Madisonville, and Corey
Dale England, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Miller of Lexington and
Ronald England of Murray, will be
married Saturday, Sept. 8, 2001,
at 5 p.m. at Bethany Baptist Church,
Sturgis. A reception will follow at
the St. Francis/Ambrose Parish
Hall, Sturgis.

Birth
Raeanne Kay
Moss

MHS gives out reports
Murray High School gave out progress reports to the students for
their evaluation and their parents, according to Principal Dale Reid.

Tailgate party Saturday

BAND OFFICERS...Elected as officers of the Murray High School Tiger Band for the 2001-2002
school year are, from left, Janey McClain, publicist, Michael Swain, president, Mandy Brown,
secretary,.Zach Kingins, vice president, and Emily Allen, librarian. Not pictured is Marshall
Welch, treasurer. The band will begin its competitive marching season on Saturday, Sept. 8, at
Lone Oak. The MHS Class A band will perform music from "The Last of the Mohicans" at the

Mr. and Mrs. Terry Moss.of 4142
St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Raeanne
Kay Moss. born on Monday. Sept.
3. 20001. at 10:39 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
eight ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Angela Helm.
Grandparents are Ray and Jackie Helm. Karen and Kenny Darnell, and Glenna and Phil Gant.
all of Murray.

Subscribe

contest.

Halloween costume safety tips
and purchasing guide given
Halloween should be a time for
fun and treats. t'nfortunately. roughly four times .as many children
ages 5 to 14 are killed while walking on Halloween evening compared to other evenings of the
year and falls are a leading cause
of injuries among children.
Dr. Leo H. Kremer Jr.. founder
of KidsSafe.com and BeSeenonHalloween.com, advises parents to
pay special attention to the cos-

tumes they purchase for their little trick-or-treaters. The following
should be used as a safety guideline to permit your youngsters to
have a ghostly good time and not
visit Dr. 'Frankenstein.
Costumes:
• When purchasing costumes,
ma;ks, beards and wigs, look for
flame resistant fabrics such as
nylon or polyester. or look for the
label "flame resistant." Flame resist-

Theatres
•
1008 Chestnut St.
.
.
NO CHECKS
: Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only

: The Others
i PG13 -1:10- 3:30-7:30- 9:50
: Jeepers Creepers
: R- 1:10-3:20-7:10-9:20
: American Pie 2
: R - 1:00 - 3:20 - 7:30 - 9:45
:Rock Star
: R - 1:00 - 3:30-7:00-9:40
: Musketeer
: PG13-1:20-3:40-7:15- 9:35
: Summer Catch
: PG13-1:30-3:50-7:10- 9:30
: Rush Hour 2
: PG13 - 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:20
.

.
•

Program Information
Call 753-3314

DAR EVENT...Verona Grogan, right, presented Mary Sue
Hubbard, left, with a special token of appreciation for Hubbard serving as regent of the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution for three
years. Mrs. Grogan will serve as regent for the next three
years. The chapter will meet Saturday at 2 p.m., at the
home of Mrs. Hubbard.

We can provide information about qualifying for

DISCOUNTS
ON YOUR INSURANCE PREMIUMS
Car insurance discounts:

ant fabrics will resist burning and
should extinguish quickly. To minimize the risk of contact with candles and other fire sources, avoid
costumes made with flimsy materials and outfits with big. baggy
sleeves or billowing skirts.
•Purchase or make costumes that
are light, bright and clearly visible to motorists.
• For greater visibility during
dusk and darkness, decorate or
trim costumes with reflective tape
that will glow in the beam of a
cars headlights. Bags or sacks also
should be light colored or decorated with reflective tape. Reflective tape is usually available in hardware, bicycle and sporting goods
stores.
• Children should carry flashlights .to see and be seen on Halloween.
• Costumes should be well-fitted and not drag on the ground
to guard against trips and falls.
• Children should wear wellfitting, sturdy shoes. Oversized
high heels are not a good idea.
• Tie hats and scarves securely to prevent them from slipping
over children's eyes and obstructing vision.
• If your child wears a mask,
make sure it fits securely, provides adequate ventilation and has
eye holes large enough to allow
full vision.
• Swords, knives and similar
costume accessories should be made
of soft, flexible material.
*****
For a complete Halloween safety
checklist,
visit
http://www.BeSeenOnHalloween.co
m.

INVENTORY CLEARANCE SALE
SHRUBS
(1 Gallon)
$4.00

itork cork
40% of

PERENNIALs
(1 Gallon)
S4.S0

Multi-car, safe driver, good student, anti-lock brakes,
passive restraints, 48-plus.

silo%)Ari 77

Homeowners:
You may qualify for a premium reduction on your
Homeowners insurance if you have a new home, approved burglar alarm, fire or smoke alarm. deadbolt
locks, fire extinguishers.

Boatowners:

40% Oct

Life:
Qualify for a reduction on your life and disability
income insurance premium if you have been a
non-tobacco user for the past 12 months.

INSIllt

N.( I

Maki

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Shelter Insurance C.co . Horne 011oe: 1817 W. BfflidwAy Cciumbla

mr 0557 18

Board of Need Line will meet Monday, Sept. 10, at noon in the
fellowship hall of Grace Baptist Church. Bob Hargrove, president,
urges all board members to attend. Items of special need for the
clients include canned meat, diapers and bleach.

Fire district meeting Monday
Calloway County Fire Protection District meeting will be Monday,
Sept. 10, at 6 p.m. at the main station of Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad on East Sycamore Street, off South Fourth Street. The
meeting day was changed because of the Labor Day holiday.

Market on Saturday
Downtown Saturday market for fresh produce, peppers, beans, melons, tomatoes, corn, organic produce, jams, jellies, bread, preacher
and more will be from 8 a.m. to noon Saturday on the courtsquare
in downtown Murray. For more information call 759-9474.

Benefit auction, fish fry planned
The annual benefit auction and fish fry for the Marshall County
Exceptional School will be held by Twin Lakers Coon Club at its
club house on Curd Road, two miles east of Hardin, on Saturday,
Sept. 8. The auction will start at 11 a.m. and fish fry will be served
starting at 4 p.m. at $7 per person and children under, 12 for $3.

Sign-ups now in progress
Baseball and softball sign-ups for both boys and girls who will be
9 and 10 in the year 2002 are now being taken at the office of Murray-Calloway County Parks today, Thursday, through Monday, Sept.
10. For more information call the park office at 762-0325.

Special pageant Saturday
The Miss Ice Cream Fest Pageant will be Saturday, Sept. 8, at 9
a.m. in conjunction with the Ice Cream Festival at Murray-Calloway
county Park. Girls up to and including the age of 8 are invited to
participate. Pre-registration and additional information can be obtained
by calling the park office at 762-0325.

BMX Race Saturday
BMX Race will be Saturday, Sept. 8, at Murray BMX track at
Murray-Calloway Central Park. Registration will be from 11:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. with the race time at 2 p.m. Free admission will be at the
race. For information call 762-0325.

Singing duo to perform here
Joe Hand and Jean Ann, Catholic Singing Duo from Nashville,
Tenn., will perform at St. Leo Catholic Church. They will perform
at the 5:15 p.m. Mass on Saturday, Sept. 8, and the 8 and 11 a.m.
Masses on Sunday. Sept. 9.

DAR meeting Saturday
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet Saturday, Sept. 8, at 2 p.m. in the home of
Mary Sue Hubbard, 800 Minerva Pl., Murray. Dr. B. Anthony Gannon, assistant professor of history at Murray State University, will be
the speaker. He received his Ph.D from the University of Southern
Illinois and his bachelor and master degrees the University of Marquette at Milwaukee, Wis.

Four Rivers meeting planned
Four Rivers Behavioral Health Inc. will have its 35th annual meeting on Thursday, Sept. 20, at 7 p.m. at the Murray State University
Curris Center. Reservations at.$15 per person should be sent along
with the names attending to the attention of Beverly Wallace, Four
Rivers Behavioral Health, P.O. Box 7287, Paducah, KY 42002-7287.
Deadline for reservations is Friday, Sept. 7.

Read the COMMUNITY PAGES
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GIFT ITEMS
40% OFF

sc00

ASTERS
$2.00

FOUNTAINS
40% OFF

PANSIES
994

et//le/el/01/4
ponsor

GRASSES
$5 42

Our Prices Are Incredibly Low On All Your Fall Favorites!!
*Mums Tansies *Ornamental Kale & Cabbage
*Fall Wreaths & Decorations

Ger /IWHae tr's
CHeolpl”

Ask us for details on qualification on these ways
to save money on your insurance premiums.

SHELTER

Need Line Board will meet

-

ROO

Discounts are available for approved safety courses,
built-in fire extinguishers. diesel power. claims free
experience. companion policies.

Murray State University's school of agriculture will host a "Friends
of MSU Agriculture" tailgate party in the tent city area, located in
front of Roy Stewart stadium. The event will precede the MSU/Illinois State football game Saturday, Sept. 8, from 4 to 6 p.m. All area
alumni and families are invited to attend and meet with the current
and retired faculty and staff of the school of agriculture. For information call 762-3328.

NURSER
Y
"That little something extra"
2.,1x, NU\\ 1,1

HOURS:
TUES.-SAT. 9-5

(IR SIR 01 P(X/R I %R'1 RI). & 161111 • %I( RR W •
Price% Good While Quantity I ash..
Seasonal Item', Are Not Considered Gift
All Sales Are 1

y

SEPT. 15, 2001
Piano Concerto No. 1-Liszt
Yungie Chen,Pianist
Luisa Miller Overture - Wrdi
Symphony No. 5 - Tchaikoyslcy

Call Toda! 270 444-0065
CONTEST:
What was the
scandal surrounding
Tchaikovsky's death?
Submit postcard entries with
name, address cf ph. number
to. PSO - PO. Box 1763
Paducah, KY 42002-1763
The first 10 correct
entries will win a FREE
air of tickets!

REMEMBER...
United WayWATCH
Golf Tournament
Sept. 8 at the
Oaks Country
Club, Murray
Congratulations!
Justin Brinn
Winner of the S100.00 at

(The

itz

Full Serwre Salon • Wat•

Dixieland Shopping Center
759-4007

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

ALPHA MEETING...Marilyn Dill, right, teacher at Murray E ementary School, presented a
program on "First Hand Literacy" at a recent meeting of the Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. Hostesses were, left photo, from left, Donna Herndon, Marlene
Beach and Janet Dees. The department will meet Saturday, Sept. 15, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club house.

Annual Between
The Rivers
Homecoming
announced
Special to the Ledger
Former residents of the area
now known as Land Between The
Lakes National Recreation Area
(LBL) will gather again this summer for their annual Homecoming. The event celebrates former
residents of the Lyon County, Ky.,
portion of LBL. It will take place
Sept. 15 at the Star Camp picnic
area- on The Trace in northern
LBL.
The yearly reunion at LBL is
a chance for former Between The
Rivers (BTR) residents to visit
and reminisce. All former residents, relatives and friends are
invited. Those attending should
bring food, beverages„ lawn chairs
and any other picnic or recreation
items they wish. Restrooms, pic-

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER
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RETIRED TEACHERS...Officers of the Calloway County Retired Teachers for 2001-2002
were installed at a recent meeting by Vanda Gibson, member and former state president.
They are, from left, Mary Lawson, secretary, Margery Shown, president, Jim Feltner, vice
president, and Jo Farley. treasurer.

SHOPPES OF MURRAY

ordovvothootres
SUPER SATURDA

are provided. According to Norma
Ladd, event chairman, a band will
perform, and the picnic will take
place rain or shine.
For more information on the
Lyon County BTR Homecoming,
contact Ms. Ladd at (270) 5279261 or Bill Beck at (270) 3957565. For more information on

Symposium
and fair
will be this
weekend
A Metaphysical Symposium and
Psychic Fair will be at Executive
Inn, Paducah, on Saturday from
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Sunday
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The fair and symposium will
be presented by Pegasus Productions out of Evansville, Ind.
Professional psychics and vendors will be available throughout
both days of the fair.
• For more information call 1-8 1 2925-3039.

PADD
lists Sept.
meetings
The following is a list of public meetings scheduled for September sponsored by the Purchase
Area Development District. Unless
otherwise noted, all meetings will
be held at the PADD Office, 1002
Medical Drive, Mayfield, and all
are open to the public.
• Sept. 11, Purchase Area
,Regional Industrial Authority
Board, 7:30 a.m.
• Sept. 13, Purchase Area Child
Care Advisory Council, 9:30 a.m.
• Sept. 17, PADD Board of
Rirectors, 3 p.m.
• Sept. 18, PACRO Facility
Reuse Organization, 2 p.m. (Paducah Area Community Reuse Organization)
• Sept. 19, PACRO Finance
COmmittee, 2:00 p.m.; PACRO
Ex' utive Committee, 3:30 p.m
Sept. 27, Aging Committee
9:3G a.m.

ICE CREAM
FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 8
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bir•ctory of Churches
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 10:15 a.m
Worship
Sat. 9:00 a.m

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
I RST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Mii:Worship
10 00 a m.
Sunday School
900 a.m

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
II a.m. & 6 p.m.
Church Training
5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
OLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
;day School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv.
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
10 00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
.Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
930 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
645 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45a.m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.& 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
lay School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship 11 -00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Weti. Worship
7 p.m.
$1212EL BAPTIST
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Church Training
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
,r.day School
1000 a.m.
l'readung
II a.m & 600 p.m
Wednesday Night
7 00 p m.
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10-00 a.ni
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7-00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
I.t Sunday
2:()0 pm
:ird Sunday
2:00 pm
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050 a.m
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL
BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship II 00 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10 00 a.m .
Evening Worship
600 pm

NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
10 a.m.
Sunday School
OWENS CHAPEL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Preaching
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
SCOTTS GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worsh'ip
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.,6:30 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST.JOHN
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 am.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 a.m.& 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
1Q a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday

1

GREEN PLAIN .
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRICSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT.OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m
Evening Service
6:00 p.m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m..

10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
12-3 p.m.

111(111/..:.;

111

GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
8 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Wed. Holy Eucharist
5:15 p.m.

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10.30 a.m.
111(1 let-

Is j.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m.,6:00 p.m.

YNC
,
HOLESLE
LECTRIC

206 E. Main

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

sh

North 4th Street
270-759-0901

500

I Si (I it is

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Contemporary Worship
7:00 p.m.

KIRICSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service _
9:00 a.m.
__Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED

/)4r1/4't•

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

til4.-

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

753-5719
Call in orfax your order!
Phone: 759-3663

753-9383

Fax: 759-3329
Hrs: Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
& Sat. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.

SSA/NM/011

Oa T

rit sc„..000D ,o44cr.
1/7

otEA r

1510 Chestnut St. • Murray (At Five Points)

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET

MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

Office Technology Specialists

270-767-3660

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main

Murray

We have over 50 years experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

753-1 962

Murray
Appliance

753-4522

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

PRESBYTERIAN

612 S. 9th St.

ret-

GALLERIES
Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
10 am.& 6p.m

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

753-8194

SUPPLY

WOODWFTERIS
Hwy.641 North

UNITED ANTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Serv.
11:00-7:30 p.m.

Street

SATELLITE & ANTENNA

CENTER

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.

let So0s, Wel orgy,

RENTAL,SALES
200 East Main Street • 753-8201

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
•
8:45 a.m.& 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
• 10:00 a.m.

Cain
9
S0
CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH-DODGE•JEEP FIVE EITAFI
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY,KY 00000

BEASLEY'S

Clan

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m.

Thornton Tile and Marble

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

753-3540

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

Worship
II:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. 8r 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
7 00 p.m.
Wednesday

I/it• tria-r-clattolt..; 14,11••

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

East Main Street

FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sun. Ser.
10-11 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

COLDWATER

formal Wrar Za0p4)ti

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

Mark 1:15

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Studi,
700 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m & 600 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7.00 p.m.

FITTS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Worship
6:30 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God
is at hand: repent ye, and believe the gospel.

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

rilUllAY

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Churth
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

METHODIST

CHURCH or CHRIST

304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071

APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 5 p.m.

LUTHERAN

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

(278) 753-1308• Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

PENTECOSTAL

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
Worship

CHRISTIAN

41=se
.

MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
630 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
930 a.m.
Public Talk
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:15 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Evening tier'
600 p m

For All .S'peciaI Occasions

NAZARENE

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

CATIIOLIC

Sunday
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed

Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
MT.CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
MT.HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10 00 a it
Sunday School
11 00 a fll
Morning Service

HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
1/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
7.30 p.m.
Evening Service
NEW LIFE
Thursday - Bible Study
7 p.m.
Sundays - Worship
10:30 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
610 p m.
Tuesday

-sr

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5:00 p.m.
Sunday
9:00 a.m.
Holy Eve
7:00 p.m.
Holy Day
6:00 p.m.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
-•
5:15-0.ni.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 10 a.m.

Stiripar-•t•its

'
\.Illr.teJ)Is

Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Home Groups
6:00 p.m.
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun Celebration Services
10 a.m.
Wed Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Fri Celebration Services
7 p.m.
SHILOH,FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7:00 p.m
Sunday Morning
1000 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 pm.
Sunday
7pm.
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 a m
Bible School
Worship
11 30am & 7pm
7 pm
Wed. Bible Study
7 pm.
Friday Worship

212 E Main St.

753-1586

The 1)
Murray B
HOW Banking Should Be

L

405 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

,
MURRAY

EDGER &TIMES

(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.

Murray

753-1489

Michelin - Regul - BF Goodrich

-

Multi-Mile

S. 12th St.• 753-9131
Hrs Mon.-Sat 7 a m -9 p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Worship
Friday, September 7, 2001
In His Service: Upcoming Sermons, Speakers & Specials

•

Various churches have released from Matthew 26:26-30 at the 6
information concerning their wor- p.m. worship service. Curtis
ship services for the coming week- Darnall will direct the song servicend as follows:
es. Garry Evans is involvement
Seventh-day
Adventist: minister, Alan Martin is outreach
Worship services will be Saturday minister and Nick Hutchens is
at 9 a.m. with Sabbath School at youth minister. A short worship
1015 a.m. David Holton is pastor. service will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
North
Pleasant
Grove Classes at 10 a.m.
Cumberland Presbyterian: The
Grace Baptist: The Rev.
Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor, will Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will
speak about "Lost or Saved?" with speak at the 10:45 a.m. and six
scripture from Pilippians 3:17-21 at p.m. worship services. John Wood
the 11 a.m. worship service. Jim is minister of music with Dwane
Cain will be_in charge of children's Jones and Oneida White as
time. Dennis Gardner, Dean accompanists. The choir will sing
Cochrum and Margaret Nell Boyd "Jesus Is Lord of All" at the mornwill be in charge of the music.
ing hour and "Love is the Theme"
Emmanuel Baptist: The Rev. at the evening hour. Sunday
Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak School will be at 9:30 a.m. and
about "Eternity verses Time" with Church-wide Singing at 5:30 p.m.
scripture from Isaiah 57:10-15 at
First Presbyterian: The Rev.
the 11 a.m. worship service, and Ann Marie Montgomery, co-pastor,
about We Are Far Too Occupied will speak about "Take A Close
with Time" with scripture from Look..." with scripture from Luke
Isaiah 57:16 at the 6 p.m. worship 14:25-33 at the 10:45 a.m. worservice.
ship service. Margaret Boone is
Goshen United Methodist: choir director and Mandie Green is
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, organist. The choir will sing "Lord,
will speak about "On Forgetting to Thou Hast Searched Me Out."
Do a Business Plan" with scripture Assisting will be Robin and Terry
from Luke 14:25-33 at the 9 a.m. Holmes, ushers. Sunday School
worship service. Todd Sexton and will be at 9:30 a.m., MOTA Lake
Angela Halkias will serve as ush- party at noon, Korean worship
ers with Ronnie Hutson directing service
at
4
p.m.
and
children's church. Lay assistant Contemporary Worship at 7 p.m.
will be Kerry Maxim. Sunday
Memorial Baptist: The Rev.
School will be at 10 a.m. followed Jim Simmons, pastor, will speak at
by the non-traditional praise and the 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
worship service at 11 a.m. with services. His morning topic will be
Ronnie Hutson as speaker and "The Way Back to God" with scripDonna Parker, Tina Sexton and ture from /I Samuel 11 and Psalm
April Arnold in charge of the music. 51. Paul Adams is minister of
University Church of Christ: music with Kathy Thweatt and
Alan Cooper, pulpit minister, will Misty Williams as accompanists.
speak about at the 10 a.m. and 6 The sanctuary choir will sing "The
p.m. worship services. Danny Old Rugged Cross Made the
Claiborne is worship leader with Difference" at the morning hour.
Jeremy Bell as youth director and Assisting will be David Ramey and
Charley Bazzell as campus direc- Bobby Wilson. Sunday School will
tor.
be at 9:40 a.m.....
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr. Todd
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
Buck, pastor, will speak at the 10 Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. about "Young People Can Still
Don Rowlett, assistant music Make A Difference" with scripture
director, will lead the music. from / Samuel 17:20-54 at the
Special music at the morning hour 10:30 a.m. worship service, and
will be by Todd and Ginger Buck about "Our Unchanging God" with
and at the evening hour by Haley scripure from Malachi 3:6 and
Miller, Sunday School will be at 9 Hebrews 13:8 at the evening serva.m. and Discipleship Training at 5 ice. Tommy Scott is minister of
p.m. The adult choir will not meet music. The choir will sing "Sound
after the evening service. For infor- of the Round" and Aaren Cadd will
mation call 753-7321 or 436-2204. have special music at the morning
Good Shepherd U. Methodist: hour and Matt sullivan, soloist, will
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor, give a mini-concert at the evening
will speak at the11 a.m worship hour. Lisa Whitt, minister of chilservice. Diana Tatlock is choir dren, will have the children's serdirector and Betty Poole and Ginny mon. Assisting will be Kim Oatman
Shropshire are accompanists. and Ron Hubbard. Jeremy Hudgin
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
is minister of students and Lisa
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist: Whitt is minister of children.
The Rev, Michael Blake, pastor, Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
will speak at the 9 a.m. worship
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell Ray,
service. Ralph Robertson is choir pastor, will speak from the scripdirector and Carmaleta Eldridge is ture. Acts 4:23-31 at the 10:45
pianist. Sunday School will be at a.m. worship service when the
10 a.m. Tuesday Bible Study will ordinance of baptism will be
be at 9 a.m.
observed. Mike Crook is minister
Coldwater Church of Christ: of music with Margaret Wilkins and
Richard Guill, minister, will speak Lisa Ray as accompanists. The
about "Unity and Fellowship" with sanctuary choir will sing "Send It
scripture from I John 1:3-7 at the On Down" with Carol Spann as
10:15 a.m. worship service and soloist.
Kelly.
Joetta
about "The Ninth Commandment" preschool/children minister, will
with scripture from Deuteronomy have the children's sermon. Also
19:15-21 at the 6 p.m. worship assisting will be Boyd Smith, stuservice. Song leader will be Kevin dents minister, the Rev. Terry
Smith.
Garvin, associate pastor, Gregg
Immanuel Lutheran: The Rev, Travis, Don Herndon and Dr.
Dr. Chad Foster. pastor, will speak Winfield Rose. A presentation by
about "A Place for You in The the Facilities Planning Commitee
Kingdom" with scripture from Luke will be at the 6 p.m. worship serv13:22-30 at the 10:30 a.m. wor- ice. Sunday School will be at 9:30
ship service for the 14th Sunday a.m.
after Pentecost. Sunday School
First Christian: The Rev.
and Adult Bible Class will be at 9 William C. Homer, minister, will
a.m and a social Hour at 915 speak about "So Help Me, God"
a.m.
with scripture from Hebrews 6:13Glendale Rd. Church of 20 at the 10:15 a.m. worship servChrist: John Dale, pulpit minister, ice. Mark Dycus is choir director
will speak about "Do You Know with Angie Thome as organist.
Paul?" with
scripture from "The Everlasting Arms" will be
Ephesians 3:1-13 at the 9 a.m. sung by Mr. Dycus. Worship leader
worship service, and about will be Eric Roberts. Charlton
"Foundations of Faith: Passover Claywell and Jordan Benton will be
and Lord's Supper" with scripture acolytes. Assisting will be Don

McCord, Dan Parker, Melanie
Dawson, Don Bennett, Betty Gore,
Judy Eldrdge, Trace Curd and
Carmen Garland. Erica Cheatham
is youth director. Sunday School
will be at 9 a.m.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Larry Daniel, pastor, will
speak about "Stuck in a Cave" with
scripture from I Samuel 22:1-2 at
the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship services. Becky Sanchez will be liturgist with Worth Shemwell and
Jordan Patterson as acolytes.
Pam Wurgler is minister of music
and will sing "How Great Thou Art"
at the early service. Joan Bowker
is organist. The chancel choir will
sing "0 For a Thousand Tongues
to Sing" at the later service.
Calvary Temple: Bro. J.H.
Lipford, pastor, will speak at the
10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Bill and Pat Balentine
and Dee Lipford will be in charge
of the music with Toy Ross assisting.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist: The Rev. Jack
Dickerson, pastor, will speak at the
10:45 a.m.
worship service.
Assisting will be Ashley Jackson
and Sammy Futrell, acolytes;
Charles and Carolyn Guthrie,
greeters; Buren Erwin, gary cooper, Darrel Clark and Ronnie
Jackson,
ushers;
Clarkie
Butterworth, children's time.
St. John's Episcopal: Rev.
Carolyn West, vicar, will conduct
the Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30
a.m. on Sunday and at 5:15 p.m.
Wednesday. Sunday School will
be at 9:15 a.m.
New Providence Baptist: The
Rev. Bobby Joe Edmonson, new
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Northside Baptist: The Rev.
Brett Miles, pastor, will speak at
the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Worship
services. Max McGinnis is song
leader with Joy Young and
Janeann Turner as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church: Fr.
Ray Goetz, pastor, will conduct
masses at 5:15 p.m. Saturday and
8 and 10 a.m. on Sunday. Joe
Hand and Jean Ann, Catholic
singing due. will perform at all
masses.

InOurChurches
Russell Chapel
plans event
Members of Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will have a fundraising event on Saturday.
This will be a back yard sale at the home at 223 South 11th St., Murray,
from 7 a.m. to noon.

Revival services
at Bethel church
Bethel United Methodist Church, located off Highway 94 East on Bethel
Road, will have revival services starting Sunday and continuing through
Wednesday.
Speakers for the services at 7 p.m. each evening will be the Rev.
Kendrick Lewis on Sunday; the Rev. Robert McKinney on Monday; the
Rev. Rosann Fields on Tuesday; and the Rev. Eulas Greer on Wednesday.
Special music will be presented each night. A fellowship meal will be
served Sunday at 5:30 p.m.
Because of the closing of the Bethel Road, those attending should come
to the church from the Highway 94 East direction.

Poplar Spring will
have homecoming
Poplar Spring Baptist Church will celebrate its 114th anniversary with
special homecoming services on Sunday.
The song service will begin at 10 a.m. featuring "Twice Born," a group
from Western Kentucky. Brad Tuttle from Team Xtreme will speak at the 11
a.m. worship service. Leading the, worship service will be Ryker Wilson,
minister of music. Pastor Dennis Norvell invites the public to attend.
A potluck lunch will follow at noon. There will be no Sunday School or
evening services.

641 Highway - North • Murray, KY

Sunday, September 9
Services Held Sunday 11 a.m.

The Unitarian
Universalist
Fellowship of Murray will not be
holding its regularly scheduled
meeting on Sunday. Instead, the fellowship members will have a U.U.
information table in Paducah for the
"Pride" potluck picnic.
Pride is a celebration promoting
respect and tolerance for all people
including members of the gay and
lesbian community.
For transportation to Paducah,
contact Lauren Wolff at 759-8833
or Sandy Garfinkel at 759-4284.
Future meetings will be held at
the Murray State University Corns
Center.

Wednesday, September 12• 7:00 p.m.
in Gleason Hall

BRO. OMAR JENKINS
Tommy Hoke
Music Director

EL_

Mary Putt

Pat Keeling

Pianist

Organist

For Transportation Call
Ron Shoffner 753-9908
EVERYONE WELCOME

f
it
/

(The old church building on the corner of 12th and Payne)
(401 N. 12th)
There is no obligation attached, but for anyone who would like to continue, we will continue the sessions each Wednesday.

Al

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST

For more information call 270-753-3876 Ext. 101

The Green Plain building is located
approximately 1 mile off Hwy. 641
between Murray and Hazel on the
corner of the Green Plain and
Murray Pans Roads.

mm1
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AffLadies 'Welcome

r

3980 Murray Paris Rd.
Hazel, KY

1
IT

22ni AmmarLadies Day
September 8,2001 •9 a.m.-12 noon
Gieneak ValChurch ofChrist
Murray, Kfmturfq
guest Speaker

Kgren Logan
Huntsvi&, Alabama

Theme.

'Three Wise Women'-I
Luke 2

Homecoming

Please join us on this Homecoming Day!
(A special invitation to all song leaders in the area)

Unitarian Fellowship
not meeting Sunday

St. Leo Catholic church would like to invite anyone
who may be i1terested in learning about The
Catholic Religion to an open inquiry session.

Before the wise men came to Jesus, Jecuk
came to three wise women and they
announced him to the world.

(10 Miles South of Murray, KY off 121)

Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.• Worship 10:00 a.m.
Lunch Provided
Afternoon Worship 12:45 • Congregational Singing 2:00

The 22nd annual Ladies' Day
will be Saturday. Sept. 8, at 9 a.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
"Three Wise Women" will be the
theme of the event. Guest speaker
will be Karen Logan, daughter of
Charles and Miriam Olree of
Murray. Mrs. Logan and her husband, Granville, are active members
of Mayfair Church of Christ,
Huntsville, Ala,
Registration, coffee and fellowship will start at 9 a.m. followed by
the program starting at 9:30 a.m.
Lunch will be served at 11 a.m. by
the ladies of the Glendale church.
A nursery' will be provided for
children. 5 and under. This event is
open to all interested ladies of the
area.

The Rev. Jeffery D. Elliott, pastor, will begin a series entitled "Science
and the Bible" at the 11 a.m. service on Sunday at Locust Grove Baptist
Church.
Using colorful slides, visual aids, a touch of magic, and even puppets,
the pastor, an engineer, a man of science and a student of the Bible, will
tackle the supposed gulf between science and the Bible.
A special guest appearance will be by Lyle the Crocodile for the children's message.
At the 6 p.m. worship service the pastor will speak about "Daniel's
Revelation of Future Conflicts" with scripture from Daniel 11.
On Wednesday the adults will continue the study of Acts in the downstairs fellowship hall, and the youth will meet in the auditorium to continue
practicing the drama for Youth Sunday, Sept. 16.

I
4
FF

John Dale, Speaker

Annual Ladies'
Day at Glendale

Locust Grove will
hear Rev. Elliott

New Concord
Church of Christ

September 9, 2001

A 10-week divorce support
group will begin ThurSday. Sept. 13,
at 7 p.m. in the conference room of
the education building of First
Baptist Church.
Sessions will be approximately
75 to 90 minutes in length.
The literature studied will be "A
Time for Healing" with the cost of
booklet, $12.95, payable to First
Baptist Church. Scholarships are
available for the cost of the booklet.
To register call the church office
at 7.53-1854 or 753-6938 after
office hours. This is open to all
interested persons.

HONIECOMIN11-1 CATHOLICS?
YOU EVER WONDERED
Scotto cr.,gapli31 Church HAVE
WHY CATHOLICS DO THAT?

You Are Invited'
to

All former members and residents of New Concord are urged to attend this reunion

Divorce support
group to meet
at First Baptist

#k\

September 9-13, 2001
Sunday Bible Study - 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service - 10:45 a.m.
7:30 each evening

Max Miller, Speaker
Burlison, TN

1

We hope that you can comejoin us
for an uplifting morning!
9 to 930am. - Vstration, coffee &fellowship
9.30w11m Wise Women'
II am. - Lunch served by the &lies of Oniak *Katt
_I:kursery uril beprzndedjar cluldren 5_wary and under.
rime
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FOOTBALL

Murray State vs. Illinois State
Saturday, Sept. 8 • 6 p.m.• Murray, Ky.

THE PANNUNZIO FILE

PANNUNZIO

THE JOHNSON FILE

Joe Pannunzio

Denver Johnson

Coaching Record: 6-5, secOnd year at MSU
Career Record: 6-5
College: Univeisity of Southern Colorado (1982)
Coaching Career: Murray State, head coach (2000-present); Auburn. tight ends/special teams (1998-99); Ole
Miss, tight ends/special teams (1994-98); Minnesota, tight
ends/special teams (1992-94); Texas Christian, tight
ends/special teams (1990-92); Mesa College. offensive
coordinator/OBs/VVRs (1987-90. 1982-85); Kansas, tight
ends/special teams (1985-87) and Southern Colorado,
wide receivers (1982).

Coaching Record: 7-5, second year at Illinois State.
Career Record: 28-20
College: Tulsa (1981)
Coaching Career: Illinois State, head coach (2000present); Murray State, head coach (1997-99):
Oklahoma, assistant coach (1996); Miss. State, assistant coach (1993-96); Oklahoma State, assistant coach
(1989-93); Tennessee-Martin, assistant head coach
(1986-89); Oklahoma State, graduate assistant coach
(1985-86).

RACERS
JOHNSON

Game Notes

In Focus

That's A Winner: Murray State enters
Saturday's game with a 49-21 record over the last
six-plus season. The Racers ended a string of three
consecutive 7-4 seasons with last year's 6-5 mark.
Injury Report: Murray State is fairly healthy
entering Week '2 of the 2001 season, although
some players suffered minor aches and pains.
Here's a list of injuries going into the Illinois State
game:
• Jamie Alexander, So., DT: Recovering from
minor knee surgery in off-season; Probable for
Illinois State.
• Phillip Hall, Fr., DT: Sprained wrist; Out for
Illinois State.
On This Date: Murray State is 1-2 in games
played on Sept. 8. MSLis last game on Sept. 8
came in 1994 when Houston Nutt's Racers lost to
rival Western Kentucky 39-13 in Bowling Green.

Did You Know?

Quick Facts
• Murray State has played every current
Gateway Conference school except Illinois State.
The Racers have a 48-47-9 all-time record against
current Gateway schools. Most of those 104
games were played against former OVC member
Western Kentucky (24-34-7) and Illinois neighbor
Southern Illinois (8-7-2).
• Saturday's game was Originally set up
between Denver Johnson and Todd Berry when
Johnson was with the Racers and Berry was the
head coach at Illinois State. Johnson and Berry are
good friends from their coaching days at
Tennessee-Martin. Berry left ISU in 1999 to take
the head coaching job at Army.
• Murray State has only had one other season in
which it played just four home games during an
11-game schedule. In addition to this year's fourgame home slate, the Racers played just four times
at home in 1981. That year, Frank Beamer's
Racers went 8-3, including 5-3 in the OVC.

University
Bookstore
RACERS

Sweatshirts • Caps • T-Shirts
Hours: M-F 8-8, Sat. 9-8, Sun 1-4

Curris Center, 2nd Floor
Murray State University

Pfteued Sufriunter
!o Racer 7ood4ll
4
70,t 7 *ells
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
111

0

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury 40
753-52743 • 701 Main Street

SCOTT NANNEYiLedger & Times photo

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN.. Ole Miss tailback Robert Williams (35) escapes the clutches of an unidentified Racer defender during the Racers' season-opening 49-14 loss to the Rebels last weekend at
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium in Oxford, Miss.

The Matchu ••

Racers vs. Redbirds
Murray State
Murray, Ky.
Location
9,121
Enrollment
Stewart Stadium (16,800)
.Stadium
Ohio Valley
Conference
12
Starters Returning
14.0
Points Per Game
252
Yards Per Game
126
Passing Yards Per Game
126
Rushing Yards Per Game
49
Points Allowed Per Game
499
Yards Allowed Per Game
303
Passing Yards Allowed Per Game
196
Rushig Yards Allowed Per Game

Illinois State
Normal, Ill.
20,504
Hancock (15,000)
Gateway
9
7.0
• 231
1i9
92
48
613
462
151

If last week was a homecoming for
seven Murray State coaches when the
Racers traveled to Ole Miss., the same
can for the Illinois State staff.
This may be the first time Illinois State
has ever ventured into Murray, but
Redbird head coach Denver Johnson
and five of his assistant coaches are very
familiar with Murray State.
Johnson, who is in his second season
at ISU, spent three seasons at MSU as
head coach of the Racers. During that
time, he led the Racers to three straight 74 seasons, compilinjg a three-year record
of 21-12. Under Johnson, the Racers
never finished lower than second place in
the Ohio Valley Conference, and in 1998
and 1999 had Murray within a total of
three points of winning back-to-back Ohio
Valley Conference championships.
In addition to Johnson, ISU has five
assistant coaches who previously
coached or played at Murray State.
Mac McDaniel (special teams/RBs)
was the associate head coach and running backs coach under Johnson at MSU.
Randall McCray (defensive coordinator)
was the linebackers coach for the Racers
for two years before being promoted to
defensive coordinator in 1999. Scott
Preston (offensive coordinator) spent two
seasons at MSU, the last serving as
offensive coordinator. Vance Vice (offensive line) spent the 1999 season in
Murray as the Racers' offensive line
coach. Justin Fuente (OBs/WRs) was a
record-setting quarterback for the Racers
in 1998 and 1999. He was the Offensive
Player of the Year in the OVC in 1999 and
set 10 MSU records.

Free "Micro-Tunes" Radio
Purchase a professionally installed
oil change using any Valvoline®
Motor Oil and receive a
"Micro-Tunes" Radio for Free.
Offer end I

Si

We Feature

Express

Other Games Involving The OVC (Sept. 8): Indiana State at Eastern Illinois; Liberty at
Eastern Kentucky; Southern Illinois at SEMO; Tenn. Tech at Air Force.

*1 CHOICE OF
TOP MECHANICS

102 S. 12th St.• 759-3278 • Hrs: Mon.-Sat 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

PLAY
in M:i3:1
Good Luck Racers...
from one winning team to another!

EVERY
R ACERS

Best
of
Luck
MSU

For
•
2 Night Rental
..13(!)
1
[

CAMPBELL

REALTY
4-leac4
,

1300 Johnson Blvd.
759-8780

RACERS

714 N. 12th
Sun.-Thurs. 10

ey Shopping

-/
753-7670
a.m.-Midnight

1 1 ,t7I r:
Oil Change • Tune-Up • Starter • Brakes • Tires
U-Haul and Towing
Hwr64/ South
Owner - Max McCuiston
Murray
753-9131

•-•'1‘
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Injuries don't
hurt Tigers
in 6-1 win

Lady Tigers
blast Graves
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Lacey Latimer scored four goals
and Chelsea Riggins served up three
assists as the Murray High girls'
soccer team rolled to an 8-0 victory over Graves County Thursday at Ty Holland Field.
Latimer completed a hat trick
in the first 24 minutes of the first
half as the 5-0 Lady Tigers picked
up their second win in as many
Second District matches and third
shutout of the season.
The visiting Lady Eagleswho
were outshot 21-2, fell to 0-6 on
the year.
"Our midfielders and forwards
played an excellent game, and our
defense played strong once again,"
said MHS assistant coach Emma
Shaw. "This was a game where a
lot of people got to play, and I
was happy about that because you
can never have enough experi'
,
ence
Latimer dazed Graves by finding the net twice in the first five
minutes, the first on an unassisted tally before getting a feed from
Riggins to give Murray a 2-0 lead.
The Riggins-to-Latimer connec-

•

igg

tion struck again with 16 minutes
left in the first half, and the Lady
Tigers pulled ahead 4-0 at intermission on Britney Miles' solo
goal with three minutes remaining.
Murray equaled its first-half
production with four more goals
in the second stanza, beginning at
the 11-minute mark when Riggins'
pass set up Chelsee Thompson's
score. Four minutes later, Thompson fed Katie Garland's goal.
With 21 minutes to play, Latimer
- spotted Haley fart—for a 7-0 cus-hion before Latimer capped the
scoring six minutes later on a
delivery from Emily Seay.
Lady Tiger goalkeeper Lauren
Massey only needed to record two
saves to blank the Lady. Eagles
while Graves' two netminders were
asked to turn away 12 shots on
goal.
Murray returns to action Saturday when it hosts Heath at 12:30
p.m. The second-ever game to be
played at MHS'new Mallary France
Soccer Complex will also be the
last scheduled contest for the site
in 2001.

Staff Report

a

r

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
PLAYING KEEP-AWAY...Murray High's Chelsee Thompson (10) tries to
keep the ball away from a hard-charging Graves County defender during prep soccer action Thursday night at Ty Holland Field.

e eats Lakers after delay

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CADIZ, Ky. — After sitting through
a one-hour, 45-minute lightning delay,
Trigg County bolted past the Calloway County boys' soccer team for
a 5-1 win Thursday.
The charged-up Wildcats (5-1)
flashed a 2-0 lead on the scoreboard
after little more than 10 minutes of
play and then streaked for three more
goals in the final six minutes of the
first half en route to a 21-10 advantage in shots against the Lakers (4-

2).
"We thought the lightning was gone
when we started
playing, but we were
wrong. They jumped
all over us," said
CCHS head coach
Kennedy,
Mark
whose squad did
hold Trigg scoreless
after intermission.
"We played much better soccer in
the second half, but we just had one
of those nights where we were unin-

spired and just played bang-ball. Trigg
is the best team we've faced this
year, and those last six minutes of
the first half were a killer."
T.C. Bush's unassisted goal with
7:20 elapsed started the Wildcats'
scoring storm, and Bush's pass keyed
Josh Luxmore's tally after 10:30 of
action.
Micah Brame halted Trigg's roll with
a goal off an assist from Adam Yezerski to cut the Laker deficit to 2-1
with 17:30 left in the opening period.

But Bush'and Luxmore struck again
with six minutes remaining, and after
scoring his second goal of the night,
Luxmore fed Justin Cain at the 2:45
mark. Cain found the net again with
a minute to play behind Matt Joiner's service.
Dan Mathis made two saves and
Kyle Starks 14 in the Calloway net
while Trigg goalkeeper Josh Adams
turned away nine Calloway shots.
The Lakers will return to the pitch
Saturday at ,11:30 a.m. when they
viSit St. Mary in Paducah.

Capriati, Williams to
battle Open semis

ALMOST THERE.. Jennifer Capriati is just one victory away
from playing for the U.S. Open title. But she'll have to get
past semifinal opponent Venus Williams to get there.

Murray Ledger & Times
kEIDLAND, Ky.— Injuries continue to mount for
the Murray High boys' soccer team, but so do the wins.
• Despite having four players out with nagging injuries,
the Tigers continued their winning ways on Thursday
night by trouncing host Reidland 6-1.
"I thought that we played well, considering the circumstances," said MHS head coach James Weatherly,
whose squad improved to 6-1 without the services of
starters Micah Greene, Chad Culp, Todd Broker and
Austin Swain.
Sean Clemson was the offensive star for Murray, scoring three goals and assisting on another. Tom Masthay
also scored a pair of goals as the Tigers built an early
4-0 cushion and coasted to the five-goal victory.
Masthay got the Tigers on the board 10 minutes into
the match, scoring off a free kick by Clemson.
Just eight minutes later, Clemson scored
his first goal of the contest off an assist
from Lucas Mathis. Hunter Quinton then
found the net with just 12 minutes left
in the half, tallying the goal off an
Tigers 6
assist from Phillip Montgomery for a
Reidland 1
3-0 MHS advantage.
With just four minutes to go in the half, Clemson,
connected on his second goal of the match for a 4-0
Tiger lead.
Murray looked as though it would take a shutout to
the into the halftime break, but Reidland managed to put
in its one and only goal of the game with less than a
minute to go in the half, cutting the Tiger edge to 4-1.
But Masthay and Clemson would leave nothing to
chance, finding the net for second-half goals to complete
the scoring. Drew Myatt and Rhett Clark were credited
with assists on the two goals — Clark's coming off a
free kick from around 25 yards out, setting up a header from Clemson.
The Tigers dominated offensively with 33 shots while
allowing the Greyhounds just 8. Murray goalkeepers
Justin Baurer (two) and Nick Warner (one) combined for
three saves on the evening.
Weatherly was impressed with his club's defensive
performance, despite the loss of two starters.
"1 thought our defense 'played really well," he noted.
"We're giving up less than a goal a game, so there\
nothing wrong with our defense at all."
The Tigers return to action Saturday at third-ranked
Bowling Green. Match time is 7 p.m.
II According to Weatherly, the Tigers will battle the
winner of Monday's Trigg County-University Heights
Academy match in the Elite Eight All A Classic state
tournament. A date for that match has not been set.

NEW YORK (AP) — As the new
Jennifer Capriati smacked balls to warm
up for a match at this U.S. Open, the
large screens atop the stadium showed
the vintage version.
Clips from her 1991 Open semifinal
loss as a 15-year-old prodigy against
Monica Seles revealed the same strong
strokes and determination Capriati displays
now.
What a trip it's been, though.
"I don't even think about that match
10 years ago anymore," Capriati said,
"and I think I'm a totally different player. I'm more mature. I'm stronger out
there. I evolved."
She was talking about her game: she
could have just as easily been describing her life.
Capriati, seeded second, was to play
No. 4 Venus Williams on Friday for a

spot in the U.S. Open final. It was
Capriati's first appearance in the semifinals here since that Seles match.
Venus' younger sister, No. 10 Serena.
played top-ranked Martina Hingis in the
other semifinal Friday. Hingis won the
1997 Open; Serena beat her in the final
two years later.
The men's semifinals will pit fourtime champion Pete Sampras vs. defending champ Marat Safin in a rematch,
and No. 4-seeded Lleyton Hewitt vs. No.
7 Yevgeny Kafelnikov.
Hewitt advanced by outlasting No. 18
Andy Roddick 6-7 (5), 6-3. 6-4, 3-6. 64 Thursday night in a 3 1/2-hour slugfest
punctuated by Roddick's tantrum over a
call by the chair umpire in the last game.
It was an ugly finish to a beautiful
match between two of tennis' young
stars.

Refs reject proposal
By The Associated Press
NFL players could test the replacements and the
rules when the season starts Sunday without the regular officials.
The NFL referees union rejected the league's lat- •
est contract offer Thursday. assuring replacement officials will work the season's opening weekend.
"The rules of the game are going to be stretched,
and let's leave it at that," Steelers linebacker Mike
Jones said Thursday. "That's the law of the jungle.
If it's a young player, they're going to test a young
player, and it just so happens it's the referees now.
The players are going to test them a little bit."
Several veterans admitted they would do as much,
fully expecting their peers to follow suit.
"I'm sure there will be," Giants guard Glenn Parker said of players trying to take advantage of the
new officials.

Ball State's Lynch knows whatup to expect against Wildcats
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Ball State
coach Bill Lynch knows exactly what to
expect when-his squad ventures into Southeastern Conference territory Saturday to
take on Kentucky.
"Kentucky has very, very good talent
on both sides of the ball, with speed.
size and strength that we don't normally
see in the Mid-American Conference."

said Lynch, whose Cardinals (0-1) got
shut out 30-0 at Auburn last week.
"We took the approach during the preseason that we have eight quarters of
SEC football to play. Whether it's Auburn
or Kentucky. it's Southeastern Conference
football in a hostile environment. We've
got four quarters behind us, so now were
going to work on the things we didn't

and go at it
do very well and line
again."
Ball State struggled offensively against
the Tigers, -gaining only 92 total yards
and failing to cross midfield even once.
Sophomore quarterback Talmadge Hill
completed only 5 of 16 passes for only
32 yards while a host of runners combined to carry the ball 34 times for 60

yards.
Defensively. Ball State spotted Auburn
24 first-half points before buckling down
and allowing only a pair of field goals
in the second half. The Tigers racked up
385 total yards to the Cardinals' 92.
"I thought our defense played hard."
Lynch said. "Our offense didn't help them
at all, so they were_on the field a ton.

"The number one concern we had with
our defense is that we didn't tackle real
well. Some of the big plays that Auburn
got on us were the result of poor tackling, so that's something were certainly
going to work on.Kentucky (0-1) also struggled in its
season .opener. a 36-10 home loss to
archrival Louisville.

CATCH THAT RACER SPIRIT!!!
Home Opener
MURRAY STATE

UNIVERSITY

VS.

ILLINOIS
STATE

Saturday, Sept.8 at 6 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium

RACERS

FOR TICKETS CALL: 752-4E195
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Bonds cranks No. 60
•

By The Associated Press
one game taster than McGwire
At 60 and counting, Barry
did in his record-setting season.
Bonds is heading to . the perfect
Bonds joined Babe Ruth (60
place to chase home-run history.
in 1927), Roger Mans (61 in
Hello, Coors Field!
1960, McGwire (70 in 1998; 65
Bonds became the fifth playin 1999) and Sammy Sosa (66
er to reach baseball's once-magic
in 1998; 63 in 1999) as 60-homer
inaik. hitting No. 60 as the San
sluggers.
Fran.isco Giants beat NL WestEven Bonds admitted it was
leadinv Arrtorta 9-5 Thursday
quite an achievement, one that
night
was beyond his imagination as a
-That one was impressive. I
boy.
onIdm hellinc it.- he said after
"That was a number, there was
his di
at Pacific Bell Park.
just no way," he said. "No one
it • been a pretty good year.will ever hit that."
Bonds has 21 games left to
Bonds connected for a solo
Meals Mark 1(.iv.ire's record of
shot in the second inning, send7(/ (Wilk' I tins in 199ti l'he Giants'
ing la drive over the .right-field
snit
t surc he can catch Big
wall. The sellout crowd chanted
Ma,
Bonds' name, and he emerged
I his is a, pennant race," he
from the dugout for a curtain
saidI hete's tug going to be
call.
that litany
"You couldn't write a better
tier, MargOtJAP Photo
night. Bonds and Giants
story. You couldn't dream of anyt,egin a three-game series against POWERBALL...San Francisco outfielder Barry Bonds hit his 60th thing better," Bonds said. "It's
olorado in a prime home run Thursday as the host Giants defeated the Arizona just unbelievable."
Diamondbacks 9-5 at Pacific Bell Park.
!ionic tun ha‘en.
Phillies 3, Expos 0
inghtat Coors, Los Angeles card..
Robert Person pitched shutout
ujid t tuads ,,tilibined tor six home runs in
In other NL games, Philadelphia beat Mon- ball into the eighth inning, and Philadelphia
tile I ii,LI2ers 9
treal 3-0. New York downed Florida 5-2. Mil- stopped a four-game losing streak in front of
i It iliahis pulled ,Aithin 1 1/2 games of
waukee topped Houston 4-3 in 10 innings and another sparse crowd at Montreal.
‘11,,,Ii.t tot
di‘ision lead and moved one Cincinnati beat Pittsburgh 8-6.
The Phillies, who had lost 15 of 20, pulled
1,0111 behind ('hicago for the wild
Bonds hit No. 60 in the Giants' 141st game. within 2 1/2 games of Atlanta in the NL East.
l'haliCeS...

\

Wolcott's TDs
lead Tusculum
past Skyhawks

W
A
N
T
E
D
5 Hom

es for Advertising...
Garage Conversions
For A Family Room
•Add Value
'Added Space
.100% Bank Financing

Sunrooms

Trim & Vinyl Siding

FREE Storage Garage

'Lowest Interest Rates
•90-Day Deterred Payments
Replacement Windows

State Licensed

Bonded & Insured

Custom-Made Carports
& Patio Covers

NUELOOK Home Improvement Co. Inc.
=[ft
-

•

759-6110

GREENEVILLE, Tenn.(AP) Tusculum's Kevin Wolcott scored
on an 8-yard run and grabbed an
11-yard scoring pass Thursday
night to lead the Pioneers to a
27-16 win over Tennessee-Martin.
The Division II Pioneers (2-0)
led 14-0 after Wolcott scored front
eight yards out to cap an 11-play.
71-yard second-quarter march.
Aaron dandy scored on a 7yard run with 3:52 left in the first
quarter for Tusculum.
Martin (0-2), a member of the
Ohio Valley Conference, got a 9yard scoring run from Andrew
Staten with 2:40 left in the half
to pull within 14-6.
Tusculum kicker Paul Czerniak, who seta school record with
a 7I-yard punt in the fourth quarter. hit a 27-yard field goal at the
start of the third quarter to push
the Pioneers on top 17-6.
Caleb Slover then hit Wolcott
with a touchdown toss two minutes later to make it 24-6.

"Winning Traditions Sports Medicine"
Back by popular demand!
Saturday Sports Medicine Clinics will again be held starting

August 25th,8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

DON'T LET AN INJURY SIDELINE YOU
With over 37 years of specialized experience "Winning Traditions Sports Medicine TM"
works with collegiate, high school and middle school athletes to ensure peak
performance. They offer evaluations. referrals. diagnostic testing. and state-of-the-art
rehabilitation equipment with the goal of getting athletes back in the game.

We are open 8:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
and offer special appointments for injured athletes by calling:

(270) 759-9500 or (270) 759-9922.

"Winning Traditions Sports MedicineTm"
1+4

cZio
cf)

Tommy West, PT, FCECE, CEES
Purchase Area Physical Therapy
208 South 6th Street
Murray, KY
270-759-9500

Richard Blalock, MD
300 South 8th Street
Suite 210E
Murray, KY 42071
270-759-9922

When getting back in the game quickly counts.

There's no substitute for experience ... Count on us!
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MAJOR LEAG UE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
I Pct. GB
Atlanta
75
64 540
Philadelphia
73
67 521 2 1/2
New York
69
72 489
7
Florida
65
75 464 10 1/2
Montreal
60
80 429 15 112
Central Division
L Pct. GB
Houston
82
58 586
Chicago
77
62 554 4 1/2
St. Louis
76
63 547 5 1/2
Milwaukee
78 443 20
62
Cincinnati
83 .407 25
57
Pittsburgh
87 379 29
53
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
61 564—
79
San Francisco
78
63 .553 1 1/2
Los Angeles
77
63 550
2
San Diego
71 493 10
69
Colorado
78 439 17 1/2
61
Thursday's Games
San Francisco 9. Arizona 5
N Y. Mets 5. Florida 2
Cincinnati 8, Pittsburgh 6
Philadelphia 3. Montreal 0
Milwaukee 4, Houston 3, 10 innings
Los Angeles 9, Colorado 5
Today's Games
Atlanta at Chicago Cubs, 2 20 p m
N Y Mets at Florida, 605 p m
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 6 05 p m
Philadelphia at Montreal. 6 05 p m
Milwaukee at Houston. 7 05 pm
Los Angeles at St Louis, 7 10 p m
San Francisco at Colorado. 805 p.m
San Diego at Arizona 9 05 p m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
New York
83
57 593
Boston
72
66 522
Toronto
68
72 486
Baltimore
55
84 396
Tampa Bay
50
90 357
Central aiyision
W
L Pct.
Cleveland
60 571
80
Minnesota
73
67 521
Chicago
72
68 514
Detroit
56
83 403
Kansas City
84 400
56

GB
—
10
15
27 1/2
33
GB
—
7
8
23 1i'2
24

West Division
W
L Pct. GB
-x-Seattle
100
40 714 —
Oakland
83
57 593 17
Anaheim
72
68 514 28
Texas
76 457 36
64
x-clinched playoff spot
Thursday's Games
Detroit 6, Chicago White Sox 2
Cleveland 6, Boston 4
Texas 4. Minnesota 3
Kansas City at Anaheim, 10:05 p.m.
Today's Gam**
Toronto at Detroit, 6:05 p.m.
Boston at N.Y. Yankees, 6:05 p.m
Chicago White Sox at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Kansas City at Texas, 7:05 p.m.
Minnesota at Anaheim, 9:05 p.m.
Baltimore at Seattle, 9:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Oakland, 905 p.m. -

United Way scramble
tee times announced
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Tee times have been announced
for this weekend's 14th annual
Watch/United Way Charity Golf
Tournament at Oaks Country Club.
Thirty-three four-person teams
will tee off Saturday beginning at
8:30 a.m.
The teams, which will tee off
in pairs of two, are listed below
in the order of their starting positions:
• Gary Miller. G. Scott Miller,
Andy Hafer and Luis Del'Iarosa;
Jack Benton, Norman Lane, Kevin
D'Angelo and Steve Zea;
• Jim Keel, Robin Stroud, Nick
Ryan and Howard Boone; David
Ryan. Darren Howard, Chasten
Howard and Greg Cohoon:
• Will Hayden, Allen Lanier,
Mike Wicker and Kevin Leonard
(sponsored by Union Planters
Bank); Mike Davenport, Eric Knott,
Chuck Parker and Charles Miles;
• Darren Hooper, Mike Boggess,
Mark Boggess and Howie Crittenden; Jeff Henderson, Bob Henderson, Don Roach and Joy Roach;
• Eddie Hunt, Tom Clendenen,
Christian Crouse and Hal Kemp;
Denny Jones, Scott Tucker, Russell Usher and Eddie Travis;
• Bob Hargrove, Mike Holton,
Doug Conkright and Joe Gupton
(Area Bank): William Beale, Jimmy
Hill, Scott Miller and Brian Loundsbury;
• Gary Boyle. Cathy Thompson, Steve Broker and Dick Rutledge (Ryan Foods); Ashley Poyner, Matt Morehead, Peter Sierra
and Chris Cunningham (Ryan
Foods);

• Tom Tucker, Helen Webb,
Delana McCuiston and Terry
McQuiston; Steve Sexton, Todd
Sexton, Velena Ward and Betty
Lowry;
• Kevin Rennegarbe, Keith
Kraus, Dennis Sanders and Lori
Barrett; Bobby ikiffe, Brett Medley, Brad Steig and Theresa Butler;
",• Shirley Wade, Bronda Parker, Irene Woods and Dot Finch;
Martin Milkman, Velvet Milkman,
Gene Garfield and Gary Brockway;
• Donnie Winchester, Tyler
Buckingham and David Buckingham; Jerry D. Smith, Dave Hornback, Dale Nance and Tony Brannon (The Murray Bank);
• Donald Pate, Bob Brown, Will
Lawson and Jerry Jones; Linda
Pate Jackie Abbott, Susan Fisher;
Pam Williams;
• Tabitha Crawford, Nancy
Rogers, Claudean Epps and Linda
Jones; team to be announced;
• Marvin Harris, Zee Enix, Joe
Hargrove and Don Rogers; Jim
Neale, Patsy Neale, Gary Byers
and Faye Byars:
• Chris Salazar, Ernie Eudy,
Ron Baker and Kevin Wright; Greg
Roberts, Randall Morton and Rob
Markum;
• Louie Greenfield, Don Alexander, Jim Cook and Don Wilhelm;
Greg Story, James Hooper, John
Hutching and Mike Johnson.
• Tom Maxwell, Tim Greer,
David Wooten and Julie Bogard
(Hawaiian Tropic); Bill Abbott,
Chad Leatherwood, Rick Hornsby
and Tracy Butler (Hawaiian Tropic).

SportsBriefs
The Murray BMX Track at Murray-Calloway County Park will host a series
of local races Saturday beginning at 2 p.m. Registration will be held from 11:30
a.m to 1 p.m. Admission to the event is free.
The entry fees are $7 for riders who wish to win trophies and $5 for points
only All riders planning to race must present their NBL membership card during registration or sign up for an NBL membership.
For more information, call Pamela Massengale at 767-0996 or the parks
office at 762-0325.
Tryouts for the Murray Youth Swim Team will be held Tuesday, Thursday
at Sept. 17 from 3:30-5 p.m at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center
for Health and Wellness.
Tryouts are open to boys and girls ages 5-18; anyone who did not participate as a MYST member during the summer 2001 season needs to attend
one of the tryouts All participants must be accompanied by a parent or guardian
during the full tryout.
Those who wish to tryout should bring proof of health insurance, a swimsuit. goggles and a towel, and should be prepared to fill out registration forms
and pay the $30 registration fee and the first month's regular fee.
For more information, call Scott Erickson at 759-5509 or 759-1914.
Any woman age 21 and over interested in playing in a women's softball
league in Murray this fall is asked to contact Danielle Moore or Carol Osborne
by Sept 14 Players of all skill levels are welcome.
There will be an organizational meeting Sept 15. Call 753-3652 or E-mail
Carol osborne@murraystate edu for more information.

THE IRON PLACE
OPEN FRIDAY-MONDAY
2nd Full Weekend
Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-5
Sept. 7-10
Register to win a free chansnea
Sunday 2-4
Monday 9-5
this weekend.
If!.INN I r.rnt*jmr.4111 row dui montk. tie '11 tit Mtn.dal
life Hey. 79 V. turn ritgir at Train:ger% RRQ and
garage Iddr.(hi talmray(in* Path, T%
;lie 'II be Imo&islet: for _wits
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Doctor's examine children's pain

Competition among public,
private schools here to stay
WASHINGTON (AP)
Public schools will compete with
growing numbers of private and
home-based schools in the coming
years, and that is a good trend ti)r
families. Education Secretary Rod
: Paige said.
Paige challenged public schools
, go head-to-head with the competition.
"The public schools can match
up with that." he said.
Delivering the education secretary's annual back-to-school
speech at th4 National Press Club,
Paige referenced his experience as
former superintendent of the
. Houston school district.
"We took the attitude that. we
could perfomr, as a district, equal
to any other form of delivery sys• tern." he said.
' In the past, Paige has characterized the nation's public schools as
"islands of excellence" in a sea of
; mediocrity. On Tuesday. he said
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CHICAGO(AP) — lntants usually cry when they get circumcised.
Children often wince when they get
shots. Some young cancer patients
dread giving blood samples.
Children feel pain as much as
adults, and doctors should do more
to relieve their pain from injuries,
illnesses and medical procedures,
the
American
Academy
of
Pediatrics and the American Pain
Society declared Tuesday in a new
joint policy statement.
"Children are needlessly suffering," said Dr. Michael Ashburn,
APS president and director of pain
programs at the University of Utah.
"Poorly treated pain following a
procedure can lead to prolonged
healing and make children at a
higher risk for adverse side effects."
Doctors need to re-evaluate their
routines to better anticipate and
assess pain in children, create a
soothing environment in their
offices and involve parents in preventive measures, the statement

the estimated $147 billion spent on
federal education programs since
1965 "didn't come close" to fulfilling its purpose of helping students
who are poor or have disabilities or
limited English skills.
Paige and President Bush have
championed a private-school
voucher proposal, in which students in failing schools could use
as much as $1,500 in federal
money for private- or parochialschool tuition. The proposal was
defeated in Congress last spring
after teachers' unions and many
Democrats fought it, saying vouchers would drain money from public
schools.
The Senate and House are in the
process of reconciling differing
versions of education legislation.
The bill likely will allow students
in Wing schools to use a smaller
amount of federal money for private tutoring services or transportation to another public school.

said. It also recommended that tors' lack of training to evaluate
pediatricians press for child-specif- pain in children, fears about side
ic research in pain management and effects of pain medication, and the
urge the Food
and
Drug belief among some health care
Administration to evaluate pain workers that pain builds character.
relievers for children
The two groups began working
Even during minor procedures on the statement in 1995. after
such as getting a shot, most children health care professionals realized
do not have the same ability as children's pain was undertreated
adults to calm themselves when and after new techniques to assess
they feel pain. Ashburn said.
pain were developed. said Dr.
"If you wait until you start pok- Joseph Hagan, a Vermont pediatriing the child with needles, it's too cian and chairman of the AAP comlate," he said.
mittee that wrote the statement.
The statement appears in the
Pain in children with long-term
September issue of the journal illnesses can cause stress that weakPediatrics.
ens their immune systems. resplting
While there is extensive litera- .in a slower recovery, said June
ture describing how to evaluate and Dahl, a professor at the University
treat acute pain in children, doctOrs of Wisconsin Medical School and a
have not done as much as they pain specialist. But when a youngshould to prevent or relieve that dis- ster has cancer, for example, the
comfort for several reasons, includ- focus often is on keeping the child
ing a misconception that youngsters alive, she said.
don't feel pain as adults do, the
"The pain gets lost in the khufstatement says.
fle," Dahl said.
Other factors cited include docA child who needs blood drawn

1.veekly. for example, would feel
less pain if a cream were used to
numb the skin and, if the youngster.
were reassured by parents and doctor during the procedure: Ashburn
said.
Doctors are treating pain more
frequently than they were about 30
years ago, said Dr. Joseph Zanga,
chairman of pediatrics at Ronald
McDonald Children's Hospital of
Loyola, which is part of Loyola
Medical Center in Maywood. III.
He said children who were cut
with--a piece of glass in the 1970s
might have been given a shot of an
anesthetic before stitches. Today,
doctors have more options, such as
thinner needles that hurt less, lollipops that release anesthetics when
sucked and glue that can be used
instead of stitches.
"By simply telling a child,
'We're not going to have to sew
that. We're going to glue it back
together,' you can see the fear melt
off their faces." Zanga said.

TVA to encourage conservation
CHATTANOOGA. Tenn. (AP)
. — Environmentalists and comet ationists say the Tennessee Valley
Authority and -ifs distributors should
de more to encourage conservation.
• Tennesseans use more electricity
than consumers in any other state.
according to the latest survey by the
Energy
U.S.
Information
Administration.
Buoyed by some of the cheapest
electric rates in the country and
demand for air conditioning.
Tennessee consumers used an average of 1.249 kilowatt hours a month
in 1999.
By contrast. Californians used
548 kilowatt hours. Louisiana was No 2 at 1.22)
kilowatt hours, while four otherTVA serv ice states
Alabama.
Mississippi. Virginia and Kentucky
all placed within the Top 10 in
consumption.
"TVA is providing absolutely no
Itadership on helping its customers
to better use.power," said. Stephen
Smith, executive director of the
Southern Alliance for Clean Energy
"There is- no reason to rush headlong into building more nuclear and

coal power plants without doing the
types of programs TVA once did to
ensure we utilize electricity more
wisely."
TVA's residential electric rates
average about one-fourth less than
the U.S. average. As a result, electric consumption in Tennessee —
TVA's biggest service area — is 22
percent higher than the national
the
average,
U.S.
Energy
Information Administration said.
"People want to be comfortable
in their homes and offices and with
TVA's relatively low rates they are
willing to pay for it," said Richard
Crawford, executive director of the.
Tennessee Valley Public Power Association, the Chattanooga-based
trade group for TVA's 158 distributor. "There hasn't been as much
attention here on conservation as in .
some parts of the country, but I
think the distributors want to help
•their members use energy as best
they can."
TVA and its distributors will
meet next month to revamp its
Energy. Right program, which
rewards home builders who install
electric heat pumps. Under the cur-

rent program, home builders may
receive up to 55 cents per square
foot of electric-heated homes that
meet basic energy efficiency standards.
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Woodmen's Term Life insurance plans provide renewable
protection at affordable rates,
plus the added advantage of
Woodmen Care fraternal
benefits
lames D. Parker
270-753-8546
NNuodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
NI urray

2001
Dodge Stratus SE

2001
Dodge Intrepid

4 Dr. Sedan, Auto., Air, P.W., PL.,
Tilt/Cruise, Cassette

4 Dr., V-6, Auto., Air, P.W./P.L.,
Tilt/Cruise, Cassette
Stock #
C01463

Auto., A/C,P/W,P/L,Tilt/Cruise,
Cassette
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Town 6 Country Yamaha

1111',III,

Hwy. 94E, Murray • 753-8078

YAMAHA

MOVING
SALE
We Are Consolidating Stores
For Your Shopping Convenience

25% TO 50% OFF
STOREWIDE

2001
Dodge Durango SLT

Savings Can Be Found On These Items:

518,995*

V-8, Auto., Dual, A/C,3rd Seat, P/W,
P/L, Tilt/Cruise, Cassette
--

M.S.R.P. $30,340, Sale Price

$24,698*
0

2400 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN
(731)642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
•Rebates deducted, taxes extra

•Housewares
•Nuts & Bolts
'Pet Supplies
•Electrical
•Unvented Gas Logs
'Pocket Knives

*Automotive
'Plumbing
'Hardware
*Small Appliances
'Coolers
*Sporting Goods

*we will still special order merchandise at regular price during sale.

("Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company.)
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Large Amount Clf
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M.S.R.P. $28,045, Sale Price
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M.S.R.P. $21,715, Sale Price

Stock #
101452

Stock #
T01097

1 'I.
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Store Consolidation

M.S.R.P. $15,100
Sale Price

$12,995*

20 Jeep Gr.
Cherokee Laredo
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•
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Home Office:Omaha Nebraiiica

Stock #
1221

s15,995*
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1316 BEAR 400

111111-'014e

of the World
Life Insurance Society

2001 Dodge Neon SE

M.S.R.P. $18,455, Sale Price

•

Ok Woodmen

Leaves are Falling and
So are Our Prices!

Stock #
C01451

IoNh

1'1) 101. 011

Looking for Low-cost
Protection?
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4 Dr., Sedan, PS., P.B., Air, Auto.,
AM/FM Cassette, Tilt/Cruise
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MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
HARDWARE DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00. Sat. 7:30 - 3:00
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UK involved with Alzheimer's home
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
church that is housing people suffering from Alzheimer's disease and
related ailments will combine their
efforts with the University of
Kentucky in searching for ways to
improve their lives.
The $7 million,52-bed home that
'will sit adjacent to the Episcopal
Church Home is scheduled to open
in late 2002. When the home opens,
doctoral students from UK's
Sanders-Brown Center on Aging
will begin studying whether the
building's special design and the
staff's care-giving concepts make a
difference for people who have a
STUDENT OF THE WEEK ... This week's student of the week is
Stephanie Donnelly, the daughter of Molly Young and Brian
Donnelly. She is a senior at Murray High School, where she is
involved with choir and band. The student of the week program
is sponsored by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS
1340 AM.

Subscribe to the
Ledger and Times
for all your local news

disease with no known cure.
Dr. Graham Rowles, who heads
the 4octoral program in gerontology
at UX, said the partnership is coming just in time for the boom in the
elderly population, and the likely
parallel trend of an increase in the
number of dementia patients.
About half of all people over 85
have Alzheimer's disease, a form of
dementia, according to the national
Alzheimer's Associatipn. Although
numerous dementia-related research
efforts are going on throughout the
country in nursing homes,'Rowles
said the United States has only six
doctoral programs in gerontology.

The partnership, Rowles said, ed from bed by his petite wife each
could lead to a better understanding morning because he doesn't know__
of how to improve the lives of peo- how to get up by himself.
He has a rare form of dementia
ple whose minds and bodies are
known as Pick's disease, whose
declining rapidly.
Irene Walter plans for her hus- symptoms
are
similar
to
band, Philip, to be among the first Alzheimer's.
residents of the new facility, to be
"I know he loves me," Irene
called the Memory Care Center of Walter said, while Philip ate cookies
Excellence.
and watched "Golden Girls" on TV.
Just five years ago, Philip, 58, "But honestly, if I were lying on the
was a muscular, outdoors-loving floor choking on a cookie, he'd take
handyman "with a big laugh," said the cookie out of my mouth, eat it,
Irene, who cares for him in their step over me and go back to the
Louisville apartment. Today, Philip TV."
weighs 220 pounds, up from 160,
A groundbreaking for the new
doesn't speak,and needs to be hoist- center is scheduled for Thursday.

Benefits of medical innovation outweigh health costs
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Americans should
look beyond the cost of expensive medicines to
consider the savings they produce, including
fewer and shorter hospital stays, health and economic scholars say.
There's little dispute over whether the research
and development of stronger medicines or safer
surgeries is driving the decades-long cost increase
for prescription drugs, insurance premiums and
evetrvisits to the doom.
But in several essays and reports, health care
economists, presidential advisers and other
experts take on the issue of expensive medicines

and suggest many are paying for themselves:
People are staying healthier, living longer and
avoiding lengthy and costly hospital stays.
"High-price new drugs may be the cheapest
weapon we have in our struggle against rising
overall medical expenses," J.D. Kleinke, a health
care economist based in Denver, Colo., says in
one report being published Thursday in the journal Health Affairs.
KleinkeJor-instance, points to the anticoagu
lants used to treat strokes. A lifetime of care for a
severe stroke victim averages $100,000. while
therapeutic medicines cost just $1,095 a year, he

says. He adds that although prescription drug
costs are grabbing a bigger share of all health
spending, the share, spent on hospital stays is
declining.
Yet, the persistent squeeze on personal pocketbooks and government budgets has launched bitter debates across the country. Congress returned
this week from a summer break to tackle key
health care issues such as Medicare drug benefits.
HMO meinlye,s' rights-to sue, and less stringent
patent laws that would allow generic drug makers
to bring low-priced versions of poPular medicines
to market more quickly.

Brawner wins scholarship
Aaron Brawner, son of Jerry and Phyllis Brawner of
Murray was recently awarded a $1,000 scholarship by
the KABA/Select Sires, Inc. board of directors.
This fall Brawner will enroll at Murray State
University as a freshman majoring in agriculture with a
minor in equine science. He is employed at Stabler
Dairy, owned by Jim and Judy Stabler, where he developed his love of dairying. He plans to continue working
on the dairy while attending Murray State.
After graduation, Brawner plans on traveling for a
while before returning to the dairy industry as an owner

SMILE

Michael P. McClain, D.M.D.
Orthodontics.for Children and Adults
•

inv align

clear braces certified
orthodontist

Miss Ice Cream Pageant to be held

•Free Consultation/2nd Opinion
Accepts and files most forms of insurance
•Offices in Murray, KY; Paris & Dover, TN.

Call for your free
consultation! 753-WIRE

or manager. Based on his strong application, he was
selected from candidates from across the state of
Kentucky. KABA/Select Sires, Inc. awards two scholarships per year to deserving students in Kentucky
whose families are members of the KABA/Select Sires,
Inc. cooperative.
KABA/Select Sires, Inc. is a farmer-owned cooperative based in Louisville. It provides highly fertile semen
as well as excellence in service and programs to achieve
its basic objective of supplying livestock breeders with
America's best genetics at a reasonable price.

Ale
,
thcr

American Association of
Orthodontists

The Miss Ice Cream Fest 762-0325 The fee for pre-registraPageant will be held Saturday, tion is $35; on-site registration the
September 8, at 9 a.m. in conjunc- day of the event is $40. On-site
tion with the Ice Cream Festival at registration will be from 7 to 8:30
the Murray-Calloway Co. Park. a.m. the day of the pageant.
Girls up to and including age 8 are
The categories of the contest
invited to participate.
will be as follows: 0-12 months;
Pre-registration and additional 13-23 months; 2-3 years; 4-5 years
information can be obtained by and 6-8 years. The contestant must
calling the park's office at 270- not have reached her ninth birth-

day by October 31, 2001. Dress is
casual. There will be one winner
per category and one overall
supreme -winner. All winners will
receive gifts, a crown and a banner.
Registration packets may be
picked up at the Murray Tourism
Commission office or at the
Murray-Calloway Co. Park offLe
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Caring is the main ingredient
in her recipe for happiness

Agriculture
Diversification &
Development
Field Day
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Sehmil of Agriculture

When: Thursday, September 13, 2001
Registration at 3:00 p.m.
Field Day 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Agriculture Program & Sponsored Meal at 5:30 p.m.

Where: MSU West Farm Complex (college Farm Road)
Special Guest:
Commissioner of Agriculture
Billy Ray Smith

Ask anyone who knows her and they will tell you that
caring for people is second nature to Jane Curd. Whether
it's family, friends or her customers at The Murray Bank,
Jane provides the perfect blend of caring, concern, friendliness and professionalism with everyone she meets!

Visit Industry Exhibits & Hear the Latest On:

Jane is one of the main ingredients in our success.
Whether she's assembling a great retirement plan, cooking
up the perfect IRA or pampering our staff with one of her
awesome home-cooked meals, Jane is a valuable asset to
our bank and our community.
Jane is just one more reason The Murray Bank is how
banking should be!

How Bankipg Should Be

I M. MINI011

I F Ni P

Member FDIC

4

Precision Agriculture
•GPS Mapping
*Yield Monitoring
*Remote Sensing

Animal Health Topics/Updates
Agronomy Research &
Demonstrations
*Tobacco Research
*Corn/Soybean Varieties

The0
murray Bank
753-LOAN

Horticulture Topics
*Greenhouse Production
*Vineyard Iburs

Supplemental Agriculture
Enterprises
*Catfish Production
*Nursery Production

Sponsored by:
Kentucky Department of Agriculture, Murray State University School of Agriculture,
West Kentucky Corporation & Tennessee Valley Authority
For more information contact the MSU School of Agriculture at(270) 7624327.
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Animal fondness inspires $18.4 million
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. (AP)
— Two farm girls who loved animals, lived simply and grew up to
become multimillionaires have left
West Virginia University $18.4 million, mostly to support veterinary
medicine. The gift from the late Gladys
Gwendolyn Davis and Vivian Davis
Michael, announced Tuesday, is the
largest private donation from individuals in the school's history.
Devoted to their own pets and
concerned about good veterinary
care, the sisters targeted $16.2 million for WVU's agricultural school,
which has been renamed the Davis
College of Agriculture, Forestry
and Consumer Sciences.
West Virginia has no veterinary
schools, but the money will fund
scholarships for WVU. students
who get graduate training in other
states. It will also pay for endowed
professorships, faculty development programs, internships and
seminars, Dean Cameron Hackney
said.
Facilities. technology _and_equipment will be upgraded, and some
money will be used for a program
coordinator and staff support.
The remaining $2.2 million will
he divided among the creative arts

and law schools, which will get
$954,000 apiece, and the library,
which will get $250,000 for a new
reading room.
The Davis sisters attended
WVU, but Gladys never finished.
She worked for the federal government in clerical jobs for 34 years,
while Vivian taught social studies
in Monongalia County schools for
41 years.
John Patrick Ball, executor of
the sisters' estate and a longtime
family friend, said the women lived
modestly and told no one about the
extent of their wealth.
He convinced them to switch
from a black-and-white television
to a color set, but they never did
agree to install air conditioning.
Gladys was an introvert who
preferred to look after the house,
the pets and, until 1984, their mother. Gladys never learned to drive,
walking to the bank and the beauty
parlor instead.
Vivian was an outgoing civic
leader, dressing stylishly but not
extravagantly, _A _leather who
looked after the needs of her students, her greatest indulgence was a
new Buick Riviera every four
years.
Living lavishly "was not their

culture," said Ball, whose mother
was close friends with the sisters.
"That was not their background.
They had what they wanted, and
they enjoyed the life they knew and
wanted."
extravagance?
Their
only
Feeding steak and chicken to their
animals.
When Estelle Davis died,-she
left her daughters a small fortune
from the sale of her Maidsville
farm land to a coal company. She
had set up an investment portfolio
and purchased some rental properties that the daughters built upon.
Vivian handled the money.
investing wisely and managing the
rental properties carefully, Ball
said. She read The Wall Street
Journal and made decisions based
on her research.
In the '80s, out of concern for
young people, she divested of
tobacco stocks. When Ball tried to
persuade her to buy technology
company stocks in the early '90s,
she refused. She told him they were
"fly-by-night" outfits whose futures
were uncertain.
"What did I know?" he said.
"She was right."
Over the years, the money multiplied.

Vivian had married briefly in the
early '40s, but neither woman had
children, so their pets were the
focus of their attention. Usually,
that meant three dogs and two cats.
As they grew older, the women
quietly began giving money to students.
"They knew the only way to
really help animals was to help people who help animals," Ball said.
Together, they funded scholarships for pre-veterinary students,
courses in companion animal care
and a computer lab, among other
things. They had already given out
$368,900 in scholarships before
this latest donation.
They paid for renovations at the
law and creative arts schools as
well.
But Gladys, who took over the
finances when Vivian died in 1998
at age 82, refused to accept public
recognition of their generosity.
She died Jan. 3 at age 88.
"To think that their love of animals, particularly their own pets,
and their understanding of WVU's
animal and veterinary programs led
them to this decision, is just
astounding," said WVU President
David Hardesty. "We thank them
from the bottom of our hearts."

Volunteers needed for LBL's annual litter clean-up
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The
Land
Between The Lakes
Association will host the annual
Fall Shoreline Litter Clean-Up at
the National Recreation Area,
Sept. 15.
Volunteers are encouraged to
lend a hand with the clean-up by
land or'from boat, and then spend
the afternoon relaxing in their
favorite areas in LBL.
Participants who wish to beautify a site accessible from land may
begin from one of the three hub
sites: LBL's North Welcome
Station, Fenton Lake Access Area
and South Welcome Station. Each
site will be staffed with volunteers
who will make recommendations
on possible sites to be "adopted."
Hours at LBL's North and South

Welcome Stations will be from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Hours at Fenton
Lake Access Area will be from 8
a.m. to noon.
Participants who wish to work
from a boat will meet a volunteer
captain at one of several marinas,
and will be escorted by boat to an
assigned stretch of shoreline, from
8 a.m. to noon. Boats are also
needed, especially pontoons and
flat bottom (John) boats.
"There's a reason we see many
familiar faces return to work the
clean-up," said Pat Osborn, LBL's
volunteer
coordinator. "It's
encouraging to work with The sane
volunteers each year and hear
them remark on how the area is
cleaner than it was last year. It
shows we're really making a dif-

ference."
The clean-up is a good way to
begin a memorable tradition within your family, scout, church or
civic group. Call (270) 924-2007
or 1-800-455-5897 for detailed
information or to register to work
your favorite LBL "getaway" spot.
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'Ala. reduces inmate
backlog below judge's goal
MONTGOMERY, Ala.(AP)
judge had indicated he would conState officials said Tuesday they sider not penalizing the state if the
have eased jampacked conditions backlog fell below 459.
in several county jails by moving
"We have met the goal that was
more than 1,000 inmates to pris- imposed," said Carrie Kurlander,
ons, an effort prompted by a the governor's press secretary.
judge's threat of stiff fines.
Added Siegelman in a stateCircuit Judge William Shashy ment: "Our-prison plan is working
had set a Monday deadline for the to reduce overcrowding so that viostate to end overcrowded, condi- lent criminals are kept locked up
tions or be fined $26-per-day for and our families remain safe."
each state inmate still in a county
Sheriffs and county commisjail 30 days after being sentenced. sioners took state officials to court
Because Monday was a holiday, because the state wasn't complying
the state informed the court with a 1992 court order to remove
Tuesday of the progress made. inmates from county jails within 30
Shashy did not immediately sched- days after they are sentenced to
ule any hearing in the case.
state prisons.
In June, the state reported that
The crowding became so bad
2,000 inmates were backlogged in that a federal judge compared one
county jails due to a lack of space county jail to a slave ship last
in state prisons. Prisons spokesman spring.
John Hamm said the backlog was
Sonny Brasfield, spokesman for
down to 392 on Tuesday.
the Association of County
The backlog dwindled over the Commissions of Alabama, said
summer as the state added beds to county officials are pleased the
existing prisons. In some cases, it state is showing progress, but they
also increased paroles and put hope the judge will not lift the
more inmates into community threat of a fine because they want
work programs.
the backlog eliminated.
Prison officials and Gov. Don
"We think the movement of the
Siegelman were hopeful there
prisoners will slow down if the fine
would be no fines because the
goes away," he said.

CALL
WESTERN KENTUCKY

CRIME*
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INSURANCE of Murray
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • FARM •LIFE

753-5842

OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.

302 N. 12th Street

(270) 753-9500
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Menus for the various lunchrooms in the city and county schools for the week
of Sept. 10 to 14 have been released by Judy Clark and Janice AAcCuiston, food
service directors of Murray City Schools and Calloway County Schools respectively.
The menus,subject to occasional change, are as follows:
MURRAY CRY
Murray Elementary-Breakfast-(Toast, cereal, juice and milk are available daily):
Monday - scrambled eggs; Tuesday - cinnamon pastries; Wednesday - waffles;
Thursday - biscuit and gravy Friday - Poptart. Lunch (Vegetables, assortment of fresh
and canned fruit and juice and milk available daily): Monday - hamburger, tuna salad
with crackers; Tuesday • pizza, chef salad with crackers; Wednesday - baked ham with
roll, chili crispito; Thursday - steak fingers, turkey and Swiss cheese sandwich; Friday pizza, peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Murray Middle-Breakfast (Toast,cereal,juice and milk are available daily): Monday
- waffle sticks; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy; Wednesday- scrambled eggs, bacon and
toast; Thursday- steak and biscuit; Friday - pancakes. Lunch (Vegetables, fruit, milk,
ice cream, bottled water and fruit roll-ups are available daily): Monday. mini corn dogs,
pizza: Tuesday - Sloppy Joe sandwich, steak fingers with corn bread, hamburger;
Wednesday - stuffed crust pizza, peanut butter sandwich; Thursday- turkey.roast with
roll, cheeseburger; Friday - foot-long chili dog, chef salad with crackers, pizza.
Murray High-Breakfast(Toast, cereal, juice and milk are available daily): Monday apple turnover; Tuesday • pancake sausage on stix; Wednesday - blueberry muffin;
Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday - Honey bun. Lunch (Hamburgers, cheeseburgers,
pizza, fruit, vegetables, milk, ice cream, snack crackers, cookies and canned fruit dnnks
are available daily): Monday - chicken nuggets, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday baked potato bar, French bread pizza, burritos with cheese; Wednesday - beef taco pie,
tuna salad plate; Thursday - steak fingers with bread, chef salad with crackers; Friday
- turkey and cheese sub. BBO ribette sandwich.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool - Breakfast (Milk is served daily) Monday - chicken on biscuit, applesauce; Tuesday - cereal, toast, fruit juice; Wednesday - breakfast pizza, fruit juice;
Thursday - biscuit with sausage gravy, fruit juice. Lunch (Milk is served daily): Monday
- grilled cheese sandwich, green peas, grapes, ice cream cup; Tuesday -steak fingers,
tater rounds, vegetarian beans, roll, vanilla pudding; Wednesday - spaghetti with meat
sauce, tossed salad with dressing, corn, Texas toast; Thursday- BBO on bun, baked
beans, orange wedges.
East, North, Southwest - Breakfast (Cereal, toast, muffin, fruit juice and milk are
available daily): Monday - French toast sticks with syrup; Tuesday - breakfast pizza;
Wednesday - biscuit with sausage gravy, Thursday - cinnamon roll; Friday - scrambled
eggs. hash browns and toast. Lunch ( Vegetables, fruit, chef salads and milk are available daily) Monday - cheese burrito, grilled chicken on bun, grilled cheese sandwich;
Tuesday - chicken nuggets with roll, roast beef sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Wednesday - taco salad with Mexican cornbread, fish sandwich, gnlled cheese
sandwich, Thursday - spaghetti with meat sauce and Texas toast, hamburger, peanut
butler and jelly sandwich, Friday - pizza, chicken pattie sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich
Calloway Middle - Breakfast (Cereal. toast, fruitt-juice or fruit, yogurt and milk are
available daily) Monday - sausage biscuit. Tuesday - scrambled eggs. bacon and toast,
Wednesday - ham and cheese biscuit, Thursday -cinnamon roll, Friday - breakfast
pizza Lunch (Pizza, chef salad, vegetables, fruit, tea, fruit drinks and milk are available
daily) Monday - beef faitta, hot dog on bun, turkey and cheese on hoagie. grilled cheese
sandwich, Tuesday- steak nuggets with roll, BEIO on bun, ham and cheese sandwich,
peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Wednesday - tuna and noodle casserole with roll,
hamburger, submanne on hoagie, grilled cheese sandwich, Thursday - spaghetti with
meat sauce and Texas toast, turkey club on hoagie, ham and cheese sandwich peanut
butter and jelly sandwich. Friday - chicken guesadilla. hot ham and cheese on bun,
grilled cheese sandwich, submarine sandwich
Calloway High - Breakfast (Cereal, toast. Poptarts, muffins, donuts, fruit juice and
milk are available daily). Monday - steak biscuit; Tuesday - sausage biscuit,
Wednesday - ham and cheese biscuit, Thursday -biscuit with sausage gravy, Friday cinnamon raisin biscuit Lunch (Vegetables, fruit, cold sandwiches, peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, fries, chef salads, pizza, fruit dnnks, tea
and milk are available daily) Monday taco salad with Mexican cornbread, corn dog,
Tuesday - gnIled ham and cheese sandwich, cheeseburger. Wednesday - steak
nuggets with roll. grilled chicken on bun, Thursday - oven fried chicken with roll, hot ham
and cheese sandwich. Friday- sweet and sour pork with egg roll, tuna salad sandwich
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Sign up now for our SunCom Cities plan and get SunCom's Package of Fun.

ONLY

Right,now, with SunCOm's Package of Fun, you'll get 2,000 1\ oekenti minutes, ";00 Incoming minutes
S 39. You'll even get
Nationwide Long Distance included k
free Nokia 5165 handset, plus SunBurst Messaging. So, ni-,xx you an send text messages on your
state-of-the-art handset and enjoy 2,900 minutes of talk time All simpl‘ (airs to use in sour
hometown or on the SunCom digital network in oxer 250 Sun( our Cares co ”71 the
Gulf Coast to the Great Lakes. What could be simpler than that? !sunCon) Simplx siiurs

and 400 Anytime minutes all with

$39
A MONTH

a

FREE

A MEMBER OF THE AT&T WIRELESS NETWORK

S

7okrs
unCom5,

1 - 800 - SUNCOM- 1
Altar

SunCom Stores:
Paducah
3420 Park Avenue
(across from Park Ave Chrysler)
270-444-0104

Murray
310 N 12th Street
(next to Faye's)
270-762-9990
www.SUNCOM1.com

Also available at:
ABC Digital Communications

Cell Tech

(next to Kountry !Cast)e'
270-442-7979

(in Kentucky Oaks Mall)
270-575-5444
2933 Lone Oak Road
270-534-9008

Advantage Wireless
Fulton
270-472-2355

Jackson Purchase
2-Way Radio

Tri-Star
Communications

Paducah
270-443-5604

Mayfield
270-251-9150

Safety Research
Cellular Accessory Connection International

Paducah
270-898-1710
Ledbetter
270-898-7379

0

(next to Banterra Bank)
270-415-0670

l•..
l - ...:...-

e

Busleess Sales: 270-444-0324

0 2001 SunCom. Requires new activation, credit approval, activation tee, annual contra( 1. (,1i1( vIlatil,t1 tee iii Si 2 50 per month remaining in contract and a TDMA triall is plat ed or received offshore or outside of the SunCom
mode digital phone. Plan and coverage not available in all areas, Rates do not apply to credit card calls or
Home Coverage Area. Airtime for each call is rounded up to the next full minute Monthly included minkile, annot be carried over to any other month and must be used
In your SunCom Home Calling Area. Roaming, long distance, additional minute charges, other rt•str.clion,,(barge., surcharges and taxes may apply. Weekend times are
from Friday at 8 p.m. until Monday at 7 a.m. Subject to terms and conditions contained in the SunCom Welcome Guide and service and feature plans and coverage area
brochures. May not be available with other offers. Advertised package offer not asailable with prepay plans and available until 9/30. One mail-in rebate per purchase of
a qualifying handset and wireless service activation with SunCom between WI and 9/30 To he eligible. phone must remain on SunCom service for at least 30 days and
phone must be active on SunCom service at the time rebate is processed, Rebate requests must lg. postmtarked bv I 0/10 Other restrictions apply See rebate form for full details,
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Senate passes bill before
Mexican president's exit
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate pushed through a bill
Thursday. extending the deadline
far illegal immigrants to apply for
isas. Majority Leader Thomas
Daschle had urged lawmakers to
finish the measure during Mexican
President Vicente Fox's visit.
"This is extremely important."
Senate Democratic Whip Harry
Reid of Nev ada said after the bill
passed by voice vote. "With
President Fox in the country. it
,ends a message to him that we
call) are trying to work toward
making things easier in the relation-ship-vv41414-he-14nite4_,State.s_ and
Mexico."
The House passed its own ver,ion of the bill in May. but
Republicans leaders have agreed
!a go along with the Senate-passed
measure. White House officials
said.
President Bush fay ors the bill.
The president is heartened by the
Senate's action, and he looks for-

ward to the House acting quickly
to send this legislation to .his
desk," White House spokesman
Ari Fleischer said.
Fox heads back to the Capitol
one more time Friday morning
before ending his three-day state
visit.
Daschle told Bush on Tuesday
that he would try to get an agreement on the bill while Fox was still
in Washington.
-This is significant step toward
real immigration reform for immigrants of all nations, and I'm proud
that we were able to reach this
agreement during, President Fox's
visit." Daschle, D-S.D., said after
the bill passed.
Fox addressed a joint meeting
of Congress early Thursday. "This is an appropriate day to
take this important step in creating
a responsible immigration policy
that makes sense for America,"
said Sen. Chuck Hagel. R-Neb.,
one of the sponsors of the bill.

Fleischer said Fox and Bush
share goals "of making the migration of families and workers
between.our nations more orderly,
humane, legal and safe."
"The president commends the
Senate for passage of legislation
that will help unite families and
make America more welcoming of
new immigrants," Fleischer said
"Allowing qualified immigrants to become lawful residents
of the United States without first
being forced to leave the country
and their families is the right thing
to do."
The bill passed by the Senate_
wants would extend the deadline
for illegal immigrants to apply for
visas by an extra year.
A House bill passed in May
only extends the deadline for illegal immigrants to apply for visas
by four months.
The White House has said Bush
favors a longer period of time than
the four months.
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Dr. Stephanie Dunagan will be joining Dr.
Walter Griffey, Jr. and Dr. Walter R "Bo"
Griffey, III in practice at the Griffey Clinic
located at 430 South Lake Street in Paris,
Tennessee.
Appointments can be made by
calling (731)642-3024.
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Dr. Dunagan received a B.S. in Biology at the
University of Tennessee at Martin. She
received her medical degree from East
Tennessee State University, James H. Quillen
College of Medicine and completed her
residency at the Troyer Foundation in
Madisonville, Kentucky. Stephanie
Dunagan. M.D. is a member of the
American Academy of Family Practice
Physicians and the American Medical
Association.
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Dr. Stephanie Carter Dunagan, Family
Practice Physician has returned to her hometown of Paris to join the staff at Henry County
Medical Center.
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DOUG MILLS/AP Photo
A NEW PARTNERSHIP ... President Bush is joined by Mexican President Vicente Fox
during a visit to Savage Hall at University of Toledo, in Toledo, Ohio, Thursday. President Fox pressed his case for immigration overhaul to Congress on Thursday, urging greater trust between neighbors as the basis for "a new partnership in North
America."
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Focus on the Family
By DR. JAMES DOBSON
Focus on the Family President

Teens' behavior is strongly influenced by hormones
QUESTION: Many of the
struggles of the teen years are
attributed to hormones. If that
explanation is accurate,then what
implications does it have for parents of early adolescents?
DR.
DOBSON:
First,
understanding this
glandular
upheaval makes it
easier to tolerate
and cope with the
emotional reverberations that are
occurring.
For
several years, some— kids are not
entirely rational!
Just as a severely menopausal
woman may accuse her innocent and
bewildered husband of infidelity, a
hormonally depressed teen-ager
may not interpret his world accurately either. His social judgment is
impaired.

Therefore, parents shouldn't
despair when it looks like everything they have tried to teach their
kid seems to have been forgotten.
He is going through a metamorphosis that has turned everything upside
down. But stick around. He'll get his
legs under him.again.
I strongly recommend that parems of strong-willed and rebellious
females, especially, quietly keep
track of the particulars of her menstrual cycle. Not only should you
record when her period begins and
ends each month, but also make a
comment or two each day about her
mood. I think you will see that the
emotional blow-ups that tear the
family apart are cyclical in nature.
Premenstrual tension at that age
can produce a flurry of skirmishes
every 28 days. If you know they are
coming, you can retreat to the storm
cellar when the wind begins to blow.

You can also use this record to
teach your girls about premenstrual
syndrome and how to cope with it.
Unfortunately, many parents never
seem to notice the regularity and
predictability of severe conflict with
their daughters.
Again, I recommend that you
watch the calendar. It will tell you so
much about your girls.
QUESTION: How about adolescent boys? Do they have a hormonal cycle, too?
DR. DOBSON: Their emotions
and behavior are certainly driven by
hormones. Everything from sexual
passion to aggressiveness is motivated by the new chemicals .that
surge through their veins.
There is, however, no cyclical
fluctuation that parallels a menstrual
calendar in girls. As a result, they
can be more volatile and less predictable throughout the month than

then- female counterparts
** **
QUESTION: It is commonly
understood that peer pressure
causes teen-agers to begin smoking or using drugs. Is that what
really motivates them to pick up
dangerous habits?
DR. DOBSON: T'iat precise
question was the subject of a recent
survey. The researchers studied
more than 16,000 school children in
Orange County, Calif. They found
that it is family members, not classmates or teachers, who have the
biggest influence on whether children use drugs, alcohol or tobacco.
If teen-agers feel that their parents or siblings approve of smoking,
they are likely to follow suit. And if
there is one person who can convince them not to participate, it is
usually a member of their own family.

Northern Hemisphere getting greener
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
Northern Hemisphere has been getting greener, according to researchers studying satellite data.
They say plant life north of 40
degrees north latitude — roughly
that of New York, Madrid, Spain
and Beijing — has been growing
more vigorously since 1981. The
researchers say the growth could be
the result of' warmer temperatures.
"When we looked at tempera-

statement.
The area of vegetation has not
extended, but the existing vegetation has increased in density, he
said.
The report by Zhou, as well as
others at Boston University and
NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center in Greenbelt, Md.. will appear in the September 16 issue of
the Journal of Geophysical Research - Atmospheres, published by

we saw that year to year changes in
growth and duration of the growing
season of northern vegetation are
tightly linked to year-to-year
changes in temperature," Liming
Zhou of Boston Um ersit) said in a

They found the increased greening of Europe and Asia was especially persistent over a broad swath
of land from central Europe
through Siberia to far-east Russia,
where most of the vegetation is for-

ests and woodlands.
In North America, there was a
fragmented pattern of change notable only in the forests of the east
and grasslands of the upper Mid-

west.
They also found dramatic
changes in the timing of both the
appearance and fall of leaves over
the two decades of satellite data.
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cancer and lung disease. And offer
them professional help in quitting if
they've already started. Warn them
repeatedly about drug abuse and
what it can do to the body.
Parents can make a difference in
avoiding addictive behavior in heir
children if they take the time to
teach them.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Dr. Dobson
is president of the nonprofit organization Focus on the Family, P.O.
Box 444, Colorado Springs, CO
www.family.org.
or
80903;
Questions and answers are
excerpted from "The Complete
Marriage and Family Home
Reference Guide," published by
Tyndale House.
COPYRIGHT 2001 JAMES
DOBSON INC. DISTRIBUTED BY
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE
SINCE
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DEATH & TAXES.
Both are inevitable, right?
Actually, the I.R.S. offers some wiggle room on the taxes part.
In fact, some types ofinvestments accumulate capital gains,
interest and dividends on a tax-deferred basis.* To achieve this
outcome, all you have to do is choose the applicable investment
tools. That is where Hilliard Lyons adds value.
We will be happy to brief you on the finer points of taxadvantaged investments at any time. Call Hilliard. Lyons today
for a complimentary analysii: Financial Consultants Betty
Boston, V.P., C.F.P., and Tom Ewing are at your service.

Eddie Langston
Owner
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-MurrayKY -42071(270)753-3366
1-800-444-1854
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Many parents feel that this is an
area that can be left to the schools,
and they neglect to talk about it at
home. But this study and others
have shown that it is family pressure, not peer pressure, that has the
greatest effect on children.
Another finding to come out of
the investigation is that children are
still dangerously unaware of the
hazards of smoking. Obviously, the
anti-smoking advertising campaign
has not reached their tender ears.
As with other messages we want
our children to hear, the responsibility to communicate them lies with
parents. Talk to your sons and
daughters when they are young
about the dangers of cigarette smoking. Tell them that you don't
approve of the habit. Discuss the
health hazards, including the risk of
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Our appreciation of your loyal patronage is
now being shown by the tremendous values
throughout our fine furniture showroom in our

GOING OUT of
BUSINESS SALE
Now in Progress!
302 N. Main Street • Benton, KY
270-527-2400
OPEN: Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
Visa • Mastercard • Cash • Approved Checks • Financing Available
Going out of business Lic. #2001-01 Sale to end on or before October 29th,
2001 Discounts are off our Offering Prices which may or may not have resulted in prior sales Prior sales excluded
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Early warning center could take another year
WASHINGTON (AP) — Already three years on the drawing
board. a U.S.-Russian center aimed
at avoiding accidental missile
launches won't open for at least another year, a Pentagon official said.
Plans to convert a building on
the outskirts Of Moscow into a joint
early warning center are hung up
on Russia's insistence the United
States pay taxes on the equipment it
takes into the country and accept liability for the construction, said
Philip Jamison, deputy director of
the•Delense Department office on
international security.
"It essentially boils down to diplomatic issues," he told a seminar
at the Cato Institute. Jamison said
the center could be open for testing
at the end of 2002 if those matters

can he resolved within the next two
months.
Though the issues seem .small in
relation to the hoped-for benefits of
the center — that is, to prevent accidental nuclear catastrophe —
U.S. officials have said they don't
want to set a precedent on taxes
and other matters that Could create
problems elsewhere.
When plans for the center were
announced in September 1998.
then-President Clinton said it was
aimed it averting "nuclear war by.
mistake." Officials said that because Russia doesn't have money
to properly maintain its warning
system, it could mistakenly think
the United States had launched a
nuclear missile — and retaliate.
In 1995. Russia's military

briefly mistook a scientific rocket
from Norway for a U.S. intercontinental ballistic missile. Officials
say Moscow's constellation of
warning satellites has seriously decayed since then, with some out of
orbit and believed not functioning.
The new center is to be staffed
jointly by three dozen U.S. and
Russian officers. The system
planned at the center would collect
information from the warning systems of each country and share it,
reporting such things as time and
location .of any missile launches,
the missile type. direction it was
heading and place it would hit.
The center was to open months
ago. Besides the tax and liability
problems. the project lost momentum late last year as Clinton was

Tough Name.
Tough Equipment.

10 DAY SALE

leaving office and early this year as
President Bush was just coming in
and reviewing U.S. policy toward
Moscow.
Another panelist, Geoffrey E.
Forden of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, argued the center
won't work anyway because Russian officers won't have confidence
in it. In times of tensions between
the two countries. Forden said,
Moscow will not rely on information received from the United
States.
' Washington should help Russia
repair its own warning system in-

LTH130 Lawn Tractor

799"
• 13 hp Kohler OHV engine
• Hydrostatic transmission
• 42" Air Induction deck
•Cast iron front axle
• Mulch kit included

with
purchase of LTH 1 30 or
YTH1 50 Tractors

In fact, Russia appears willing to
accept limited defenses as part of
an agreement that also would cut
U.S. and Russian arsenals of longrange nuclear weapons, said the of-

SALT LAKE CITY (AP)— Not
long before his suicide, Ryan Eslinger appeared to be responding to
treatment for paranoid schizophrenia. He told his mother he felt like
he was waking from a coma. He
told his father he loved him.
But on May 23, the 19-year-old
committed suicide with a shotgun
he'd bought the previous day at
Kmart. Eslinger's parents blame
the store and they've sued the Troy,
Mich.-based retailer for wrongful
death saying their 17-year-old clerk
should not have sold him the gun.

During opening arguments
Wednesday, Kmart attorney Rodney Parker told jurors Ryan Eslinger, though mentally ill, was responsible for his own deliberate
act.
But Sandra and Phil Eslinger allege Kmart violated federal gun
laws when their sales clerk — a
high school acquaintance of Eslinger's — sold him the shotgun without seeing proper identification. Eslinger used his passport that did not
show his address, a requirement for
gun-sale paperwork. The Eslingers

Planning a Party?
YTH150 Yard Tractor

Need a cool place to meet?

1999"

Call Debbie before 11 a.m. or after 1 p.m.
to make your reservations

• 15 hp Kohler Command OHV engine
• Hydrostatic transmission
• 42- Air Induction deck
• Cast iron front axle
• Mulch kit included
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2001 DeVille Sedan: Beige
6,500 miles
1999 SeVille SLS: Tan. 43,000
miles
1998 DeVille Sedan:
Moonstone, 44.200 miles
1997 Concour Sedan: White
Diamond, 55,600 miles
1996 DeVille SLS: Black. 49,000
miles
1996 DeVille Sedan: Blue.
63.000 miles
1995 DeVille Sedan: White,
96,000 miles

PRE-OWNED TRUCKS
2001 Chev. Tahoe 4x4: Green
13 000 miles
2000 GMC Sierra SL 4x4: Red
31,000 miles
2000 Ford F-250 Crew XLT:
White, 28.000 miles
2000 Chev. Tahoe LT 412:
Pewter, 23.000 miles
2000 Ford "Lightning" Reg.
Cab: Red, 17 700 miles
2000 F-150 Reg. Cab SWB:
Red, 16,700 miles
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also allege Kmart was negligent in
its hiring and employee training.
"This case comes down to corporate greed and irresponsibility in
the sale of firearms," said James
McKenna, the Eslingers' attorney.
Parker said that it is natural to
feel sympathy for the Eslingers'
loss but the case is about personal
responsibility and individual
choices.
"Kmart did not cause Ryan Eslinger to kill himself. This was a
deliberate, intentional act," Parker
said. "He was a very sick young
man and he wanted to die."
Eslinger was diagnosis with
paranoid schizophrenia in 1995 and
declared legally mentally defective.
He was involuntary committed in
1996 after cutting his throat in a
suicide attempt. But on the gun application form, he denied he had
ever been hospitalized for mental
illness or adjudicated mentally defective.
A day after buying the weapon,
Sandra Eslinger went out of town
and her son returned to Kmart,
%Aire security manager Dan Willoughby assembled the shotgun for
him. That night, Eslinger killed
himself.
"If she didn't see any danger
signs, I don't know how (the Eslingers) expected Kmart to see danger signs," Parker said.
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2000 Toyota Tundra: 4 door,
4x2. red, 18,500 miles
2000 Dodge B-250 SLT 4x4:
Diesel, silver. 14.000 miles
2000 Chev. Silverado LS 4x4:
Reg cab, red. 17.000 miles
2000 Toyota Tundra: 4 door,
4x2, green, 15,200 miles
2000 Chev. Silverado Ext. Cab
4x2: White, 17,800 miles
2000 Chev. Silverado Ext. Cab
Z-71: Burgundy, 20,000
miles
2000 Chev. S-10 Ext. Cab: 3
door, white. 13.600 miles
2000 Chev. S-10 Reg. Cab:
Black, 14.600 miles
1999 Chev. Silverado Extended
Z-71: Burgundy. 72.000
miles
1999 Chev. Silverado Extended
Z-71: Pewter, 71,000 miies
1999 GMC Yukon SLT 4x4:
Pewter 41.000 miles
1999 Ford F-150 XL Ext. Cab:
PP,I 22 000 MIPS
1999 Chev, S-10 Ext. Cab:
Ppw-ter 18,000 miles

14,5118'

Your Price$

$4 4417730
Your Price i

All In Stock Units. 4 to Choose From.
Discount includes $1,500 General Motors
regional rebate.
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PRE-OWNED CADILLACS

"I wouldn't just go off and buy
them a warning system," Cooper
s4id. "Our demand ought to be that
we do it in the context of a global
defense ... in the context of building a system that we want."

Your Price$24,928
"

You'll enjoy the scenery
during a drive to our lot,
and you'll really enjoy
the ride back in one of
our top performers

PICK A WINNE
WITH ONE OF THES
PRE-OWNED SPECIALS!

The third panelist, Hank Cooper
of the private missile defense research group High Frontier, suggested Washington could win concessions on the system it wants by
helping Russian with its warning
system.

CHEVROLET'

00111

•

Fall
Saving
' Festiva

ficial. speaking on condition of
anonymity.

Kmart sued for wrongful
death of suicide victim

Utility Dump Cart
$17995 Value

stead, he said.
The United States and Russia
have been holding talks focused on
the Bush administration's intention
to build a missile defense system.
Russia accepts the inevitability
of a U.S. system even as it objects
to violations of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, a senior U.S.
official said Wednesday.

1998 Ford Ranger Reg. Cab: 5
speed, tan, 28.700 miles
1998 Chev. S-10 Ext. Cab 4x4
ZR2: White. 63,500 miles
1998 Chev. Blazer LT 4x4:
Green. 55.000 miles
1997 Ford F-150 XLT Lariat:
White. 38.800 miles
1997 Chev. 3500 Flat Bed:
White. 62.200 miles
1995 Dodge Dakota Ext. Cab
4x4 SLT: Green. 35,800
miles
1994 Chev. 1500 Reg. Cab: 6
cyl . auto 4x2. burgundy
66.000 miles
1993 Chev. K-2500 Reg. Cab
4x4: Beige 178.000 miles
1990 Ford F-350 Crew Cab:
Diesel

PRE-OWNED CARS
2001 Toyota Camry Sedan:
Silver. 11.000 miles
2001 Toyota Corolla Sedan (2
In Stock): White, 6.500
moles
1999 Lincoln Town Car:
Diamond White. 31.500
miles

1999 Pontiac Grand Am Sedan:
Red, 79,500 miles
1999 Ford Mustang GT Coupe:
Red, 37,000 miles
1998 Chev. Monte Carlo:
Coupe, white, 48,900 miles
1998 Buick LeSabre Sedan:
White, 55,000 miles
1997 Pontiac Grand Prix
Sedan: Teal, 97,000 miles
1997 Nissan Quest Van: Gray,
43,600 miles
1997 Ford Taurus Sedan: Blue,
61 200 miles
1997 Chrysler LHS Sedan:
Black, 72,700 miles
1997 Buick Regal Sedan:
White, 69,800 miles
1996 Pymouth Neon Coupe:
Black, 59,700 miles
1996 Olds 98 Elite Sedan:
Silver, 84,400 miles
1996 Nissan Sentra GLE:
Sedan, burgundy. 86,000
miles
1996 Chrysler Town & Country
Van: Ins, 91,700 miles
1995 Buick Riviera Coupe:
Maroon, 75,000 miles

Low Financing Available to Qualified Buyers

/°' Piot

II

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your
car & truck company."

2420 E. Wood St.• Par
642-3900
1-800-325-3229
CDoidernobee
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Antiques
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Farm Equipment
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Lost And Found
Help Wanted
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Sports Equipment
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Firewood
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Business Opportunity
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TO: Unknown Spouse Of Hilda M. Dick

RE: Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action No. 01-CI-00284,
Caption: Area Bank f/k/a Peoples Bank Of Murray, KY Plaintiff vs.
Hilda M. Dick, Unknown Spouse of Hilda M. Dick and Murray
Supply Company, Inc., Defendants.
The undersigned attorney was appointed Warning Order Attorney by
the Calloway Circuit Court to notify the unknown spouse of Hilda M.
Dick that a lawsuit has been filed to foreclosure on property owned
by Hilda M.Dick located on 121 North in Calloway County, Kentucky
(and more particularly described in the lawsuit). The Plaintiff asserts
that it is the mortgage holder and that any right you may have in the
property should be terminated.
Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit is made by you on or before
October 18, 2001, a judgment by default may be granted against you.
Copies of the Complaint can be obtained from the Clerk of the
Calloway Circuit Court, Calloway County Judicial Building, 312
North 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
Gerald Bell, Esq.
Haverstock, Bell & Pitman
211 South 12th Street
P.O. Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071
WARNING ORDER ATTORNEY

Notice

1

II3i.p-•Ch-en1exy

BREAKFAST
Biscuits & Sandwiches
Plenty of Hot coffee
Starling th 6 00am
Corner Pocket, Almo
FOR lease: Hunters Paradise game Refuge. Deer,
Turkey, Beaver, Coyote,
Rabbit, Quail, 270-4892116 If no answer leave
message.
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free,
installed free
Requirements are easy,
Just take $21 99 per month
for 1yr & have a valid
credit or debit card Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information
PEACHES &
VEGETABLES,ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312
PHOTOGRAPHER
Photography by
P Lynn Rogers
16 years service
753-1001
THINK PINK- Free drink
month of September, wear
something pink at Sandra
D's Diner (with purchase
of lunch/dinner) and your
drink is on us! -One pink
per person- please!
270-753-FOOD 94E
Remember Breast
Cancer Awareness

CONSIGNING
MOTHERS
Sept. 12-14
Wed.-Fri. 11-7
Sat., Sept. 15th
9-2
Half Price Sale
Remainder
Women Clothes
731-642-9937
731-644-1126
Enoch Bldg.
Henry Co.
Fairgrounds

Notice

Lewis Drake & Associates
418 Main St.
Storewide Sale • Sept. 7 & 8

Leather Sample Sale
52" Gun Case S99

REWARD Lost August 31
Male Siamese cat without
collar Woodgate area
Call Jerry Lee at 753
7241

CSR/PRODUCTION
Assistant needed.
Must have excellent people and organizational
skills. Salary mid 20's,
health, Co. matched savings, paid holidays, vacation Resumes to
Innovative Printing
1623 Hwy. 121 N.
Murray, Ky 42071

NOW hiring
Holiday Inn Express
Apply in person
Hwy 641 N., Murray

Complete Auction Service

370
390
410

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 1 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.

425

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
up to $25-$75 / hr. PT/FT
www.pcwork4me.com
888-689-7989
PAINTERS Needed.
Local painting contractor is
recruiting experience professional painters. Must
have at least 4yrs painting
experience. Please call
753-6895 and leave message.
POSITION available
Persons needed to prepare income tax returns.
Seasonal employment. We
will train. Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531.
RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
experience
preferred.
Must be able to work
days, nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience.
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.
SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew members for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.
APPLICATIONS now being accepted for Food
Service Director. Candidates must have previous
commercial/ institutional
food service experience
with kitchen and staff management, a positive attitude, neat appearance and
enjoy working with senior
adults. salary based on experience. Full
benefit
package. If you would like
to join the rest of our caring, enthusiastic staff and
enjoy working daytime
hours in a clean and comfortable environment, applications are available at
905 Glendale Road, Glendale Place Retirement
Community.

270-527-2931

530

Lots For Sale

560

Free Column

Help Wanted

Domestic & Childcare

WANTED: Doctor's Assis
tant for Chiropractic office.
Must have basic clerical
skills and excellent personality for dealing with
people. Experience helpful
but will train qualified person
To apply, phone 759-1116

GENERAL Housecleaning
753-3802
HAVING openings for
house cleaning, fall cleaning. home or business
489-6199 leave message
WILL do house, office, and
church cleaning. 7531016.

Childcare facility seeking 2 qualified
teachers/teacher aides that have CDA or
be willing to obtain CDA. Must be flexible in working with all ages and any
hours. Specific hours include full-time
5:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. M-F, and part-time
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. M-F. Prefer someone with experience in sitting with children and/or Early Childhood major.
Please send a resume with references to
P.O. Box 1040-V, Murray, KY 42071.

CET TRAINED, CET HIRED. CET PAID.
We Are In Demand Of Men
& Women Wanting To Get Into
The Trucking Industry.
2 Wk Training & Start Earning
32K-42K Plus Benefits
Your 1st Yr.
No Money Out Of Pocket. Company Paid
Tuition. Drivers Are In Demand

CALL NOW 800-398-9908
Ryan Foods has a Production Supervisor
position available with the following responsibilities: Overseeing Production, Direction
and Scheduling of Sanitary Preventative
Maintenance,
Monitoring
Schedules,
Enforcing Policies and Procedures, Following
Union/Management Agreement, Maintaining
Plant Cleanliness and Eliminating Safety
Hazards, and Problem Solving. Must have
excellent written and oral communication
skills, be team focused, and production supervision experience preferred.A BS Degree in
Food Science is also preferred. All resumes
must be received by September 14, 2001.
Send resumed to:

RvainFoods

270-753-5086

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Saturday
8 til Noon
54 Aster Drive
at the back of
Lynnwood Estates
on 121 South

823 South 4th
Saturday
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Everything 250.
Several thousand
clothing items all on
hangers, blue leans,
shirts, shoes, adult
clothing, children's
clothing too.
Come see!

2891 Midway Road, 641 South to
Midway Rd. turn right, 3 miles on
left.
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Saturday 7:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Women & boy's clothes most all 25,
Sea life pictures, children's books &
videos, two 30 lb. L.P. tanks, one 500
lb. tank, washer, dryer and much
more.

Initially Part-time work,
possible Full-time.
Up to $19 an hour.
Limited openings

Call
1-800-GO GUARD
KY National Guard
060

Joel was corrfule•t Medi find•burr
IV, ca,ow, he placed on ad .• the

ledger &Times
Classifieds

270-753-1916

060
Help Wanted

PRODUCTION
SUPERVISOR
Local industry has an immediate opening
for a 3rd Shift Supervisor. Candidates need
to have strong people skills with at least 3
years experience in assembly/decorating
and painting processes.
Excellent salary and benefits including
medical, dental, life and long term disibility insurance, 401(K) retirement plan, paid
vacation/holidays, etc.
Interested candidates may apply in confi
dence by sending resume to P.O. Box 1040-Q,
Murray, KY 42071.

Campers

440

Roger Stubblefield - Auctioneer
Wayne Wilson Real Estate Broker

510
520

435

P.O. Box 1175
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Human Resource Manager
E0E/AAP

COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Boats & Motors
Services Offered

430

A Division of Dean Foods

$8,000

445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property

060

SIGNING BONUS

YARD SALE

1

400

MANAGEMENT
team
seeking co-worker with excellent multi-tasking and
organizational
skills,
strong verbal and written
communication skills, general knowledge of computers, strong WORD, EXCEL and Internet abilities.
Mail resumes to AgForest
Partners 520 N. Main
Street Murray, KY 42071
Applicants will be seen by
appointment only.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career'?
Wemer needs entry- level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits. NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM! CDL training is now available in your
area. 1-800-242-7364.
EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY
Freight Brokers needed.
Experienced & Trainees.
Must be willing to learn
trucking industry and acquire a customer base
while earning and learning.
759-3401 after 5pm.
HEALTHY, Wealthy, and
wise. Set your time and
your terms. Looking for
men, women, and couples
to earn money with our
new wellness program
with Avon $25. free gift for
first 5 people to loin. Call
753-0171
LOCAL company seeks
drivers with Class A CDL
& 2 years experience.
Home on weekends. Call
759-8641 or 559-0710.

Drawing For Leather Item

330
340

made.

ACCEPTING WORKERS!
Mail Order
This one works!
1-800-429-7902

020

Upright freezer,
kerosene heaters,
computer & desk,
clothes, tins and
more

OSO
Loll and Found

www.murrayledgetcom

320

380

Help Wanted

NOTICE
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Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
AD DEADLINES

444PI

Wahl Exe%

360

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

visa

A%
I

ADJUSTMFNTS
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LINE AI)$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper Crum Claa•the46 go into Shopping Guidel $2.50 extra for Wind box ads.

Articles For Sale
Appliances

es Just Say "Charge It"

INP"

1,11S•ilbl.AY
$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

010

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

Purchase District
Health Department
HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District Health Department is seeking
qualified applicants for a vacant Senior Community
Health Nurse position in Home Health. The position is full-time, with daily travel in Calloway
County.
Education and experience: Bachelor's degree in
nursing from an accredited college or university
and at least one year of experience in a community
health or acute care setting OR a graduate of an
associate degree of diploma program in nursing
which is state approved with two years of experi
ence in a community health setting or an acute care
setting. Current license to practice in Kentucky is
required.
Salary based on education and experience with the
entry level hourly wage as $14.78. Possible
increase in hourly wage first year. Excellent fringe
benefit package. Applications may be secured at
any area Purchase District Health Center. Pre
employment screening required. Transcripts and
copies of RN license MUST accompany applica
lions and must be postmarked by midnight
September 21. 2(X)1.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IMP! OVER

090
Deritesdc &Childcare

omplete
are
Free Sitter Referral Service
References Available
Experienced Care For Elderly
Ashley Farley

270-759-8596
372 ibm Taylor Tr.
Murray, KY 42071
HEATHER'S Home Daycare has openings for infants through pre-school
age. Provider is CPR
trained with educational
background in child development. 759-4649.
RESPONSIBLE 15 year
old will do babysitting after
school and on weekends.
Call 759-9215. Have references.
TAMMY'S Treehouse
In Home Daycare
has openings
for children
all shifts.
767-9762
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda. 759-9553.
100
Business
Opporturirty
IF you really want to make
moneyi
www makingmoneybookstore.com/2328350

Computers
HEWLETT Packard Corn
puler, 850 MHZ. 30 Gig
hard drive, 12 Meg Ram
windows M.E. 40X-CD
And CD-R.W. $550.
753-8630
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers..-$699.
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard.
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and pnmitives
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-361-'3 ask
for Larry

GOOD used carpet. Frost
ree refrigerator. Good
used air conditioners. 7534109
150
Articles
For Sale
16'X100' green house
Redwood truss, special
greenhouse fiberglass (al
so extra fiberglass sheets
for sale)
Can be seen at
500 N 4th St Murray Ky
or call 270-759-0901
after 5pm 731-644-3625
ANTIQUE Upright Grand
Piano Beautiful Plays
wet, needs tuning $350
759-3941
APPLES, Rome Beauty,
Red Delicious. Golden Delicious, Winesap $8.50
per bushel. McKenzie Orchard 753-4725.
Commercial floor model
meat grinder. 220 Volt.
grind a whole deer in ten
minutes. $200. 474-8666.
FOR Sale . Couch. TV,
VCR. Dining table, adding
machine, cash register.
Various computer store inventory items Call 7535552
HazelAntiques.com
MACHINE quilting
531 50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MURRAY Sport
& Marine Center
•Boats, motors, & trailers
accessories 40% off
•1000 ft of 3 in pipe
*Used store fixtures
718 S 4th Murray. KY
MURRAY Sport
& Manne Center
•Boats, motors. & trailers
acce'ssones 40% off
•1000 ft of 3 in pipe
*Used store fixtures
718 S 4th Murray, KY
NICE 2 month old couch, 8
month old loveseat, glass
table floor lamp 16" truck
tires & ultra nms 489-2226

$ DOLLAR DAYS ARE HERE $
Charlie's Antique Mall in Hazel is now
accepting new dealers. For less than $1.90
per day you can rent a large area of prime
retail space. Our experienced sales staff
handle all sales for you. You get detailed
computer generated sales reports. Tax
number or business license NOT required.
We sell for you 7 days per week. If you are
interested in retailing to the public and
don't want to be tied down then Charlie's
Antique mall has the answer. Selling your
stuff is our business and we take our business seriously. For more information call
270-492-8175 after 10:00 a.m. or stop by
('harlie's at 303 Main St.. Hazel, KY. Visit
us online at www.hazelantiques.com.
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PURPOSE

• REVIEW STAFF The City Engineer and/or other designated officials.
CONTROLLED RELEASE STRUCTURE. A facility constructed to regulate the volume of stormwater runoff that is conveyed
during a specific length of time.
CONVEYANCE STRUCTURES. Water carrying devices or
improvements such as channels, ditches, storm sewers, culverts,
inlets, and the like.
CULVERTS AND CROSS DRAINS. A short, closed (covered)
conduit that passes stormwater runoff under an embankment.
DETENTION OR RETENTION. Delaying the rate of stormwater runoff in a controlled manner, typically by using a temporary
storage areas and a man-made outlet device.
DEVELOPED. Conditions after construction or other manmade
change to improved or unimproved (land), including, but not limited to, buildings or other structures, mining, dredging, filling,
krading, paving, excavation, or drilling operations.
ERODED. Weathered or worn away outer layers of soil by the
action of water.
INLET (STORM DRAIN). An opening leading to an underground pipe or open ditch for carrying surface runoff.
EXCESS STORMWATER. That portion of stormwater runoff,
which exceeds the capacity of the storm sewers or natural
drainage channels serving a specific watershed.
IMPERVIOUS SURFACE. Asphalt, concrete or any other surface, which does not allow measurable infiltration.

Lewis

(C)Any nonresidential development for which the area paved and
under roof is less than 5,000 square feet.
(1)Construction or substantial improvements to any vehicular use
area less than 2,500 S.F.(including gravel).
(D) Waivers may also be granted if, in other cases, the developer
can provide sufficient documentation that the proposed development will not result in an adverse impact either upstream or
downstream of the proposed site. Waivers shall be granted solely
at the discretion of the city plan review staff, based upon interpretation of the documentation presented by the developer in conjunction with staff knowledge of the relationship of the proposed
development to the adjacent property.
11. Design certification. Design of all stormwater management
and conveyance facilities shall be prepared and stamped by a
licensed professional engineer (Kentucky registration required).
12. Construction certification. Prior tofinal approval of the development or issuance of certificate of occupancy, the licensed professional engineer must submit certification that the stormwater
management and conveyance facilities were construction in accordance with the approved plan. Final approval shall also provide
evidence of the recording of all stormwater conveyance and management facilities deed restrictions, easements and rights-of-way.
Any request for deviation from the approved plan during construction shall be submitted to the city plan review staff in writing for approval.

6. Design certification. Design of all stormwater conveyance facilities shall be prepared and stamped by a licensed professional
engineer (Kentucky registration required). Design methods shall
be in accordance with the Kentucky Department of Highways'
Manual ofInstructions for Drainage Design, latest edition.
E.

Legsis

(13) Residential subdivisions or residential planned development
projects where minimum lot size is greater than five acres.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT FACILITIES DESIGN
CRITERIA

DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of this chapter, the following definitions shall
apply unless the context clearly indicates or requires a different
meaning.

13. Ownership, operation and maintenance of detention systems:
As a minimum, the following criteria shall be followed when
designing a stormwater management facility.

(A)For commercial, industrial and multifamily residential developments, ownership and maintenance responsibilities remain
with the property owner/developer.

1. The rainfall events shall be analyzed using the Soil
Conservation Service TR-55 method, Rational Method or other
methods only as pre-approved by the City.

(B) For single family residential subdivisions, the city may at its
discretion accept ownership and maintenance responsibilities;
provided, that:

2. The stormwater discharge point onto adjoining property may
not be relocated without the permission of the affected adjoining
landowner and the City of Murray.

(1)Construction and certification is in accordance to the approved
plan; and

3. If the stormwater discharge onto adjoining property is of a sheet
flow nature before development, the stormwater discharge onto
adjoining property after development of the property may not be
changed to a concentrated discharge point without the written
agreement of the affected adjoining landowner.

(2) Appropriate land dedication and easements are provided,
including adequate public ingress and egress from the facility to a
public street.
F.

4. The initial reference conditions for an undeveloped site shall be
the conditions that existed on that site as of April 1, 1998. This
date refers to the aerial photography on file at the City
Engineering Department and available on request.
5. When a property to be developed experiences upstream
stormwater runoff onto the property the effects of that runoff
under current conditions shall be included in the stormwater
analysis. Ifthe off-site runoffonto the property is not isolated from
the detention system, the effects of routing the off-site runoff
through the detention facilities shall be included in the analysis
(Routed Through Design).
6. Design storm - Stormwater management facilities shall be
designed to retain the difference in the pre-development and postdevelopment twenty-five year, 24-hour storm event.
7. Emergency spillways - Emergency spillways shall be designed
to pass the 100-year storm. The effect of the 100-year storm must
be considered and documented in the design of all stormwater
management facilities.

EROSION CONTROL
1. Permit required. Prior to any person engaging in a land disturbance activity within the corporate boundaries of Murray they
shall possess a City issued permit for the land disturbance activity. A permit will be issued by the City once a sedimentation and
erosion control plan has been submitted and approved.
2. Contents ofsedimentation and erosion control plan. Contents of
sedimentation and erosion control plan shall include:
(A)The size, finished and existing slope, and location of any cut or
fills.
(B)A general description of the predominant soil types to be disturbed as indicated by the area soil and water conservation district or other reliable sources.
(C)The general location and size of the land area to be disturbed
and the extent to which the vegetation and topsoil will be
removed.

8. Design Calculations. Design calculations submitted must
include, but not be limited to, the following:

(D)The general location, volume and type of soil or other materials to be used for fill in areas other than the roadway.

(A) Contributing drainage area, in acres. Indicate if pre-development and post-development areas differ.

(E) Location and description of existing natural features on the
site such as contours, vegetation, and drainage ways.

ON-SITE. Internal to the boundary of a development.

(B) A breakdown of surface type for pre-development and postdevelopment conditions (such as grassed, paved, roofed, and the
like).

(F) Measures that will be taken to contain the sedimentation to
the subject property, both during and after construction.

POINT DISCHARGE (OUTFALL). Release of stormwater at a
specific location.

(C)Stage-storage curve for the proposed stormwater management
facility.

RUNOFF Rainfall excess after natural losses from infiltration,
evaporation, transportation or incidental poundage.

(D)Stage-discharge curve for the outlet structure of the proposed
stormwater management facility.

NATURAL DRAINAGE. Water which follows by gravity in channels formed by the surface topography of the earth prior to
changes made by the efforts of man.
OFF-SITE. External to the boundary of a development.

STORM SEWER. Two or more inlets connected by pipes.
STORMWATER RUNOFF RELEASE RATE. The rate at which
storm water runoff is released from dominate to servient land.
STORMWATER STORAGE AREA. An area designed to temporarily accumulate excess stormwater.
SWALE. Surface-type conveyance for storm water usually designated to carry incidental, localized runoff.
C.

Lewis

5. Erosion control. Plans for stormwater conveyance systems shall
include appropriately designed temporary and permanent erosion-control measures both for the open channel conduits and all
disturbed land draining to both open and closed conduits within
the system. (Best Management Practices for Construction
Activities prepared by the Kentucky Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet and section 100.05 of this ordinance should be used as design guides for erosion and sediment
control).

STORMWATER CONVEYANCE AND EROSION CONTROL

B.

Lewis

4. Culverts and cross drains. The design storm for the calculation
of runoff for culvert design shall be the 25-year storm. The duration of the peak rainfall event shall be assumed to be equal to the
calculated time of concentration. The recommended check storm is
the 100- year storm. The maximum headwater under 100-year
storm conditions should not be allowed to overtop roads or
increase the flooding potential in the affected areas.

SECTION III
ARTICLE 8

Stormwater management is vital in promoting the health, safety
and general welfare of the public. It is the intent of this chapter,
in an effort to minimize the dangers of flooding to life and property, and to assist in the preservation and protection of the Murray
water quality and natural environment by regulating the alteration of land and topography, regulating the removal of vegetation, requiring the revegetation, and reducing erosion and sedimentation through control requirements. The design criteria for
stormwater conveyance structures and erosion control are outlined in this ordinance.
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to be equal to the calculated time of concentration. The minimum
time of concentration shall be assumed to be eight minutes.
Entrance pipes and cross drains shall be checked for overtopping
of roadways and flood damage to affected areas. Situations requiring pipes larger than 36 inches shall be designed using the culvert
criteria in division (D)of this section.

ORDINANCE NO.2001-1253
An ordinance amending Section 156 Special Regulations of the Zoning
Code of the City of Murray Code of Ordinance by creating a new section
entitled Storm Water Conveyance and Erosion Control.
Whereas, with the development and construction of property with the
City limits of the City of Murray, Kentucky, the City continues to experience flooding from surface water,
Whereas, in order to alleviate the surface water flooding and to promote public health and welfare of the community, the City Council
deems it reasonable and appropriate to adopt the following regulations
with respect to both commercial and residential properties so as to alleviate the problem of surface water run off, and
Now therefore, be it hereby Ordained by the City Council of the City of
Murray, Kentucky as follows:

A.

010

STORMWATER CONVEYANCE AND MANAGEMENT
FACILITIES REQUIRED

All dev lopment occurring within the city and its area of extraterritorial jurisdiction for subdivision regulations shall provide for
properly sized stormwater conveyance facilities and shall contain
on-site, or provide off-site stormwater management facilities capable of controlling increased runoff relative to its pre-developed
condition (See Section E-D). Unless included in exemptions listed
in Section E, no application for a preliminary or final plan of subdivision shall be approved unless it includes either a plan describing the manner in which stormwater erosion and sediment resulting from the development will be controlled or managed or a documented request for a waiver thereof. Similarly, unless exempt, no
•building permit shall be issued for any parcel or lot until either
an adequate stormwater management plan addressing erosion,
sediment and stormwater, or a documented request for a waiver
thereof, has been approved.
D. STORMWATER CONVEYANCE FACILITIES DESIGN
CRITERIA
The following criteria shall control when designing stormwater
conveyance facilities:
1. Open channels and roadside ditches. The design storm for the
design of open channels and roadside ditches shall be a storm with
a recurrence frequency of ten year/24-hour duration. The time of
concentration for open channel and roadside ditch design should
be assumed to be 15 minutes.
2. Storm sewers and inlets. The design storm for the design of
storm sewers and inlets shall be the twenty-five year storm/24hour duration(TR-55 Method and Rational Method). The duration
of the peak rainfall event shall be assumed to be equal to the calculated time of concentration. Storm sewers and inlets shall be
checked under twenty-five year storm/24-hour duration (TR-55
Method and Rational Method)loading conditions for pending limits. The pending limit for streets with curb and gutter shall be an
eight-foot spread measured from gutter to driving lane. Spread
calculations shall be based upon an intensity of four inches per
hour. Pipes should be sized based upon the actual time of concentration. The minimum time of concentration should be assumed to
be 8 minutes.
3. Entrance pipes and cross drains. The design storm for the
design of entrance pipes and cross.drains shall be the twenty-five
year storm/24-hour duration (TR-55 Method and Rational
Method). The duration ofthe peak rainfall event shall be assumed

(E)Inflow and outflow hydrographs for pre-development and postdevelopment conditions.
(F)Emergency spillway design calculations.
(G)Embankment design criteria as it relates to slope stability and
compaction requirements during construction. •
9. Stormwater management plan. The final stormwater management plan shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
(A)All calculations, assumptions and criteria used in the design of
the stormwater management facility.
(B)All plans and profiles of proposed storm sewers and open channels including horizontal and vertical controls, elevations, sizes,
slopes and materials.
(C)All plans will depict all contributing areas on the plans.
(D) Location, dimensions and design details required for the construction of all facilities.
(E)A description of the operation and maintenance needs for the
storm water management facilities.
(F) All information relative to the design and operation of emergency spillways.
(GI Project specifications relative to erosion and sedimentation
control. (Refer to Best Management Practice for Construction
Activities prepared by the Kentucky Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet for design guidelines associated with erosion and sediment control.)
(H)All deed restrictions, easements and rights-of-way.
(I) The ownership and maintenance responsibilities for all
stormwater management control structures during and after
development. The identity of the responsible individual, corporation, association or other specific entity and the specific maintenance must be outlined on the plan.
(1) Stormwater detention facilities that are not maintained in
proper working condition will be subject to corrective action by
city forces along with appropriate fees and fines.
(2) The property owner shall be responsible for maintaining the
stormwater detention facilities on the property, unless a maintenance agreement exists with multiple, property owners for a
regional detention facility.
10. Exemptions. Exemptions from the Stormwater management
requirement contained herein shall be granted to the following:
(A) All existing residentially subdivided property developments
excluding sites to be used or developed as a residential planned
development project.

(G) Measures that will be taken to limit erosion of the subject
property both during and after construction.
(H)The approximate length of time that specific portions of the
proposed development will lie unvegetated, including the approximate date it will be disturbed and the approximate date it will be
reseeded or planted.
(I) The type of plant material that will be planted, the approximate time frame for planting and the persons who will be responsible for the planting.
3. Review ofplan. The City Engineer shall review the sedimentation and erosion control plan. The plan will be approved and a permit issued if he finds that it complies with the following land disturbance activity standards.
(A) Land disturbance activities shall be done in a manner which
will minimize soil erosion:
(1)The extent of the disturbed area and the duration of its exposure shall be kept within reasonable limits.
(2) Cut and fill operations shall be kept to a minimum.
Developments calling for excessive cutting and filling may be
refused a permit if it is determined that the land use proposed for
the site can be reasonable constructed with less alteration of the
natural terrain.
(B)Land shall be developed in increments of workable size, which
can be completed during a single construction season. Erosion and
sedimentation control measures shall be coordinated with the
sequence of grading, development and construction operations.
(C) When feasible, natural vegetation shall be retained, protected
and supplemented.
(D)Ibpsoil shall be saved where practical and reapplied to the site
after grading has been finished.
(E)Provisions shall be provided which minimize the damage from
surface water to the cut face of excavations or the sloping surface
of fills.
(F) Disturbed soils shall be stabilized as quickly as possible; however, no area shall be left disturbed for more than thirty(30)days.
(G)Temporary seeding, mulching or other suitable methods ofstabilization shall be used to protect exposed areas which have been
disturbed longer than thirty (30)days.
(1-1) Water runoff shall be minimized and retained on-site, wherever possible, to facilitate groundwater recharge and reduce erosion.
(I) Measures shall be taken to contain as much sedimentation as
practical on-site:
(1) Sedimentation shall be trapped by the use of debris, basins,
sediment basins, silt traps or similar measures approved by the
City Engineer until the area has been stabilized.
(2) All required sedimentation and erosion reduction measures
and structures shall be in place prior to any land disturbance.
(3) Sedimentation shall be kept out of sinkhole throats/outlets.
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(4) All necessary soil erosion and sedimentation control measures
installed shall be adequately maintained by the developer until
the land has been completely stabilized as verified by the City
Engineer.
(5)Thchniques shall be employed to prevent the blowing of dust or
sediment from the site.
(6) No mud, gravel, debris, etc., shall be allowed to accumulate or
collect, or be deposited onto public streets or washed into storm
drains.
(J) The type of stabilization or revegetation shall be appropriate
for the slope and soil type of the site.
(K)Provisions shall be made for reseeding areas which do not vegetate the first time.
(L) Difficult areas, such as ditch lines and other slopes may have
to be sodded or stabilized in some other approved manner.
The City Engineer shall review the plan within thirty (30) days of
its receipt and notify the applicant of his action. In the case of a
denial, the reasons for the denial shall also be given. An applicant
may appeal a denial of a permit to the Planning Commission. All
appeals shall be made in writing within ten (10)days of the denial
and the applicant shall be entitled to a hearing before the
Planning Commission within thirty(30)days of the date of appeal.
A land disturbance/development permit will be issued on the basis
of approved plans. No fee will be charged for the permit.
4. Exemptions from this permit.
The following land disturbance activities are specifically exempt
from this article:
(A)Land disturbance associated with existing one and two family
dwelling.
(B) Use of land for home gardening
(C) Agricultural use of land which is used in accordance with a
farm conservation plan approved by the local soil conservation
service or which has been determined by said service that such use
will not cause excessive erosion or sedimentation.
(D)Land disturbance activities covered under an approved subdivisions sedimentation and erosion control plan. (NOTE: Often
these plans will cover only the land disturbance associated with
lot arrangement and street development and not the individual lot
development.)
5. Existing unvegetated and eroded areas.
Within six (6) months of the passing of this article, all existing
unvegetated areas within the city shall submit and have approved
a sedimentation and erosion control plan and possess a land disturbance permit. Within eighteen (18) months of the passage of
this article, all areas of the city shall be vegetated or stabilized in
accordance with this article. The existing unvegetated areas shall
institute measures to keep their sedimentation on-site and out of
sinkhole outlet areas while the erosion control and revegetation
measures are in progress.
G.

ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
No certificate of occupancy shall be issued for any development,
which is subject to the regulations of this chapter unless, and until
all requirements and criteria of this chapter are fully complied
with.

It.- PENALTY
Any person who is subject to the regulations of this chapter shall
be liable to the city for a civil penalty of $250 per violation per day
for as long as the violation continues. In addition to such penalty,
the -city- may recover from the person reasonable attorney fees,
court costs and other expenses incurred in any enforcement proceedings.
I.

This Ordinance shall become effective immediately upon
publication. All Ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict herewith are to the extent of such conflict hereby
repealed.
S/S FREED CURD
FREED CURD, MAYOR
ATTEST:
S/S SARAH DUNCAN
SARAH DUNCAN,CITY CLERK
INTRODUCED BY THE CITY COUNCIL ON AUGUST 9, 2001.
ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL ON AUGUST 23, 2001.

Articles
For Sete
TROMBONE- Bach Excellent condition Chemically
cleaned w/ case 7539212
YAMAHA snare drum &
bell set Like new $350
759-3781

2BR. 2 bath, private lot
Furnished. Between Coldwater & Stella. (270)4892116. If no answer leave
message.
NICE 2br, Mobile home_
No pets. 753-9866

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

Ward-Elkins

14X70 Clayton 3br. 2 bath
Locate in Coach Estate
$11,000 753-2570
1996 Chandelier 16x80
2br. 2 bath, island kitchen,
fireplace, garden tub, 2
decks & storage Build.
C/H/A, nice and clean.
need not to be moved
759-5061 after 7pm
1996 Dutch doublewrde
28x48. 3br, 2 bath, large
kitchen. Deck and front
steps included Excellent
condition. Must be moved
(270)492-8755.
4BR., 2 bth doublewide
w/lot Priced to sell Call
767-0176 after 5 30pm or
leave message
FOR Sale 1994 Fleetwood 14x50 2br. all electric, C/H/A. Like new
$7,800. 492-8285
SINGLE Trailer Beautiful
Priced
$18,000
Now
$8,000 759-8317 Days
9 30am 4 30pm

On the Square
751-1711
160
Home Furnishings
COUCH & chair for sale
Call 753-6815 after 5pm

LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller. Go-carts, 4-wheels,
ect Free pickup and delivery 436-2867

CASE 4210, 10ft bushhog
Brand bushhog Both like
new 753-4276 after 6pm
220
Musical
SPINET Piano and match
mg bench $675 cash
OBO Leave message at
7533377

EASTSIDE

LJ
STORAGE

RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1,2 & 3br. apts.
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
1BR & Studio apt near
MSU. partial utilities. Coleman RE 759-4118.

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOT For Rent. 753-9866_

280
Mobile Homes For Rea
2BR queen 492-8488

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units

Available

Pets & Supplies
PUPPIES for sale AKC
puppies, shots & wormed
759-3806

Accepting applications.
1 & 2 bedroom townhouses,
central heat & air.
Basic Rent starting at $315.(X)
Office Hours: 110 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon -Fri.

Call(270)753-1970

CI

TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 183
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurPets & Supplies
Cal Realty. 753-4444.

FURNISHED room to
rent. Private bath, laundry
efficient. Nice home, excellent neighborhood, all
paid but long distance
$250 per month 7531641 leave message.

AKC Register Boxer pup
pies Only 2 left Shots
wormed, dew claw re
moved, tail dock
270-753-0117 or
270-519-2224
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer_
436-2858
ENGLISH Bulldogs AKC.
Large, health, vet check,
home raised. 9 weeks.
$900. cash. 270-639-6350
FOR Sale: Pitbull puppies
3 female. 5 male. Call anytime 753-8327
SHIHTZU AKC Ready to
go , beautiful colors
731-352-0037
731-642-5151

IMMACULATE with new
bed/ bedding, tv. a/c. desk)
chair, phone. Plus full
house privileges. BS TV.
w/d, kitchen. Cable moLivestock & Supplies
dem. All you need is your
clothes. Ph 767-0421 after TIMOTHY
&
Orchare
5pm.
grass hay for sale $2 00 d
bale. (731)498-8006
Houses For Rent

Business Rentals
APPX 1,500 sq ft., good
location, heavy traffic.
Rent monthly or long term
lease
500 N. 4th St. Murray. Ky
Call for more into
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625.
FOR Rent Metal Building,
406 Sunberry Circle Can
be used for 2 shops good
condition Se Carlos Black
or call 436-2935
HIGHWAY 641 NorthUniversity Square, heavy
traffic, ample parking, up
to 4,000 sq tt Available in
30 days
753-1492 Century 21
Loretta

1 & 2br Apartments Kirk
sey Appliances furnished
Coleman RE 759-4118
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753 4109

2BR, dining room, computer room, carpet, stove, refrigerator. C/H/A, outside
storage. $450. per month,
$200. deposit and references. No pets. 508 S 11th
St. 759-1987.
3BR, 1 bath home. Living.
dining area, kitchen with
dishwasher, refrigerator
witce maker, self cleaning
oven, W/D hook-up, extra
large deck wlarbor. Very
low utilities. Available September 15th. Lease. deposit, references. No pets
759-4877 or 759-407?
evens.
AURORA Duplex, 2br up
$495 p/mo 1br down $175
p/mo includes utilities
1-800-531-2246
EAST of Murray. 94E &
1346 area Cute 1br. $295
per, month plus security
474-2520
EXECUTIVE home
Gatesborough Circle
3br. 2 bath, tile kitchen
dishwasher. stove, disposal, den w/fireplace, living
room, Florida room, cream
carpet. garage Deposit,
lease 615-338-0097
NICE & clean 2 bedroom,
refrigerator stove, new
washer & dryer carport,
storage shed No pets
Rent & deposit $400 Call
753-7920
NICE 3br, 1 bath, %ND
hookup dishwasher 2
blocks from MSU $550
pimonth plus deposit Reference required Daytime
753-3949 or 759-3050 after 6pm

YARD SALE

GIGANTIC YARD SALE

1109 Elm St.
(By Sonic)
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

1622 College Farm Road
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
7 a.m. till?
Nice name brand clothes - women's 4 thru
16, men's S-M-L, men's 34-26 jeans,
shoes 7N & M, 8 M, decorative accessories, purses, odds & ends, household
items, seasonal decorations.
Don't Miss This One! Too much to list!

LARGE
YARD SALE
Thurs. thru Sat.
Brick house with
white columns on
hill in New Concord
on Hwy. 121 South

Trailer, sewing
machine & supplies.
furniture, baby
clothes, lots more
436-2487

YARD SALE
Sat., Sept. 8
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
at S. Pleasant Grove
UMC
5671 Crossland Rd.
94W to Crossland
Rd. Turn left and go
5 miles.
Sponsored by youth
groups.
Antique chairs,
bicycles, toys and
lamps

GARAGE SALE

380

1213 N. 16th St.• Murray

1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity

Paula Crouse & Friends are having again

Community Wide
Yard Sale
Hazel Community
Center
100 Barnett St.
Sponsored by
Hazel Woman's
Club
Sat., Sept. 8th
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Lots of goodies for
everyone

MOVING
SALE

White Jenny Lind baby
bed & changing table
swing, carrier/car seat
girl's clothing 0-18 mo
boy's 7, Hilfiger, Polo
Women's clothing
portable dishwasher
$75 00

25c YARD
SALE
1300-A
Valleywood Dr.
Sat., Sept. 8th
7 a.m.-Noon
Toddler &
women's
clothes/shoes
household items

Rain or Shine

GARAGE
SALE
Sat., Sept. 8
7 a.m. - Noon
821 North 19th
F.P. portable crib.
stroller, old chest,
water skis, lots of
books, toys.
clothes.
11 a.m. - All Free

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

641 N. to Coles
Campground.
Follow the
signs.
Sept. 8th
6 a.m.-?

Sat., Sept. 8
94 West, blue
house on right
before stop light.

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

D12 Fox
Meadows
Mobile Home
Park
Saturday
7 a.m. - ?
Lots of glassware
and misc.

7 a.m.-?

1638 Farmer
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?

YARD SALE
Saturday
7 a.m. - Noon
1711 Oakhill Drive
Women's clothes
sizes 1-2 to
Women's Plus,
mostly mediums,
lots of Jeans,
kitchen table with 2
chairs, coffee table
dresser

YARD SALE
Saturday
4698 Airport Rd.
7 a.m.-Noon
After Noon - Halt Price

Surround Sound
speakers, water softener, furniture, nice
men's & women's
clothes including
Plus size, king size
mattress (only),
computer & desk.

YARD SALE
1107 Larkspur
Murray, KY
Sat., Sept. 8
7 a.m.-Noon
Baby items.
1..:lothes, toys, girl's
bike, gas grill,
ladies dress
clothes.

753-3853

FORREST VIEW
APARTMENTS

2 - 4br Houses
Near downtown
753-4109

150

Appliances

4br, Diuguid Drive Cole- 2BR, storage bldg, refer
man RE 759-4118
ences No inside pets, de
AVAILABLE Oct 1 2br posit, on Kirksey Hwy
duplex apt on quiet dead- Joyce Underwood
end street. 913 Story Ave. 898-2340
C/H/A Gas heat, all appli- SMALL house $285. pniu
ances furnished w/d hook- 753-6012
up. No pets Deposit re- THREE bedroom, one
quired. Call 753-7185
bath, central heat & air
FOR rent: 2br Duplexs, walking distance to cam
pus Call 753-8823 No
6350.- up. 759-4406.
pets
HOUSE 3, 4 bedroom
Central air/heat
1,2,3.
Apartments furnished near
Storage Rentals
MSU
753-1252 753-0606
CREEKVIEW STORAGE1BR Apt $225
$20-$40 On Center Drive
Small pets okay
Behind Tom's Grille
Coleman RE
759-4081
759-4118
NORTHWOOD
storage
1BR efficiency (2 room)presently has units availawalk to MSU partial utilities ble 753-2905 or 753
paid $285 753-1492
7536
1BR, like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Duplex inside Mayfield Very nice 898-7042
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper
C/H/A. $300. Also 2br,
119 Main • 753-6266
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
4-5 Bedrooms- 1.5 blocks
to MSU- partial utilities
paid- gas heat- new appliances 753-1492
4BR Townhouse
Coleman RE
7594118

Yard Sales

Yard Sales

400

ORDINANCE PREPARED BY:
WM. DONALD OVERBEY,CITY ATTORNEY

[K2

Apartments For Rent

Rooms For Rent

EFFECTIVE DATE

STORAGE Buildings built
on site. Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877

400

400
Lapis
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Yard Sales

YARD SALE
(Multi-Party)
Crossland Store &
Diner. 2-1/2 miles
West on State Line
Rd. from 641
minutes from
Hazel.
Saturday
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
Something for
everyone

Fri., Sept. 7
10 a.m. - ?
Sat., Sept. 8
7 a.m. - Noon
Rain or Shine
1370 Old Shiloh
Road
Murray, KY

Kids clothes infant to
2T, lots of new stuff
added

Church Yard Sale &
Bake Sale
1201 S. 16th St.
Fri. & Sat.
6:30 - 1:30

Clothing, shoes,
books, furniture,
baked goods, piano
$600 and other yard
sale treasures
Christian
Community Church
759-5327

CARPORT
SALE
812 N. 19th St.
Off College Farm Rd.
Sat. Sept. 8th
8:00 am til 12:00
Furniture, kids toys,
video games,
clothes, misc. items
Rain or Shine!

YARD SALE
(3 Family)
604-1/2 Broad Ext.
Friday 7:30-?
Saturday 7:30-Noon
If Rain Cancelled
To Next Week
Antique saddle,

Hot Wheels cars
toys. TV's, wicker
furniture. clothes
(all sizes), crafts,
portable dishwasher

YARD
SALE
1507 London
Drive
Murray
Sept. 8, 2001
7 a.m. to Noon

YARD SALE
(3 Party)
Saturday Only
7:00 a.m. -?

7 a.m. - Noon
Good items

803 Goodman St
Murray
Sept. 8 & Sept. 15
Something for everyone' We have newborn, maternity, misses, women's, men's &
boy's items, household items and lots of
other goodies Don't
miss this one'

GRAND
OPENING
RITA NEAT
REPEATS
SOUTHSIDE MANOR
SHOPPING MALL
605 SOUTH 12TH

SAT., SEPT. 8
12 TO 4
MEN'S,WOMEN'S &
CHILDREN'S
CONSIGNMENT
CLOTHES & ACC
GREAT BIG STORE
FULL OF GREAT
FALL BARGAINS.

4983 Speaker Trail

8 miles Hwy. 280 E
Clothing, dishes,
lamps. collectibles
and other household items, blue
glass & milk glass

YARD SALE
500 S. 7th Street
Friday & Saturday • 7 a.m. - Noon
Guitar, CD's, old Murray State yearbooks,
bookshelf, t v • clothes, books and more

GARAGE
SALE

5 FAMILY YARD SALE
9797 Hwy. 121 N. - (1/2 way
between Farmington & Coldwater)

Thurs., Sept. 6, Fri., Sept. 7 &
Sat., Sept. 8 • 8 a.m.-?
Antiques cedar bedroom, glassware, trunks,
household, tv/vcr, B & S engine, framed steel
door, fishing & exercising equip., stereo, children/adult clothes, toys. bike, flowers, new/old
tools, collection old cameras, razors & shaving
mugs. 5x8 Cargo trIftec. misc

Rain or Shine

YARD SALE
1253 Todd Rd.
Off of 94 East
Saturday
Sept. 8
8 a.m. - ?
(3 Family)
Boy's clothes 8-10
large women
clothes,
odds & ends

YARD
SALE
2223

Crossland Rd.
Fri., Sept. 7 &
Sat., Sept. 8
7:30

a.m.

121 N., right onto Rt.
299 past Kirksey 3
miles, right onto Mt.
Carmel Drive
1319 Mt. Carmel Drive
Friday Evening
Sept. 7th
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 8th
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Couch, aquarium, girl's
clothes sizes 0-5 yr.,
baby items, misc

YARD
SALE
1435 Boggess Dr.
Almo
Friday 3-7
Saturday 7-2
Bedroom suite.
Home Interiors.
clothes, little girl's
dresses

1 706 Keenland

All Day Friday
and
Sat. till 1 p.m.
Baby clothes,
baby toys, car
seat, stroller. kids
clothes, go-cart.
Home Interior

GARAGE
SALE
4064 U.S. 641 N.
First driveway to
the right past
Rolling Hills
Nursery
Saturday
7-11
Lots of stuff you
didn't know yo,
needed'

th our exters,ve. orgarnzen
-- togs. readers wdl f.nd your
easily, so you can make
for the stuff you realty
wart

270-753-1916
MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES
oa I WhItnell Ave • Murray
446
Lots For Rent
QUIET famiho park in ex
clusive residential neigh
borhood with city police
and fire protection, close
to shopping, hospital and
city transit service S95 per
month includes city water,
sewer, garbage pickup
Coach Estates at South
16th and Canterbury
753-3855
455
Acreage

504 Beale St.
Sat., Sept 8
7:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Children and adult
clothes, knick
knacks, collectibles
Something for
everyone'

Real Estate

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
-For What It's Worth'

440
Lots For Sale
2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967
3 lots
12x50 bld water. septic 1
block from boat ramp
$10,500 OBO 759-5945
436-6320
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

Lots For Rent
NICE mobile home lot 3
miles north of Murray with
well septic. 2 car garage
Call after 7pm 759-1204

LAND for sale Approx
464 acres Good timber
good pasture good hunting Near Puryear TN To
be sold by seal bids. Sept
21st Call 662-534-0629 for perspective Lanny Autry Broker M J Leggett
Tennessee
n.211aborate
Broker
460
Homes For Sale
2 older duplexes for sale
near campus NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED, SELLING NOW
753-2479
313/R, 2 bath Redecorated. Central gas •Ht'AC.
W.D hookup Near MSU
good locationineighbor
hood, big lotshade trees
$68.850 753-8585 (Wiii
lease/Own)
38R. 1ba C'Hi'A 2.5 car
w/d
garage
hook-up
Large fenced-in yard
Many updates 1633 Hamilton Mid 60's 753-7093
3BR., 2 bath on 27 fenced
acres
North Calloway
area. 270-753-1410.
EXGEPTIONAL 3br. 2
bath, red brick, double lot
town edge Call 753-4109
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper
but everything new and
ready to move into 2br, 1
bath, carport, utility room
$39,900
435-4632 or 559-8510
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Mired
NEARLY finished new
house located in Woodgate Subdivision 3 br, 2
bath, F Dr, covered front
and back porches eat-in
kit , whirlpool tub Upstairs
can be finished for 4th bdr.
559-2175 or aft 5 7531500
LOOKING for something
different? Not a brick
ranch Open floor plan.
Sunken Family room with
skylights and bay window.
wrap around deck 3br, 2
bath, 2.000 sq tt central
gas heat & air Lots of
shade 570's. 216 Woodlawn Ave Call 436-5067.
FOR SALE
2br Duplex, Northwood.
572,000 759-4406

FOR SALE
22 Acre Farm - 1800 sq.
ft. home includes cattle
barn. S118.900.00.
3 bedroom in city
priced below appraised
value. 564,500.00.
Colonial style brick.
lake access., hardwood
floors, great condition.
874.900.00.

1992 Ford E-250 van Call
753-5626 Ext 225

FOR Sale 86 Toyota
ruck, 4 cylinder, runs
good, power steering &
brakes, automatic, 123,xxx
tel
$2,000.
miles.
(270)437-4804.
92 Dodge pickup, 318 engine 1 , owner, excellent
eendition Call 437-4890
97 Dodge 3/4 ton diesel.
Excellent condition, loaded. 71,xxx miles $18,500.
OBO (731)498-8006

1978 Nes, 2 owner. 350400 turbo, 50,xxx miles,
new front tires, air, gas
stove, gas heat, water,
fridge, TV, coffee pot,
bathroom,
sleeps
6.
$35,000. 731-498-6333.
1985 Lake, 32 ft., $2,500.
or $175 p/mo. Water furnished. Call 437-4465. No
calls after 8:30pm.

Services Offered

COLDWELL

BANKR 0
1ST REALTY GROUP
Glenda Ritchie
753-1651
436-6370 Home

'MATTS MOWING'
759-2514
*Mowing *Landscaping
*Gutter-Cleaning
A affordable hauling, junk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning. 436-2867.

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Fxcellent_fixesirate -20_yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

1

11131
Sport Utility Vehicles

1988 GMC Jimmy 4x4
177,xxx miles. Good con
dition. 02,850. 759-1700.
97 Jeep Cherokee. Red 4
door 4x4, 57,xxx miles.
759-8003.
SUPER Sharp S-10 SUV
88 Blazer Tahoe 4x4.
Like- new clear- coat Finish & tire. Loaded Runs
great. $4,450 OBO. No
junker! 436-5035

Used Cars

Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
-Driveways
•Parking lots

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

Services Offered

A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
urniture design, and restoration. Free Estimates
753-4380.
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal.
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation.
Also top soil and gravel.
437-4838 or (270)559,
4986.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction*
Remodeling* Repairs.
Concrete-Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272.
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roots. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in:
*Driveways, *Parking lots,
*Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating, *Stripping,
*Chip & seal.
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
. 753-1537.
Aspnart SALCOAI1NG
Call Ronnie Geurin
"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
*Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-P113

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializing in Custom Workmanship

*CUSTOM HOMES
*DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
1965 Black Plymouth Fury
'SPRAY PAINTING
'FAUX FINISHES
2 door, hardtop, very nice
'PRESSURE CLEANING
*SPECIAL COATINGS
'WATER PROOFING
*MULTISPEC COATINGS
753-8117
1983 Buick 6 cyl. Perfect
inside & out, except bustFREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
ed engine rod. $300. 436FULLY INSURED - OWNER JIM ()SR URN
6321 afternoon please.
1986 Cadillac Fleetwood.
MEM
fully loaded. $1,200. OBO.
759-8938.
1987 Chevy S-10, LWB,
topper, auto, air, tilt, us
cruise, 105K miles, great
condition $3,800. OBO. Ism
753-5452 after 5pm.
1989 Ford Taurus, 3.8 liter
V-6 engine, tuur-door se750,000 ON THE YARD
dan. automatic. $400. 7533465_
FOR IMMEDIATE
1991 Hyundai Scoupe
DELIVERY
$800. Looks sporty, has
sunroof. Call 759-9215
FACTORY DIRECT TO YOU
1993 Acura Vigor, 5
speed,
leather,
CD
player/Changer, sunroof.
loaded, 126,xxx, $5,000. all
OBO. 759-0513.
1996 Dodge Intrepid. 1
owner. $3500 080 270753-1410.
1997 Buick
LeSa bre.
Martin, TN
56.000 original miles, extra
nice. 436-5750.
82 Citation 1, owner, original miles. has ouches
$400. 759-3401. _
Weekend Appointments Available

270-753-6895

FACE
BRICK

VOWELL
(I SONS

800-587-3828

'92 red. 2-dr. Toyota Tercel. 4-speed, air, cassette
57,200 miles. $2500. 7592568.
94 Saturn SC2. 114,xxx
miles, 1 owner, good gas
mileage, good condition.
$4,500. OBO. 270-5275727 leave message.
FOR Sale: 65 Mustang
Fastback 289, 55 Pontiac
4 dr,, & 64 Convair 4 dr.,
all original, essentially
complete, need major restoration; all 3 for $2,000.
270-753-6406

no
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11 & T Painting
Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-7594979

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing
even if you have been turned down
before Loans available for bankrupt. bad credit, no credit No cosigners necessary.
Call Ruthie or Dennis
753-2222
24 Hours 1-800-953-2050

The Roof of the
Future
Live Under It

STEEL
Call Thompson
Construction
today for free
estimate...
270-527-8326
Or

270-994-0543

Services Offered

Services Offered

Sett/kits Offered

Services Offered

eloStrielEI

iIIIII
49 •r

Meta( Roofing
for houses,

barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

1-800-909-9064

Services Offered

111

--•

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone(270)759-4734

CE

,4PL

„ .
,,,,,,,,,. ,
Lamb AfEtmtheris.

=Moving=
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

am-

David's Home Improvement

Brothers
)
Irk) Tree Service
l
- amb

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for

sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers.

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates

P/us...all other home improvements

24 Hr Service

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Hedge Trimming Full Lint of
Equipment
Thee & Stump
I'iiul Lomb
Removal

['CHRIS KROUP'0
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

12701 436-2222

To Advertise Your Business
Call Kathy or Tammy at
753-1916
To Get More Information.

Custom Furniture & Cabinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home Improvement

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500

Residential/Commercial

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

Services Offered
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
BURL'S Wrecker Service
24 hours, Fast Service.
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insur400 N. 4th St.
ed. 489-2839.
270-759-2295
J&D LAWN CARE &
CARPORTS Starting at
LANDSCAPING
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
*Power seeding
*Shrub Trimming
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
•Muclhing
OF MURRAY
Friday Openings Available
*Leaf Removal
*Lawn mowing,
*Wholesale plants.
*Landscaping,
(270)759-8912
*Bed mulching.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Residental-Commerical
Pick Up & Deliver
Free Estimates -Insured.
753-5668.
270-753-6772
MOVING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Lamb Brothers
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Cross Country Or Local.
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Licensed & Insured. Call
Experience. Gerald WalLuke Lamb At
ters. 753-2592.
1-800-611-6854
FALL is coming! Call now
270-753-2555.
to order your trees for fall
planting. Sunrise LandSUREWAY
scaping. 767-9735,
TREE SERVICE
FENCING
Stump Removal
Midway Fence. All types.
Insured with full line of
Complete services.
equipment.
Reasonable prices.
Free estimates.
Free Estimate Insured.
753-5484.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.

Thee Trimming
Cleanup Service

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional.
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial.
270-435-4645.
SMALL JOBS
Can't find anyone to do the
small jobs? Call Bill Settle
753-9708. Garage doors,
openers, decks, siding, ad-ditions and repairs.
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance.
437-4407
210-6268

FREE puppies - Smal
mixed breed. 2297 Poo
Farm Rd. Murray. Cal
759-1209.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Company recalls
5,000 cloth baby
carriers for rings
WASHINGTON (AP)- A Nebraska company is recalling about
5,000 cloth infant carriers because
metal support rings on them can
break and dump a child on the
ground.
Maya Wrap, based in Omaha,
has received 20 reports of the rings
breaking, according to the Consumer Product Safety Commission.
The company received only one report of a child falling to the ground,
and no injuries were reported.
The recalled carriers are made of
cotton fabric with two metal support rings. The rings measure 1/8
inch in width. They were sold in a
variety of colors, prints and sizes.
A large white label sewn in the
slings reads in part, "MAYA

WRAP."
Web sites and individual distributors nationwide sold these carriers from January 2001 through
July 2001 for between $30 and $40.
Also, eight children's boutiques in
various states sold these
carrier/slings.
People should stop using these
carriers immediately, the company
said. Anyone with questions can
call Maya Wrap at 1-800-5019979. The company is offering instructions on how the carrier can be
repaired.

and delight you. Work toward a common
goal with a loved one or partner. You
burst with ideas. Tonight: Share your
mischievous side.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You mean well. but somehow
you upset the apple cart. A family member lets you know just how much. Be
careful about swallowing your anger.
Learn to say what you mean. Someone

overwhelms you with chatter. Tonight:
Play ostrich.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A friend might push you harder
than you would like. You know how to
speak your mind. Get together with others, inviting someone along who might
be almost a recluse. Once this person
opens up, the bonding intensifies
between the two of you.

Net:
CPSC:
On
The
http://www.cpsc.gov/
Maya Wrap: http://www.mayawrap.com/mayawrap/defaultasp

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

on someone financially - at least right
now. Don't let this issue get to your pos-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Sept. itive energy. Others flock toward you.
8,2001:
Someone might inadvertently express
As long as you --know what you want,.
anger or frustration in the next few
you'll be an unstoppable force. Adjust to

weeks. Let it happen. Tonight: Play the
weekend in.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Someone rebels as you try to
lead. You might consider going in separate directions for the moment. Your
interests diverge. Stay calm and cool in a
conversation. Reveal your deeper feelings. Escape tension by getting into an
exercise program. Tonight: Could be
late.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Don't be shy with someone you
put on a pedestal. Express what you hold
close to your heart. Someone just might
be in the mood to make your wish a reality. Involve a friend in a new hobby or
pastime. Discover new ways of relaxing.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Tonight: Go for what you want.
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
*** A family member goes on the

professional changes, using these swings
as an opportunity for growth. Greet innovative ideas positively, especially if they
involve your health. Trust and go with
the flow. Always choose to understand
rather than to react. If you are single, you
could find yourself intensely involved
before you know it. If one relationship
doesn't work for you, there is a better
one around the corner. If you are
attached, your relationship presents challenges, but if you emphasize the positive.
you will grow. Don't worry so much
about money Schedule a special trip
together. TAURUS helps you grow to a
better level.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** A serious discussion focuses
you. You plunge into your work, seeking
new ways to increase your stature.
Community presence plays a role. Only
you can take charge of your life's direction. Use the next few months to establish the reputation you want. Tonight:
Think in terms of gain.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Don't sit on your duff any
longer waiting for others to make offers
Head out and flag down the opportunity
you want. Though it might not occur this
very day. it will soon. Someone you consider important lets you down. Tonight:
Do what pleases you.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Step back from the immediate
and have a discussion that allows you to
see your universe more creatively. If you
aren't feeling appreciated or understood,
you might allow others to come forward.
In the next few weeks, you discover
more. Tonight: Clear out.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might not be able to count

warpath for the next few weeks. You
wonder what you did to do deserve this
behavior. Listen, and you will find out. A
child could do the unexpected and upset
you. Be generous with a fnend. You will
find that this attitude will be returned.
Tonight: Find your best friend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Defer to others right now,
especially as someone close to you could
be quite upset and in need of affirmation.
Your focus on nurturing others allows
better flow at home and elsewhere.
Touch base with a neighbor or relative.
Tonight: Run away for the weekend.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** What you do and how you
approach others influence the outcome.
What is ailing another might not be clear
now, but you will, through patience.
break this barrier Invest more time in
your finances. An opportunity knocks on
your door. Tonight: Relax in a favorite

way.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Mars moves into your sign.
bestowing high energy and physical
charisma. Others' reactions might stun

Ain't 0-hat Art
0-iattooin9 & Tiercino
By

Jerry • Les • Jayson
Dixieland Court • 1304 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071
Open Mon.-Sat. 1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

(270) 759-2005

Now oloiti
gn Murray

To better serve our customers, Lake Region Propane, is serving
only the Marshall County area and Calloway County Propane Gas
will be serving only the fine folks of Calloway County.

CALL US BEFORE YOUR NEXT PROPANE FILLIIPt

Calloway County Propane Gas
3040 I Is v.
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: At 72, I'm expen
encing severe disequilibrium. Why
would this happen? Is there a remedy?
DEAR READER: I'm not sure what
you mean by "disequilibnum." To some
people, this means faintness and
unsteadiness. To others, it indicates vertigo (a spinning sensation). To still others , it represents weakness and a vague
feeling of "dis-ea.se."
Faintness and unsteadiness are often
related to blood pressure fluctuations
(too high or too low), low blood sugar,
poor circulation, pulse irregularities and
a number of vascular ailments.
Vertigo is usually the result of a disturbance in the balance mechanism of
the inner ear, secondary to Meniere's
disease, tumors, infection or circulatory
deficiencies. Patients with vertigo
should, in my opinion, be examined by
otolaryngologists.
Weakness and malaise can result
from a variety of afflictions, including
anemia, thyroid disease, hypertension,
heart disease and metabolic disturbances.
Because the nature and cause of your
problem are in doubt, I urge you to be
examined by your primary care physician, who can begin to define your disorder by obtaining a complete medical history, examining you thoroughly and
ordering appropriate testing. Once a
diagnosis has been established, your
doctor may choose to refer you to a specialist for further analysis and treatment.
To give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Ear Infections and Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed
stamped envelope to Newsletter, P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter gets
regular attacks of mouth ulcers. Should
she avoid citrus or take vitamin C?
DEAR READER: Recurring ulcerations in the mouth are caused by several
types of microorganisms. In general, the
appearance of the ulcer gives a clue to
its cause.
Aphthous stomatitis is the most common. Often known as "canker sores,"
these lesions are shallow, flat and
painful. They can occur anywhere in the
oral cavity. The cause is unknown but,
after several days, the ulcers typically
become covered by a whitish opaque
material that contains bacteria.
Treatment consists of topical anes-

thetic creams or, in selected cases,
antibiotic mouthwash. I've had success
in treating aphthous stomatitis by lightly
burning the ulcers with a stick tipped
with silver nitrate. These lesions tend to
recur, however, and may be precipitated
by stress and local irritation (such as
poorly fitting dentures).
Herpes virus infection is also a frequent cause of mouth ulcers, which
begin as a crop of blisters, often called
"fever blisters" or "cold sores."
Eventually, the blisters break leaving
raw painful lesions that can take many
days to heal. These herpes infections are
highly contagious. Therapy with antiviral drugs is usually successful.
Other more unusual causes of mouth
ulcers include drug reactions, immune
deficiency and oral pemphigus, an
autoimmune disorder.
I do not believe that avoiding citrus
fruits causes or aggravates mouth
ulcers, although such fruits may be
painful to eat. Vitamin C does not cure
mouth ulcers, which heal by themselves
anyway.
Because your daughter has a recurring and painful problem, I believe she
should see her doctor, who can diagnose
her disorder and recommend appropriate treatment.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please provide
information about fibrocystic disease of
the breast.
DEAR READER: About 50 percent of
pre-menopausal women suffer from
fibrocystic breast disease, a completely
benign condition marked by solitary (or
multiple) cysts that are often tender and
tend to fluctuate in size during the menstrual cycle.
Fibrocystic changes are diagnosed by
mammography and ultrasound examination. In rare cases, biopsy may be necessary. Because in some women fibrocystic disease may herald later breast
cancer, most authorities recommend
careful breast examinations every 6 to
12 months and annual mammograms
beginning about age 45.
Finally, coffee, tea, cola and chocolate
may worsen fibrocystic disease and,
therefore, should be avoided.

DEAR ABBY: I am iotrigued by
women who find phone numbers in
their husband's pockets or wonder
why they are out late. My advice:
Unless you think you're in danger of
losing your husband, leave well
enough alone.
I have been a happily married
man for more than 25 years. For the
last 10 years, I have had a male
lover who is also married. Neither of
us intends to leave our families.
What would my wife gain if she happened to stumble on this? She would
destroy her life, my life, our kids'
lives, my lover's life, his family's lives
— and nothing would be gained.
BISEXUAL IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR "Br: While we all know
that some marriages are
"arrangements," those kinds of
relationships should be entered
into with everyone's eyes wide
open. Secrets of the kind you
have described are not healthy
for partnerships.
You ask what your wife would
gain if she were to learn the
truth? She would gain the ability
to decide for herself if she wants
to spend the rest of her life sharing her husband with another
person, rather than having the
decision made for her. Whether
her answer is yes or no, she
would be making an informed
choice. She deserves the right to
do so.

DEAR GRATEFUL WIFE:
Although the lessons your
father-in-law taught your husband may have been inadvertent, it appears your mate took
the negatives of his fragmented
relationship with his father and
turned them into positives. Your
open letter demonstrates the
lasting effect of examples we set
by our behavior.
*I

DEAR ABBY: My parents do not
listen to anything I have to say. They
think my problems are not as important as theirs. I try to tell them
what's going on in my life, but they
don't hear me. Because of this, I no
longer tell my parents anything. I
tell my best friend and her mother.
My friend's mom listens to my problems and helps me handle them —
no matter how small they are.
My parents do not know anything about me. They never will,
until they decide to listen to what I
have to say.
My advice to all parents is to
listen to your children. It's not that
hard. Your kids just might have
important "secrets" you know nothing about because you didn't take the
time to listen.
A TEEN NEEDING TO TALK
IN OHIO

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway Deputy Sheriff Stan Scott with
more than 30 pounds of marijuana
confiscated yesterday. Scott said the
marijuana would be worth $50,000
to $60,000 on the street. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Mark
Cooper.
Births reported include a girl to
Brad and Angela Skinner, July 30; a
boy to Capt. Scott and Elizabeth
Studer, Aug. 20; a girl to Tammy
and Walter Wulff, Sept. 2; a boy to
Terry and Gerald Bell and a boy to
Tania and Johnathan Collins, Sept.
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was printed in the summer issue of
Kentucky Club Women. The poem
won second place in the 1970 Adult
Contest, sponsored by Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Martin B. Tracy, Aug.
14.
Forty years ago
Another group of Kentucky Reserve and National Guard units
were placed on the alert yesterday
and ordered to prepare for intensified training and possible call to
duty. One of the units is the 439th
Civil Affairs Company at Paducah.
Murray members include Lt. Col.
Holmes Ellis, Major James M. Lassiter, Capt. William Dodson and Lt.
Ottis (Buddy) Valentine.
Mrs. Frances Churchill was honored at a surprise event by the Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow Girls. Mrs. Churchill has
served as mother adviser for the assembly for 10 years.
Fifty years ago
Murray Training School will
open Sept. 10 at 9 a.m. with a special assembly in the Little Chapel,
according to John E. Robinson, director. Two new teachers are Mavis
McCamish, first grade, and Charles
Leroy Eldridge, vocational agriculture.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Hart and a boy
and Mrs. Carlos Pierce,
to Mr.
Sept. 2; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Elliott, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Meadows, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Carmel Byers and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Woosley, Sept.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Sept. 7, the
250th day of 2001. There are 115
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 7, 1940, Nazi Germany
began its initial "blitz" on London
during World War II.
On this date:
In 18/5, the Marquis de Lafayette, the French hero of the American Revolution, bade farewell to
President John Quincy Adams at the
White House.
In 1901, the Peace of Beijing
ended the Boxer Rebellion in
China.
In 1936, rock legend Buddy
Holly was born Charles Hardin Holley in Lubbock, Texas.
In 1963, the National Professional Football Hall of Fame was
dedicated in Canton, Ohio.
In 1969, Senate Republican
leader Everett M. Dirksen died in
Washington, D.C.
In 1977. the Panama Canal treaties, calling for the United States to
eventually turn over control of the
waterway to Panama, were signed
in Washington.
In 1977, convicted Watergate
conspirator G. Gordon Liddy was
released from prison after more than
four years.
In 1979, the Entertainment and
Sports Programming Network
(ESPN) made its cable television
debut.
In 1986, Desmond Tutu was installed as the first black to lead the
Anglican Church in southern Africa.
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LOOKING BACK

Mr. and Mrs. C.W. Jones were
married for 50 years Aug. 31.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture with the
caption, "Part of the First Christian
Church seems to be peeking
through one of the burned windows
of the Murray Ledger & Times
building." The photo was by Ledger
& Times Sports Editor Jim Rector.
Steve Baker, 20, Houston, Texas,
son of Cecil Baker of Murray,
drowned Sept. 6 at New Braunfels,
Texas.
Murray State University Racers
won 37 to 23 over Southeast MisDEAR TEEN: Sociologists and souri in a football game at Cape Gipsychologists have interviewed
rardeau.
teen-agers about their concerns,
***
Thirty years ago
and a subject that is mentioned
DEAR ABBY: I would like to again and again is the fact that
Mrs. Robert Usrey, 54, Murray,
thank my father-in-law for all of the some parents are too busy or and her mother, Mrs. Ora Doron,
lessons he's taught my husband:
preoccupied to listen. I have 80, died from injuries sustained in a
Thank you for abandoning your received many letters from three-car
accident on U.S. Highway
girlfriend and newborn son 28 years other teen-agers that contain
one
41,
mile
south of Clarksville,
conscia
be
to
ago. It has taught him
the same message as yours. They Tenn., Sept. 6.
entious father to our children.
wants parents who will listen
A poem, "The Sun Gods ReThank you for leaving them in and at least let them explain.
turn." written by Mrs. Li. Hortin.
poverty. It taught him to work hard
for the things he truly wants.
Thank you for never taking him
fishing or hunting. It taught him to
spend quality time with our daughters.
Thank you for returning to their
lives when he was 17, only to cheat
1. You are declarer with the of diamonds, you make at least 10
on his mother four years later. It has West hand at Three Notrump, tricks by repeating the finesse.
made our marriage stronger.
If you were to tackle clubs instead
and North leads the six ofspades.
Thank you for visiting us three or When you play the king from of diamonds and South had the
four times in the past seven years. It dummy, it wins the trick, South guarded queen, you could go down
taught him to appreciate his mother following with thefour. How would after South returned a spade
more.
through your queen.
you play the hand?
2. The situation changes comEast
Finally, thank you for never being
West
pletely if South wins the first trick
#K 7
a role model. It has taught my husQ52
with the ace of spades and returns
V Q63
band to be a better man.
V A K8
GRATEFUL WIFE •A Q J 4
the ten. Instead of South being the
• 10 9 8
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dIAK863 player you're afraid to have on lead,
+J 109
2. You are declarer with the North becomes the player you fear
same hand at Three Notrump, most. He presumably has the spade
but this time, when you play length(most likely five ofthem)and
13L_CINCOIE
dummy's king of spades, South must be prevented from cashing
wins with the ace and returns the them after they become established.
THAT'S NOT
I'm PRETTY SURE
Accordingly, you should duck the
How would you play the
ten.
A GOOD
I'M NOT LOOKING
of spades return and win the
ten
hand?
ATTITUDE TO
GORWARD TO
* * *
spade with the queen. Now you
next
THE
START
WORK
GOING TO
lead the jack of clubs and
safely
can
Wr1-1.4.r
DAY
TODAY
1.In notrurnp,you usually try finesse. You don't mind losing the
to develop tricks in your longest trick to South because his fangs
suit (in the present case, clubs), have already been drawn.
If South wins the jack of clubs
but that doesn't make it the correct play in all cases. In this with the queen and returns a diainstance, the right suit to play is mond, you rise with the ace and run
like a bunny with nine tricks. There
diamonds, not clubs.
is no need to get greedy by taking
lead
should
you
two,
At trick
the ten ofdiamonds and let it ride the diamond finesse. You might
if South follows low. Even if the wake up in the hospital if partner is
CATHY
ten loses to the king, you are the excitable type.
If South should happen to have a
assured of nine tricks consisting
'441AAti 1±) . AND TO
BUT IT WAS YOU WHO
UJHEN I INAJITED ,40u TO
BECAUSE CF VOU,
of one spade, three hearts, three spade to return after taking the
THINK 40U
I HAD THE COURAGE
ALWAYS ENCOURAGED ME
ALEX'S WEDDING I DIDN'T
diamonds and two clubs. North queen of clubs, you needn't be conNEVER
TO UNCOVER THE
TO BREAK OUT N
KNOW 40tA WOULD BE 50...
can't profitably return a spade, cerned. In that case, the opposing
THOUGHT
REAL AlE!!
OLD RUTS ...YOU WHO
..UM...HRIR-FREE, IRVING.
and you are home free and clear spades were originally divided 4-4,
401i'0 HAVE
CHALLENGED NIE TO CHANCEr
and the defenders can't score more
whatever else he leads.
Al IMPACT.,.
four tricks.
than
king
the
has
South
Of course, if
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Police in dry county threaten Harried IRS workers hid thousands of returns
to stakeout restaurants for
wine-toting lawbreakers
JONESBORO, Ark.(AP) — When Harvey and Pat Collins lictad to
Lazarri Italian Oven for dinner, they often bring along a bottle wine.
Few would consider them hardened criminals for doing so, but plainclothes officers in Jonesboro are now on the lookout for their type.
Under the rules of this city and county, they're breaking the law.
Jonesboro is in Craighead County, one of Arkansas's 43 dry counties,
where drinking in public is banned unless the business has a private
liquor license. Getting caught "brown-bagging" at a restaurant like
Lazarri's can mean a $125 tine.
Assistant Police Chief Bud Marshall said police are cracking down
because they have received complaints.
"We just wanted to warn the people," Marshall said."We don't want
them to do it, and we will make an arrest if it's done in our presence."
Brown-bagging is not limited to Jonesboro, but officials in other dry
counties — where liquor sales are generally banned — rarely go out of
their way to enforce the rules.
Barney Reeves, director of the Alcoholic Beverage Control
Commission's enforcement division, said he gets occasional complaints,
but he said people taking their own wine into restaurants is not a big
problem.
"That's up to the local law enforcement," he said. "It happens probably a lot more than we know. The people don't have a problem with it."
Lazarri's owners Jerry Flynn and his wife Susan have always allowed
brown-bagging. It's been a practice in Jonesboro for at least 15 years,
they said.
"We do have a number of customers that bring a wine with their
meal," said Flynn, who opened the restaurant in 1996."Why it would be
such a problem now, I really couldn't guess."
State law since the 1940s has allowed counties and towns to vote to
ban or allow liquor sales within their borders. More than half of the
state's counties — 43 of 75 — are dry.
In Craighead County, there are 13 private clubs where liquor sales are
allowed. In Faulkner County, Conway has three country clubs that serve
alcohol to members but no restaurants that serve alcohol.
"We haven't had a big problem," said Conway police Lt. Bill
Milburn.
One restaurant that had allowed it quit when told about the law, and
another complied after Alcoholic Beverage Control officials started gathering evidence against it, he said.
In Van Buren. police don't spend time staking out restaurants for people who smuggle in a drink.
"We have other things to take care of," Cpl. Charlotte Ledbetter said.

PITTSBURGH
(AP)
Employees at an IRS processing
center run by Mellon Bank hid thousands of tax returns or put them with
papers to be shredded apparently
because they couldn't keep up with
the workload. Mellon's chairman
says.
At leas; 40,000 federal tax
returns and payments totaling $810
million were either lost or destroyed
at the Pittsburgh center, which handled documents sent by taxpayers in
New England and parts of New York
state.
The scope of the problem was
disclosed last week by Senate
Finance Committee Chairman Max
Baucus, D-Mont., who said it could
take months to determine all the
details. A federal investigation has
begun.

Kennedy Center
honors are
announced

WASHINGTON (AP) - Julie
Andrews, who captivated America
in "The Sound of Music." and tenor
Luciano Pavarotti are among the
five winners of the 200) honors.
from the John F. Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts.
Andrews was described by
Johnson as "a beloved actress whose
performances in films and the musical .theater are treasured by millions
of Americans." Pavarotti, "a singer
whose unique voice has attracted
new fans to opera in the United
States and throughout the world,"
first gained fame in 1961 in "La
Boheme.• Quincy Jones, cited for his
"spectacular influence on all facets
of American popular music for more
than 50 years." has been a composer,
arranger. conductor, instrumentalist,
record company executive, magazine founder and record, film and
television producer.
• Jack Nicholson, described as
"one of the most brilliant and celebrated . actors of our age.- 'won
Aeadein, Awards for bis performances.
in- -"One-- Flew Over . the
An attornci, entered a iii guilty
Cuckoo's
Nest,- "Terms of
plea on his behalf.
and "As Good As It
EndearmentArnett. 51. had slurred speech
Gets.and a "strong odor of alcoholic bev• Van Cilium. "a pianist \k hose
erage on or about his person- when stellar career bears witness to the
Trooper Chris Short arrived to find life-affirming power of music," won
Arnett driving a tractor, a citation the first Tehaikovsky International
said.
Piano Competition in Moscow in
When Short tried to put hand- 1958. The first musician ever honcuffs. on Arnett. the mayor resisted ored ith a ticker-tape parade in
and "we (Short and Trooper Sam New York City, he went on to found
Hunt had to wrestle him to the the Van Clihuni International Piano
Conlpetition.
ground." the citation says.

Kentucky mayor resisted
arrest when charged
with drunken driving
STANTON, Kr. AP) --- It took
AO Kentucky State Police troopers
restle Stanton's mayor to the
:round when he was charged it h
i'unken driving v. hue on a tractor
la.t month. Court records say.
Mawr Myers Amen, v, ho also
drives a school bus, did not appear
in court on Tuesday for his arraignment on the Aug. 20 charges of driv mg under the influence of alcohi il.
resisting arrest and third-degree
L•riminal

Last month, Mellon lost its contract to run the Pittsburgh IRS
Processing Unit because of what
bank chairman Martin McGuinn
called "gross disregard" and the failure by employees to follow company policy.
McGuinn said in an e-mail that
an internal probe found taxpayer
submissions were "hidden, and in
some cases. destroyed."
On Tuesday, McGuinn said several employees had been fired.
"As best we know, they did this
because they felt they were behirl
in their work in processing IRS
returns," McGuinn told employees
in a memo.
He said the company has found
no evidence of check fraud, identity
theft or improper use of taxpayer
information.

The center, one of seven Mellon
operated nationwide, was set up to
handle 1.7 million tax returns during
the April rush. The loss of the IRS
contract resulted in the layoff or
transfer of 106 employees.
The federal investigation was
started after taxpayers complained
to the IRS that their payment checks
had failed to clear. Sen. Charles
Schumer, D-N.Y., said last week the
agency had received 22,000 complaints of uncashed checks.
The IRS set up a special unit to
handle the cases and told taxpayers
who suspect they may be affected to

stop payment on uncashed checks
and to send a new return and check
to an IRS service center in Andover,
Mass.
Mellon began processing tax
returns and payments for the IRS in
1993.
In 1985, the IRS discovered tax
returns turning up in trash cans and
women's restrooms and thousands
of mutilated refund checks 'at the
agency's Philadelphia Service
Center.
Officials blamed the problems on
costly computer problems and worker tut nosier at at:
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Food Poisoning
Food poisoning comes in three varieties: I)botulism. 2)bacterial food poisoning and 11) chemical food
poisoning.
Botulism is an uncommon but potential fatal form of food poisoning. It occurs most commonly in
canned fish, meat, and vegetables. Proper processing and storage of food prevent botulism. Symptoms
of botulism include double vision, difficulty swallowing, weakness and muscle paralysis. Symptoms
seldom occur before 8 hours after ingestion and may not appear for several days. Hospital treatment is
needed.
Bacterial food poisoning is caused by ingestion of food contaminated with one of several bacteria.
Bacterial food poisoning is most often associated with meat, fish, or dairy products which have been
allowed to stand at room temperature for several hours before eating. It commonly occurs after summer picnics. Symptoms, which are usually limited to vomiting and/or diarrhea, generally occur within
6-8 hours, but may be delayed. No special treatment is usually required and the symptoms are usually
gone in 12-24 hours.
Chemical food poisoning occurs when food is stored in containers lined wi h copper zinc or certain
other metals. The symptoms (nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea) usually appear
within 12 hours and may last 1-2 days. Treatment may be needed if symptoms are severe or last more than a couple of days. Foods that look or smell
funny or containers that are bulging should be discarded. If you have a question about food preparation or storage, contact your local county extension
service office. If you are concerned about a possible food poisoning, contact
the Poison Center.
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